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INTRODUCTION
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) is a modular facility for materials research in the
mierogravity environment of the Space Station Freedom (SSF). The SSFF is designed for crystal
growth and solidification research in the fields of electronic and photonic materials, metals and
alloys, and glasses and ceramics, and will allow for experimental determination of the role of
gravitational forces in the solidification process. The facility will provide a capability for basic
scientific research and will evaluate the commercial viability of low-gravity processing of selected
technologically important materials.
The facility is designed to support a complement of furnace modules as outlined in the
Science Capabilities Requirements Document (SCRD). SSFF is a three rack facility that provides
the functions, interfaces and equipment necessary for the processing of the furnaces and consists
of two main parts: the SSFF Core Rack and the two Experiment Racks. The facility is designed to
accommodate two experimenter-provided furnace modules housed within the two experiment
racks, and is designed to operate these two furnace modules simultaneously. The SCRD specifies
a wide range of furnace requirements and serves as the basis for the SSFF conceptual design.
SSFF will support automated processing during the man-tended operations and is also designed
for crew interface during the permanently manned configuration. The fac!lity is modular in design
and facilitates changes as required, so the SSFF is adept to modifications, maintenance,
reeonfiguration, and technology evolution.
The fh'st SSFF launch is scheduled for late 1997. The Core Rack and Experiment Rack-1
will launch with Furnace Module- 1 as the initial configuration for SSFF. This configuration of the
SSFF is referred to as the Integrated Configuration 1 (IC1). IC1 will operate dunng the Man-
tended phase of the SSF and the facility will be designed to operate in an automated state after the
crew installs the payload and initiates the processing.
The second launch for SSFF is scheduled for 1999 with Furnace Module - 2 as the addition
to the f'trst payload. With the addition of the second furnace module, the SSFF will be in a fully
operational mode, referred to as the Integrated Configuration-2 (IC2). IC2 will operate during the
manned phase of the SSF program and therefore will utilize the crew to the extent practical.
The requirements for SSFF were taken from the SCRD which is dated January 24, 1992,
and the design of the SSFF was derived based on those requirements. The furnace modules that
are accommodated by the SSFF are listed below:
High-Temperature-Gradient Direction'a.l Solidification Furnace Module (HGDSF)
Low-Temperature-Gradient Directional Solidification Furnace Module (LGDSF)
Vapor Crystal Growth Furnace Module (VCGF)
lq Lp J
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• Isothermal/ Rapid Solidification Furnace Module (IRSF)
• Hot Wall Float Zone Module (I-IWFZ)
• Programmable Multizone Furnace Module (PMZF)
• Visibly Transparent Furnace Module (VTF)
• Interface / Radiographic Measurement (IRM)
• Thermophysical Property Measurement Furnace (TPMF)
• * Large Bore Low-Temperature.Gradient Directional Solidification Furnace Module (LBDSF)
• * High Pressure Furnace Module (HPF).
The furnaces listed with asterisks were considered for impact only since the furnace concepts are
not currently developed in sufficient detail to be incorporated in the SSFF design.
From the furnace modules desca-ibed above, NASA selected a strawman furnace complement
for the SSFF design, The furnace modules that were considered to represent the widest range of
resource requirements are listed below and their requirements axe enveloped in the strawman
complement consisting of two furnaces, Furnace Module- 1 and Furnace Module-2:
• High-Temperature-Gradient Directional Solidification Furnace Module (HGDSF)
• Low-Temperature-Gradient Directional Solidification Furnace Module (LGDSF)
• Vapor Crystal Growth Furnace Module (VCGF)
• Programmable Multizone Furnace Module (PMZF)
From this strawman, resource requirements were reviewed for the SSFF system design. The
following is a list of those resource requirements from which the SSFF is based: Furnace Module-
1 is a module which is similar to the Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) that is flying on USML- 1 in
1992. Furnace Module 2 is the Pr%wammable Multizone Furnace.
ResQurce Reauirement Furnace Module-1 Furnace Module-2
Nominal Heater Power 900 W 1200 W
Peak Power 2100 W 3000 W
Maximum Heat Up Rate 300 °C./hr 30 °C/hr
Maximum Temperature 1700 °C 1300 °C
Operating Atmosphere Argon Argon
Hard Vacuum Requirement 1 x 10-3 ton" Unknown
Coolant Water Water
Temperature Control Thermocouples 14 1(X)
Sample Thermocouples 36 < 10
Mass 327 kg 350 kg
v_v
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),,,..J In orderto accommodatethefurnacemoduleswith theresourcesrequiredtooperate,SSFF
developeda designthat meetstheneedsof the widerangeof furnacesthat areplannedfor the
SSFF.Thesystemdesignis dividedinto subsystemswhichprovidethefunctionsof interfacingto
the SSFservices,conditioning and control for furnacemoduleuse,providing the controlled
services to the furnace modules, and interfacing to and acquiring data from the furnace modules.
The subsystems, described in detail in this document, are listed below with a general description
provided:
• Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem (PC-'DS) - Provides the regulation, distribution
and conversion of the SSF-provided power to the desired usable levels.
• Data Management Subsystem (DMS) - Provides process control, data acquisition, recording
capabilities and interfaces for the crew and the SSF DMS for uplink, downlink and housekeeping
functions.
• Software (SW) - Automates control of the SSFF hardware, handles internal and external
interfaces, performs data acquisition, processing and storage.
• Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS) - Supplies the backfill process gases for the furnaces and
interfaces with the SSF Vent System to dispose of furnace waste gases.
• Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) - Interfaces with SSF TCS and provides heat rejection for all
SSFF components.
• Mechanical Structures Subsystem (MSS) - Provides structural interface for the SSFF
subsystems and the furnace modules and serves as the physical interface to SSF.
Two sets of interfaces exist for the SSFF while in orbit; Space Station Freedom (SSF) and
the furnace modules. The SSFF is designed so that the Core Rack serves as the central interface
for the Furnace Modules to the SSF. Resources from the SSF are supplied to the Core Rack and
those resources are routed from the Core Rack to each of the Experiment Racks. The Experiment
Racks serve as the Furnace Module interface to the Core and do not receive services directly from
SSF except Fire Detection and Suppression (FDS), which is a resource that every powered rack
receives. The services obtained from the Core rack to the Experiment Racks are considered
optional and are driven by the requirements of the Furnace Module located in that rack. The
subsystems required to accommodate these furnace requirements are shown in the block diagram
on the following page, and are designed to meet the requirements of the SSF and the Science
Capabilities Requirements Document. Each subsystem is shown in a different color as listed
below:
Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem
Data Management Subsystem
Gas Distribution Subsystem
Thermal Control Subsystem
RED
GREEN
YELLOW
BLUE
V
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The following reportsdescribein detail the subsystemsthat comprisethe SSFF. These
reports include description of the requirements, ground rules and assumptions, concept design,
description of individual components, sketches, interface diagrams, and resource requirements for
each subsystem. The specifications for operation of each subsystem are contained in the Contract
End Item Specification, 320SPC0001.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes the requirements, assumptions, and analysis used t'o baseline the
concept for the Space Station Furnace Facility Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem
(SSFF PCDS). Through the evaluation of these parameters a subsystem was designed which
would fulf'dl the requirements set forth for the SSFF PCDS in the Science Capabilities
Requirements Document (SCRD) and other applicable documents. This retxm presents, in detail,
each component of the baseline concept, a description of each components function, subsystem
resource requirements, and subsystem interfaces.
Afte revaluating the requirements for the PCD$, an evaluation of different PCDS concepts
was conducted to det_c which concept would best meet the requirements of the SSFF. These
concepts, distributed, cen_ and hybrid, were each capable of meeting the needs of the SSFF
somewhat; however, it was determined that the hybrid concept best met the overall goals of the
SSFF when measured against the stated criteria.
The baseline concept provides for SSFF power to be brought into the facility at the core rack,
to be distributed to core rack equipment, to be distributed to experiment rack equipment, and to be
distributed to the furnace modules all from the centralized core. Secondary distribution within each
experiment rack allows for growth of the PCDS power capabilities by providing a point at which
power can also be brought into the SSFF through the experiment rack at some fuun'c time. Power
distribution win be controlled by the SSFF Dam Management Subsystem (DMS).
All power conditioning will be a_:complished in the core rack prior to any distribution to the
experiment racks. Conditioning for furnace heaters will be accomplished by b_ of variable
voltage output, 120 volt, current limited, DC-DC power converters or modules. These power
modules will be available for individual driving of heater dements and will also have the flexibility
to be combined in series to drive high power heaters. This "stacking" of power modules wiU be
done in the core junction boxes, which will be reconfigured or replaced with each new furnace
complement. This conditioning, coupled with the rcconfigurable core junction boxes, win provide
PCDS flexibility and will atlow the SSFF to accommodate various types of furnaces. Furnace
heaters will interface with the PCDS at the furnace junction boxes.
In addition to basclining the PCDS conceptual design, this report uses candidate components
to estimate required subsystem re.sources. The estimated total nominal power draw of the current
SSFF concept is 6 kW with usage peaking at 8.4 kW. Of this peak demand, 2.7 kW is allocated to
PCDS components and 3.9 kW is allocated to the total heater power of the two furnaces operating
in a nominal situation. It is assumed that 100% +0-fthe _S ine_ciency power will be rejected to
the SSFF Thermal Control System (TCS). The total PCDS components mass is estimated at 264
kg occupying volumes in the core and experiment racks of 0.23 m 3 and 0.12 m 3 respectively.
ii
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Two major concerns facing the PCDS baseline concept are:
1. The requirement to provide current pulsing to each experiment rack.
2. The impact of the Space Station Freedom (SSF) Electrical Power System (EPS) on SSFF
essential power for sating.
In order to meet the current puising requirements stated in the SCRD, a detailed study and
conceptual design process will have to be undertaken. The results of tiffs study will determine the
impact on the PCDS, which in all likelihood will invoke major impacts to power demand, current
draw, distribution equipment and wire _.
SSFF power demands project the need to be located in a 12 kW SSF rack. A payload
located in a 12 kW rack must receive power fi'om two 6 kW buses for demand and electrically tie
the two together to provide essential sating power. The electrical tying of buses together poses
two major problems for the PCDS.
• SSF requires that 1 M.O of electrical isolation be maintained between buses. This
requirement significantly impacts the PCDS design, but is addressed by the current
PCDS baseline concept.
• Since during nominal operations the SSFF power demand is estimated to peak above 6
kW, both 6 kW feeds will be utilized. SSF requires that a back up feed be available to
racks for sating and it is likely that SSFF will be required to initiate safe shutdown if
either bus is lost. This impact could severely limit SSFF operations.
The studies listed above and other required trades and analyses detailed in this report are
outlined in Appendix A.
ooo
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1. INTRODUCTION
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1.1 scop_ ANO PU,POS_
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) will be a modular facility for materials research in
the microgravity environment of the Space Station Freedom (SSF'). The SSFF will accommodate
two experiment racks which will be operated, regulated, and supported by a core of common
subsystems. The SSFF will consist of two experiment racks and the SSFF core rack, which
housesthesubsystemsrequiredtoprovidethesupportfunctionsfortheaccommodated furnaces.
The SSFF Power Conditioningand DistributionSubsystem (PCDS) iscomposed of the
equipment necessaryto condition,and distributepower provided by theSSF ElectricalPower
System (EPS) to SSFF subsystems.The scope and purposeof thisreportistopresenttheSSFF
PCDS requirements and the design concept.developed to meet these requirements. The report
includes a description of the requirements, an overaLl PCDS concept, and descriptions of the
individualPCDS components.
The bulk of the power to be distributed by the PCDS will be consumed by the furnace heaters
with the remainder serving as housekeeping power to the SSFF subsystems. The PCDS will
employ power converters to condition SSF provided power to a level useable by SSFF subsystems
and furnaces. Distribution boxes will employ Remote Power ControLlers (RPCs) to switch loads
and toexciteactuators;Junctionboxes willprovideconnectionpointsbetween wiringharnesses
which willroutepower tofurnaceheatersand willprovideflexibilityore-mutepower dcl)endent
on furnacerequirements. PCDS monitoring and controlwillbe provided by the SSFF Data
Management Subsystem (DMS). Thermal controlwillbe maintained by the SSFF Thermal
ControlSubsystem (TCS).
1.2 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The followingassumptionsaremade with regardtofurnace operations:
• The two accommodated furnaces will never peak simuitaneously. While one furnace is
peaking, the other furnace win be in a normal operation mode or dormant.
Based upon the furnacerequirementsof CGF and PMZF, and having consideredall
candidatefurnacesasstatedintheSCRD, theSSFF willconsume itsmaximum power
draw when PMZF ispeakingat3000 W and CGF isoperatingnormallyat900 W.
• PMZF will have 32 zones (in reality this number may be less).
• Itisassumed thatthe two experimentrackswillbe locatedtoone sideof the corerack
and thatthecorerackwillbca 12kW location.
It is assumed that both SSF EPS 6 kW power feeds will never be lost simultaneously. At
least one feed will always provide at least enough power for the safe shutdown of the
SSFF.
1-1
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2. REQUIREMENTS
2.1 GENERAL
The SSFF PCDS shall meet the requirements identified in documents DR-7, Contzact End
Item Specification(CED for SSFF and the requirements stated or implied by the Science
Capabilities Rcqui_ments Document(SCRD). The PCDS will be responsible for distributing and
conditioning up to 12 kW of electrical power to SSFF subsystems and accommodated furnaces.
2.2 II_[TERICACE REOUIREMENTS
The SSFF PCDS will interface directly with the SSF, as well as with the SSFF subsystems
and furnace modules. The PCDS interfaces are illustrated in Figure 2-1. Arrows indicate the
direction of flow. A description of these interfaces is given below.
2.2.1 SSFI¢ PCDS with SSF
The SSFF PCDS will interface with the SSF by connecting to two 120 VDC power buses.
Each bus will have the capability to deliver 6 kW to the SSFF core rack and 6 kW fo each
experiment rack. Since 3 kW and 6 kW SSF payload racks use one bus as a primary feed and the
other as an essential feed, 12 kW racks are required to maintain 1 Ml2 of electrical isolation
between the two buses at all times (SSF Electric Power Specifications and Standards SSP 30482).
No true essentials bus exists at this time., only the two main buses. This means that a 12 kW rack
must tie the two buses together whenever essentials power vail be required.
The two SSFF power Buses (Bus A & Bus B) will feed the PCDS via SSF provided Remote
Power Distribution Assemblies (RPDAs) or through a SSFF designed assembly (similar in
function).
Each RPDA provides a physical connectionpoint for a bus and a mounting backplane for a
Remote Power Controller Module (RPCM). The RPCM is a group of fast-response, soLid-state
circuit breakers or Remote Power Controllers(RPCs). The RPCM is conu-oLled via a local MIL-
5TD-1553 serial data bus by the SSFF DMS. Each switch is assigned a normally open or closed
position and wiU assume this position once the RPCM has been energized and each switch has
performed a self check.
RPDAs are available in eithe_ a one or two position configuration which will accommodate
either 1 or 2 RPCMs respectively. RPCMs are available in five different types:
• Type I - provides eight switches rated at 12 Amps each.
• Type H - provides four switches rated at 25 Amps each.
• Type HI - provides two switches rated at 50 Amps each.
• Type IV - provides a single switch 65 Amp device.
• Type V - type V is knows as a hybrid RPCM, it provides sixteen 3.5 Amp switches and
two 12 Amp switches.
2-I
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SSF provided RPDAs and RPCM are illustrated in Section 3.2.2, Figures 3-5 and 3-6
respectively.
2.2.1.1 ,qnaee Station Power Allocation-PUMA Document No. TD-001-2.C.2.2
Section 2.1 provides SSF power allocation estimates. At MB01 (Nov-95) the total station
capability will be 18.75 kW average power, at MB10 (Dec-97) the total station capability will be
37.5 kW average power, at PMC (Permanent Manned Capability) the total station capability will be
56.25 kW average power, and at EMCC (Eight Man Crew Capability) the total station capability
will be 75 kW average power.
SSFF launch is scheduled for late 97 at which time the available power to payloads will be
33.5 kW. This number decreases as loads are added, dipping to 25 kW in Sep 98 before jumping
to 46.5 kW in Dee 98.
Memorandums of Understanding (MOWs) have been agreed upon by NASA and the
international users of SSF. These MOWs establish payload power allocations. The MOU's
presently define the U.S. Lab allocation as 48.5% of payload available power. At MB-17 "(PMC)
this equates to a total of 13.74 kW available for U.S. Lab use. For design purposes, SSFF PCDS
will assume 13 kW available to USL, recognizing that this 13 kW must be shared with other USL
racks.
2.2.2 SSFF PCDS With Furnace Modules
The SSFF must accommodate any two of the seven furnaces identified in the SCRD. Since
two of the listed furnaces represent the most extreme requirements for power, these two have been
chosen to serve as stm_mn furnaces. The requirements of these strawman furnaces will serve as
design drivers for the SSFF PCDS design. These fiamaces are the Crystal Growth Furnace (CGb')
and the Programmable Multi-Zone Furnace (PMZF). CGF is a working furnace developed by
Teledyne Brown Engineering (which will fly on USML-1) with operational data available. The
PMZF is being developed by Lewis Research Center. Preliminary conceptual design information
provided by Lewis is presented in this document. The PCDS design must have the capability to
accommodate these two furnaces while remaining flexible enough to accommodate other variations
of furnace complements. The current furnace requirements for CGF and PMZF applicable to
PCDS are listed in Table 2-1.
The furnace modules will be the largest single users of power within the SSFF. Each
furnace module will be supplied power based on furnace requirements and typical furnace
timelines. Each furnace module wiU be powered, monitored, and controlled independently to
follow a temperarm-e profile provided and controlled by software. The furnace power requirements
will be met by a collection of power converters or modules. These power modules will be
2-3
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TABLE 2-1. STRAWMAN FURNACE REQLrlREMENTS
Peak Furnace Power Required
Nominal Ftmmee Power Required
Maximum Total Heater Currents
Maximum Individual Heater Ctment
Maximum individual heater Voltage
Maximum Individual Heater Power
Heater Resistance Range
Number of Heaters
CGF 1
2100 W
900W
140A
20A
60VDC
900W
0.5 to 3.0 fl
7
1 Based upon SP-RPT-6752A, JA-55-036A p. 24
2 Based upon information supplied by Lewis Resea_ Center.
PMZF 2
3000W
1200W
3_A
10A
_VDC
_D
2to3_
32
configurable to accommodate various furnaces and/or furnace configurations. They will also be
able to provide outputs of controllable power based on heater power and/or heater temperature.
2.2.3 SSFF PCDS with Core _nbsvqtem_
The PCDS will be required to supply power to ha-hate modules and SSFF subsystems: Data
Management Subsystem (DMS), Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS), and Thermal Control
Subsystem (TCS).
Total SSFF power demand is the sum of funa_aee required power, SSFF subsystems
demand, and the power required to overcome equipment inefficiencies. A breakdown of these
requirementsisshown inTable2-2.The power istabulatedinthroedifferentmanners: Connected
Load, Nominal Power Draw, and Power Draw atFacilityPeak.
Connected Load isthesummation of themaximum power ratingsof allSSFF equipment
with no regardtoduty cycle.This number isshown in an effortto demonstratethe amount of
connectedloadtothesystem,and isan inaccurateway tocalculateSSFF demand sinceallSSFF
equipmentwillneverbc energizedsimultaneously.
Nominal power draw isasummation ofallSSFF power drawing equipmentwhen thefacility
isoperatingin a normal mode. This number considersduty cyclesof equipment and normal
equipmentstaresduringoperation.ThistotalisprovidedtodemonstratetheSSFFs totalelectrical
power draw duringnormal ope,'ations(2furnacesrunningsimultaneouslyatnominal power),and
representsthemost accurateestimateofSSFFs normalpower consumption.
2-4
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TABLE 2-2. SSFF POWER DEMAND (warts)
Power
....{Qty.)
Furnaces
CGF
PMZF
DMS
Centmlizfd Equivment
Coa'e Control Unit
Removable Hard Drive
CDROM/WORM Drive
High Density Recorder
Video Prtr,es_r Unit
Consuming Equipment Connected
Load
2800
320O
155.0
84.0
70.0
204.0
145.0
Nominal
Power Draw
900
1200
ii |,
155.0
84.0
70.0
204.0
145.0
Power Draw at
Facilit _ .Peak
900
3000
155.0
84.0
70.0
204.0
145.0
Cme Monitor/Control Unit
Crew Interface
C_ Stimulus(2)
Distributed Eouinment
Furnace Control Unit('3)
Furnace _ Unit(2)
Do4v(2)
GDS
Cemtralized Eouinment
Latching SolenoidValve (4)
Position Sensor (Man Valve)
Pressure T_)
Contamination Monitor
DistribuwdEquinment
Laa:hin 8 Sdcmoid Valve(12)
Comlx=saf2)
CM Sensors(4)
PressureTransdecer(6)
PCDS
Centralized Eouivment
RPCM(2)
Primary Distribution Box
Core Powe_ Conditioner
Essenliah Power Supply
Voltage/CtmrentSensor(4)
Line & Coanoctm Loss 1
Distributed E_uipmfnt
Furnace Power Dis_butor(2)
Essentials Power Strpply(2)
Current Pulser(2)
Voltage/Current Sensca'(132)
Line & Connector Loss t
43.0
60.0
88.0
3O9.O
240.0
96.0
144.0
2.0
3.0
150.0
432.0
4_0.0
20.0
12.0
37.4
73.9
2000.0
2052
4.0
335.8
37.4
180.7
80.0
132.0
392.7
43.0
60.0
88.0
309.0
240.0
96.0
72
2.0
3.0
150.0
21.6
20.0
1.0
12.0
37.4
73.9
700.0
2O5.3
4.0
258.8
37.4
180.7
80.0
132.0
348.7
J
43.0
60.0
88.0
309.0"
240.0
96.0
7.2
2.0
3.0
150.0
21.6 •
20.0
1.0
12.0
37.4
73.9
1300.0
205.3
4.0
290.4
37.4
180.7
80.0
132.0
348.7
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TABLE 2-2. SSFF POWER DEMAND (watts) (Continued) V
Power Consuming Equipment
(Qty.) ,
TCS
Centralized Eouir_'nent
Pump Package
Row Memr(2)
Flow Control Valve(2)
Tempemmre Seas_5)
Pmssne T_)
Shutoff Valve(2)
Distributed Eoni_ment
Temper  Sen 6)
pressureTnu_ucer(2)
FlowMeu:t(2)
Flow ControlValve(2)
Shutoff valve(2)
Connected
Load
132.0
3.0
14.0
0.6
3.5
14.0
0.7
2.3
3.0
14.0
14.0
Nominal
Power Draw
132.0
3.0
0.7
0.6
3.5
0.7
0.7
2-3
3.0
0.7
0.7
Power Draw at
Facility, Peak
132.0
3.0
0.7
0.6
3.5
0.7
0.7
2.3
3.0
0.7
0.7
TOTALS 12,337.3 6,016.9
Efficie_cie_areh-ted on vendo¢mppiieddata axet3,pk_ Thereeffick_ie* will vat3,over _e openan| range.
1 Bau:dcm10%lou of consumedfarm_epowerand5% lois of SSFFhome.keepingpower
8,448.5
Power draw at Facility peak is a summation of SSFF power drawing equipment in a mode
which will cause SSFF total power demand to be at a maximum. It is assumed that CGF and
PMZF power will never peak simultaneously; therefore, this situation exists when CGF is
operating normally at 900W and PMZF is operating at a peak of 3000W. SSFF subsystems arc
assumed tobe operating nominally during thispeak.
These demands arc based on information provided by SSFF subsystem leads and vendor
supplied dam. PCDS power estimates are based on the current PCDS design and the candidate
components described in section3.2 and Appendix C. These estimates arc typicaland willevolve
as the SSFF system design solidifies.
Figure 2-2 summarizes the PCDS to SSF and PCDS to SSFF interfaces.
2.2.4 Crew
SSF crew will be utilized in the installation, reconfiguration, furnace module changeout, and
maintenance relating to the SSFF PCDS.
2.2.5 GSE
GSE requirements for the SSFF are TBD.
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
3.1 TIRADES AND OPTIONS
TO meet the requirements set forth for the SSFF PCDS, three different PCDS concepts were
considered: 1) Centralized, 2) Distributed, and 3) Hybrid. Each concept was analyzed and
evaluated with regard to the goals of the SSFF. The criteria used to evaluate each concept are as
follows:
• Complexity
• E_ciency
• Evolutionary Growth Potential
• Human Factors
• Mass
• Orbital Replacement Units
• Rack Fold Down
• Reconfignrability
• Reliability
• Subsystem Impacts
• Safety
• Volume
After consideration of each concept with regard to the criteria, a baseline concept was
selected. A description of each of the concepts with regard to the selected criteria follows.
3.1.1 C_ntralized Coneent
The centralized concept involves interfacing with the SSF EPS in each of the three racks,
routing the power to a centralized point in the core rack, and distributing the power to SSFF
subsystems and fiamaces. It is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Power fi-om each of the three racks would
be routed to a central location in the core rack called the Primary Power Distributor. The
distributor would either send the power on to Power Conversion modules which would convert the
power to a usable form for use by components in the facility or send it directly to the experiment
racks as 120 VDC for use by specialized components. The Power Conversion modules then send
the power to a Secondary Power Distribution Assembly responsible for carrying the power to the
experiment racks and to the furnace heaters.
The centralized concept results in a complex PCDS core r_ck design and a simple PCDS
experiment rack design. Since all conditioning and primary distribution is performed in the core
rack, the experiment rack serves only as a interface location for EPS to the PCDS and the furnace
to the PCDS. This results in a large number of interrack cables since, in addition to the cabling
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muting EPS power to the core, each load requires its own dedicated power line from the core
distribution. This cabling between racks will impact efficiency. Any high current drawing
components, such as the current pulsing equipment, located in the experiment rack will have to
overcome a large amount of line losses due to the length traversed" between the core and the
experiment rack.
Furnace developers designing furnaces which would increase the total SSFF power demand
above 12 kW could be accommodated by the centralized PCDS. SSFF capability would approach
24 kW (12 kW at core rack, 6 kW at each experiment rack). This power could be muted to either
of thefurnacemodules as required.
Crew maintenance of the experiment rack would be simplified by the centralized concept.
Since no PCDS components, besides interface points, reside in the experiment rack, little
distributed component maintenance would be required. PCDS Components would be accessible
for repair without requiring the crew to relocate test equipment, tools, and procedures during the
)
maintenance operations. Maintenance of the core rack requiring rack fold down, however: would
be affected. Changeout and fold down of the racks would be very difficult with the centralized
concept due to the large number of interrack cabling required between the core and the furnaces.
Inten-ackstudiesperformed by Teledyne Brown indicatethatthe number of cablesthatcan be
muted between racks,whilemeetingSSF rackfolddown requirements,islimited.
The centralizedPCDS would make efficientuseofmass. Totalsystem mass would be held
to a minimum since secondary distribution boxes in the experiment rack are not utilized. One
secondary distribution box would directpower to both experiment racks and to core SSFF
subsystemequipment.
AllPCDS OrbitalReplacement Units,excludingcableharnesses,would be containedwithin
thecorerack. As mentioned above,secondarydistributioncould be performed by one assembly
ratherthan multipleones. This would reduce thenumber of ORU changeouts requiredwhen
maintainingsecondarydisu-iburionproblems. Although thenumber of ORUs would be reduced,
thesizeand complexitywould increasethusreducingthereliabilityof theORUs and increasingthe
probabilityoffailure.Trouble-shootingfaihn'eswould be simplifiedina cenwalizedscheme since
specificfuncuons can be tracedto individualboxes residingin the corerack. ORU changeout
would be impacted by thedifficultyofrackfolddown mentionedabove.
Perhaps thegreatestadvantageofthecentmJizedconceptisthereconfigurabiiityofferedby
locatingpower conditioningina centralizedcore. Inthecentralizedscheme, conditionedpower
from thecorerackmay be dividedand routedtofurnacesas theirrequirementsdeem necessary.
Theoretically,allcondinoncd power couldbe muted toa singleexperimentracktodrivea high
power furnace.In a disn-ibutcdscheme, each furnaceispower-limitedby thecapabilityof the
3-3
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conditioneresidinginitsrack(barringan elaboratejumper scheme torouteone experimentracks
conditionedpower totheother).
Under a centralizedscheme, other SSFF subsystems are limited in the number of
components which couldbe locatedintheexperimentrack.Thisrestrictionisattributabletolimits
on the number of cable.swhich can be rou_l between racks.TCS coldplaterequirementsand
DMS controlrequirementsfortheccnu'alizcdPCDS would be reduceddue totheintegrationof
functionsintocentralizedassemblies. DMS would not be required to provide distributed
intelligenceintheexperimentrackforPCDS control,thusallowingDMS tocentralizeaswell,and
reducesoftwarecomplexity.
No safetyrelatedimpactsarcforeseentobe _tssociatedwiththecenu'alizedPCDS otherthan
thosenormallyassociatedwithelectricalpower systems.
Totalu_lizedfacilityvolume would be reducedby a centralizedPCDS due tothecollapsing
ofequipment functionsintovolume efficientassemblies.Experimentrackvolume would be freed
allowingsubsystem components in therackas wellas furnacepeculiarequipment (FPE)_.Core
rackuriliz_volume would be increasedue tothelocationofPCDS components inthecore..This
couldresult in an impacton SSFF coresubsystems.
3.1.2 Distributed Conc_nt
The distributed concept takes a different approach to providing power to the racks of SSFF
and is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Power to each of the SSFF rack locations would enter and be
distributed within the rack where it is used. No inte:rack power distribution circuitry would exist.
In this configuration, interrack connections would be required only for control and data lines.
Each of the racks would have its own distribution equipment to provide power to the various
components intherack. All necessaryconversionofpower would be accomplished intherack
where thepower isconsumed.
The distributedconcept resultsin a complex system with the complexity of the system
evidentintheexperimentracksas wellas thecore.Distributorsarclocatedineach of thethree
SSFF racks.Each disn-Jbutorfeedstheloadsinitsdedicatedrackonly. Each distributorrequires
control,increasingDMS complexity.Interrackcablingisreducedsubstantially,sinceonlyconn-ol
and datalineswillbe muted betweenracks.
Efficiencyof thedistributedsystemshouldbe much increasedover thatof the centralized.
Sincepower isconsumed in therackwhere itentersthesystem,lossesfzom power transmission
shouldbe minimal.
Furnace devalopcrsdesigningfurnaceswhich would increasethetotalSSFF power demand
above 12 kW couldbc accommodat¢_iby thedisu'ibutedPCDS withoutmajor modificationstothe
system. Theoretically,SSFF capabilitywould approach24 kW(12 kW atcorerack,6 kW ateach
cxpcrirncmrack).Thisadded capabilityismisleading,however,sinceeach rackislimitedby the
V
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amount of power available to the rack location. For example, 12 kW capability would be available
at the core but none of this power would be available to furnace modules since no interrack power
cabling is utilized by the distributed design. This 12 kW of power would be available only to core
rack equipment.
Difficulties associated with crew maintenanceof theSSFF are increased by thedistributed
concept. Since components are spread among the three racks access to equipment would be more
involved. Troubleshooting would require the crew to move test equipment and tools during the
operation. Rack fold down is simplified in the distributed concept due to the low number of
interrack connections. Rack installation and removal is more difficult due to each rack's
requirement to be connected to and disconnected from the SSF power buses.
The distributed PCDS would in_ system mass relative to the centralized concept. Total
system mass would increase since each rack contains a dedicated power distribution system.
ORU sizes would be decreased by the distributed PCDS and the number of ORUs would be
increased. Although the number of ORUs wouid be increased, the size and complexity'would
decreasethusimproving the reliabilityof the individualORU and reducing theprobabilityof
failure.Trouble-shootingfailureswould be simplifiedin a distributedscheme sincespecific
functionscan be isolatedtoa specificracklocation.ORU changcoutwould be simplifiedrelative
to the centralized scheme based on the ease of rack fold down mentioned above.
The greatest downfall of the disn-ibuted concept is the lack of reconfigurability offered by
dedicating power conditioning in each experiment rack. In the distributed scheme each furnace is
power-_ted by the capability of the conditioner,_ residing in its rack(baning an elaborate jumper
scheme to route one experiment racks' conditioned power to the other). In order to allow for a
wide range of furnace power requirements, extra power conditioners must be carried in the
experiment rack or added at a later date. These extra conditioners take away experiment rack
volume(which would be available for FPE) and add mass and volume to the SSFF.
In a distributed scheme, SSFF subsystems would be free to locate components in appropriate
locations since power availability is not limited by interrack cabling. TCS cold plate requirements
and DMS control requirements for the centralized PCDS would be increased due to disn'ibution
systems residing in each rack. DMS would be required to provide disn.ibuted inteUigence in the
experiment rack for PCDS control, thus increasing DMS mass and volume as well as software
complexity.
No safety related impacts are foreseen to be associated with the distributed PCDS other than
those normally associated with electrical power systems.
Totalutilizedfacilityvolume would be increasedby a distributedPCDS due totheseparate
power distributionsystems withineach rackand thesupportingstructural,DMS, TCS, and EMI
shieldingcomponents. Experiment rackvolume would be used by the distributedPCDS thus
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decreasingthevolume availableforFPE. Core rackSSFF utilizedvolume would be decreaseddue
tothedistributionof PCDS components among theracks.Thiswould fleeadditionalvolume for
SSFF coresubsystems.
3.1.3
The disadvantagesassociatedwiththecentralizedand distributedconceptscoupled withthe
tradeoffsassociatedwithchoosingone oven"theotherleadtotheconsiderationof a thirdconcept.
ThisconceptiscalledtheHybridconceptsinceitisessentiallyacombinationofthecentralizedand
distributedconcepts. The Hybrid concept isillustratedin Figure 3-3. The majority of the
equipmentused forconditioningand distributionfpower would be locatedinthecorerackwith
disu'ibutors located in each experiment rack.
The PCDS receivespower frpm theSSF EPS only atthecore rackbut houses distribution
equipment in the experimentrackswhich can be used forfutureconnectionto the SSF power
buses. Power would be distributedfrom thecoreracktotheexperimentracksafterundergoing
any requiredconditioning.Power modules resideinthecorerackina power "oank"config_tion
to accommodate conditioning. The module outputs are capable of being routed to each experiment
rack as needed or of being combined to power a single rack.
The hybrid concept results in a more complex design than either of the previous mentioned
concepts. Since distributors in the core feexi dhtributors in the experiment rack, trip coordination
between distributors is very important. Also, PCDS equipment located in the experiment rack will
require control and monitoring by DMS. Since power is routed from the core to the experiment
racksintcrrackcablingwillbe necessary,althoughlessthanthepurecentralizedconceptdesign.
With thehybridconcept,cablingbetween thecoterackand experimentracks isrequiredforthe
transmissionofpower toheatersand totheexperimentrackdistributorsforsubsystemequipment
located in theexperiment rack.. This cablingbetweenrackswillimpactefficiency.
Furnace developersdesigningfurnaceswhich would increasethetotalSSFF l_wcr demand
above 12 kW could be accommodated by thehybridPCDS withmoderate modificationsto the
system.By disconnectingpower feedsbetween thecorerackand theexperimentrackdistributor,
thenfeedingthesedistributorsdirectlyfrom SSF buses,SSFF capabilitywould approach 24 kW
(12 kW at c_orerack,6 kW ateach experimentrack).This additionalpower in the experiment
rack(forexperiment rack subsystem cquipmen0 would freepower to be conditionedto drive
furnaceheaters.Thispower couldbe routedtoeitherofthefurnacemodules asrequired.
Crew maintenance of the SSFF would be requiredwhen growth of thePCDS isdeemed
necessary,to connect to SSF power buses. Changcout and folddown of the racks would be
impactedby thcintcrr_kcablingrequiredbetween thecoreand experimentracks,althoughnotas
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severe as the centraiized concept. Crew maintenance is also anticipated to rcconfigure core
conditioner outputs when furnace modules are changed.
The hybrid PCDS would make efficient use of mass, although requiring more than a purely
centralizedsystem.Secondarydistributionboxes intheexperimentrackswould increasethetotal
system mass, however a smallernumber of excesspower converterscould be carrieddue tothe
reconfigurability of the centralized power banks.
Orbital Replacement units, would be distributed throughout the system both in the core rack
and in the experiment racks, with the majority residing in the core. ORU reliability would be
reduced somewhat by the complexity of the system, but ORUs should be fairly accessible in each
rack. ORU changeout would be impacted by the di_culty of rack fold dowfl mentioned above.
Trouble-shooting failures would be more difficttlt than in a centralized scheme.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the hybrid concept is the reconfigurability offered by
locating power conditioning for furnace heaters in the core rack. In the hybrid scheme,
conditioned power from the core rack may be divided and muted to furnaces as their requirements
deem necessary. Thcoreticatly, all conditioned power could be muted to a single experiment rack
m drive a high power furnace. The placement of diswibution boxes in each experiment rack, which
can be fed directly from the EPS if necessary, will allow the power capability of the SSFF to
grow ......
TCS cold plate requirements and DMS control ngtuirements for the hybrid PCDS would be
increasedue totheplacingofPCDS components intheexperimentrack.DMS would be required
to providedistributedintelligencein the experiment rack forPCDS controlwhich increases
softwarecomplexity.
No safetyrelatedimpacts are foreseentobe associatedwith the hybridPCDS otherthan
thosenormallyassociatedwithelectricalpower systems.
Totalutilizedfacilityvolume would be slighdylessthanthedisaibutcdconceptand slightly
greaterthanthecentral_d. The majorityofPCDS utilizedvolume would be inthecoreracksince
most PCDS components residethere.Experimentrackvolume isfreedY_ furnacemodule use by
concentrating PCDS conditioning in the core. This could result in a possible/mpact on SSFF core
subsystems.
3.2 SELECTED CONCEPT
3.z.1 R.e.sszlaligm
Of the three considered PCDS concepts it is clear, when judged by the stated criteria of
Section 3.1, that the Hybrid Concept is the design which wiU most accurately meet the
requirements of the SSFF. This concept offers the maximum flexibility in accommodating the
range of furnace modules listed in the SCRD.
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Based upon this selection, the PCDS baseline conceptual design is illustrated in the block
diagram inFigure3--4.120 VDC SSF power isbroughtintothefacilityatthecorerackthrough .
RPCMs. The RPCMs areStationprovidedand,aftertradestudyresults,may be replacedwith a
SSFF designedpower distributor.Power isroutedby theCore Power Distributorwhich ismade
up of theRPCMs and thePrimaryDistributionBox (forswitchingof theCore Power Conditioner
Modules). Itisfrom theCore Power Distributorthatpower isdistributedtocorerackequipment,
and totheCore JunctionBoxes formuting toexperimentracks.The Core Power Conditioneris
composed of seventy-two,100 W, controllablepower modules which power thefurnaceheaters.
Each module converts120 VDC toan analogoutputof0-12 VDC. Each module willbe feedback
controlledby theDMS, dependenton furnacetemperaturerequirements.The outputsfi'omthe
Core Power ConditioneratefedtotheCore JunctionBoxes. The Core JunctionBoxes configure
power module outputsdependingon furnaceneeds.Itisherethatmodule outputswillbe stacked
in seriesin orderto accommodate variousfurnaceheaters.The Core JunctionBoxes willbe
rcconfigurable(bycrew or ORU changeout)inordertochange module outputsto accombnodate
furnaceneeds.Inadditiontomodule outputs,any otherfeeds(120VDC) which must terminatein
experimentrackswillbe routedby the Core JunctionBoxes. Power willbe routedby wiring
harnessesbetween theCore JunctionBoxes and theFurnace JunctionBoxes. All powcr linesto
experiment racks will be accommodated by 4 connectors to each experiment rack. In each
experiment rack residesa Furnace _lunctionBox. This assembly houses voltageand current
sensorsforheaterpower monitoringand providestheinterfacetowhich userfurnacesplug.This
assembly willalsoroutepower to theFm'na_ Power Distributor(FPD),which servesthe same
functionintheexperimentrackastheCore Power Distributorinthecorerack,and willbe a SSFF
designedcomponent. Scarringwillbe placedintheexperimentrackso thatSSF 120 VDC power
may entertheSSFF attheexperimentrackwhen growthof theSSFF dictatesa need foradditional
power feedsfrom SSF.
3.2.2 Comnonents Descrintions
Table 3-I liststhe components of theP(X)S. Each component isassignedtoan assembly
and an assembly number. Thisnumber correspondstothosedetailedinFigure3-4. Appendix C
containsdetailedspecificationsheetsfortypicalcomponents meeting the requirementsof the
currentconceptualdesign.
3.2.2.1 Core Power Distributor. Inner|on Boxes-Power Distribution for the SSFF is
accomplished through the use of SSF provided RPCMs (or similar equipment) in conjunction with
the _ Distribution Box(PDB). Distribution within the core is provided by two RPDAs
(which will accommodate at least one Type V hybrid RPCM each, two each if needed) in
conjunction with the SSFF designed PDB. Distribution in each experiment rack will be provided
by the Furnace Power Distributor(FPD), a SSFF designed box similar in function to the RPCM.
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TABLE 3-1. PCDS COMPONENTS LIST
PCDS-001
PCDS-002
PCDS-003
,PCDS-004
ASSEMBLY
CorePower
Diswibumr(CPD)
Con: Power
Core Junction Bcu_-A
(Cm-A)
Core Junction Box-B
(Cm-B)
ID#
PCDS_I_I
PCDS-001-002
PCDS_I_3
PCDS_I-004
PCDS-001_5
I_'-"DS-002-001
to 036
PCDS-002-037
m072
SUBCOMPONENTS
Renm_ Power
Disu'ibution Assembly
(RPDA-A)
Remote Power
Distribution
Assembly-B (RPDA-
PrimaryDistribution
_x(PDB)
vo_
Se_a-P_d=_
CPC Bank A
CPC Bank B
DESCRIPTION
Receives120 VDC power f_m SSF
Bus A and distributestosubsystem
equipmentassoda_ withoperati¢_
offurnacemodule #I.Dism'bums
oth_feedsasncede_ Accommodates
1 or2 RPCMs.
Receives 120 VDC power fzom SSF
Bus B and distributes m subsy_m
equipment associated with operatio_
of _ module #2. Dism-outes
oth= feeds as needed. Ancommodams
Ior2 RPCMs.
Receives 120 VDC power from
RPDA -A & B Distributes power to
power modules in CPC. Switches
each module o_off.
Moniu_ power fed m RPDA-A
from SSF Bus A.
Moaitms power fedtoRPDA-B
fium SSF Bus B.
Condition power for furnace heater
ielements, individuallyorsmck_d in
seziesComposed of36,I00 w
modules.
Conditionpow= forfurnacehcat=
elemcms,individaailyorstackedin
seriesComposed of36,I00 w
modules.
m,m
Routes power to experiment racks
depending m furnacemq_m.
May bereco_gumd/_-placcd.Easily
accessible.
Routespower to experiment racks
depending on furnace req_.
May be rccon__lac._d. Easily
access'hie.
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TABLE 3-1. PCDS COMPONENTS LIST (Continued)
PCDS-005
PCDS-006
PCDS-007
PCDS-008
PCDS-009
PCDS-OIO
PCDS-O11
ASSEMBLY
Furnac_Power
Distribumr-1(FPD-
I)
FurnacePower
Disuibuto¢-2 (I_PD-
2)
Ftm_cc Sunctlon
Box-l(l_S-1)
FurnaceJunction
Box-20=;_2)
Current Pulser-1
(cP-O
CumrentPulser-2
(CP-2)
EssentialsPowe_
Supply(VP3
ID#
PCDS-005-001
PCDS-005-002
PCDS-006-001
PCDS-006-002
PCDS-007
!PCDS-007-001
PCDS-008
PCDS-008-001
SUBCOMmI' n's
FPD-I
FPD-2
Voltage_t
Semors02pa_s)
FJ_2
Volmge/C_
s_x_2 l_S)
DESCRIFHON
Dis_butes120VDC powc_to
experimentrackequipment
Monitorspower fed toFPD-I
Dimibutes120VDC powerto
expemnentrackcqmpmenc
Monitorspowerfed toFPD-2
Pmvid_ inmrf_ for fuma_
comm_on. Also houses power
moni_'ing equipment-
cummCvolmgesensors.
Monitorheaterpowe_beingdelivered
byPCDS tofurnacemodule#I.
Usedasconm31parameterforpower
modules.
comection,Alsohousespower
monitoringequipment-
current/voltages_mrs.
Monitorheaterpowerbeingdelivered
byPCDS tofurnacemodule #2.
Used as conuol parameu_rfor power
modules.
Includesall eAecuonicsrequiredto
deliver cun'entpulse to furnace
module #1 as stated in SCRD.
_ by d_]_d
d_._ C/D).
Includesalle/ec_ requiredto
deliv_ cun'entpulseto furnace
module #2 as stated in SCRD.
Concept determinedby detailed
design(phase C/D).
Provides Electrical isolationbetween
feedswhere2 buses are tied tog_
for sating power. Composed of 2
DC-DC conveners and RPCs for
switching of loads.
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TABLE 3-I. PCDS COMPONENTS LIST (Continued)
PCDS-012
PCDS-013
ASSEMBLY II_ SUBCOMPONENTS DESCRIPTION
Essentials Pow_
Supply
Essentials Power
Supply
Provides Electrical isolation between
feeds where 2 buses are fled toge.Ow.r
foressentialspower. Composed of3
DC-DC convcrtcasand_ for
switchingofloads.2 convertersfor
m_-mg power,I foxutility28 VDC
forFPE.
Provides Electrical isolation between
feeds where 2 buses m-efled together
for easendais power. Composed of 3
DC-DC converters and RPCs for
switching of loads. 2 converters for
sating power, 1 for utility 28 VDC
for FPE,
Core function Boxes willmute power from the core to the experiment racks. Furnace Junction
Boxes willserve as interfacepanels for furnace heaters,as well asroute power from the core tothe
FPD for distributiontodistributedcore subsystem equipment. Figure 3-5 illustratesSSF provided
RPDAs.
Since SSF does not provide a dedicated essentialsbus to 12 kW racks, allequipment
essentialfor safe shutdown will be powered by tying Buses A and B together. This will ensure
thatifone bus islost,the other may be used to shutdown the facility.The SSF ElectricalPower
Specificationsand StandardsSSP30482 requirethatIM_ of electricalisolationbe maintained
between busesatallpointsthroughoutthepayloadselectricalsystem. To meet thisrequirement,
the SSFF PCDS willassignloads toeitherone bus or the other.Bus A willpower equipment
necessaryto maintain normal operationsof furnace#I while Bus B willpower equipment
necessary to maintain normal operations of furnace #2. Equipment which must be powered to
accomplishsafeshutdown and equipmentwhich must be powered tomaintainnormal operations
of eitherof the furnacemodules _l combine one feed from each of the buses. This willbe
accomplishedthroughtheuseof transformercoupledpower supplies,break-then-makeswitches,
or batterypacks. The resultsofa detailedtradestudywilldeterminewhich method _sthemost
appropriate.Redundant components withinsubsystemswillbe fed from separatebuses_ The
divisionof equipment between buses and thecouplingmethods determincdby tradestudy will
ensurethatI M,(2isolationismaintainedbetween thebusesatallpointsthroughoutthe system.
Figure3-6 illustratesan example of how SSFF loadswillbe dividedbetween buses.These load
assignments are based on the current SSFF subsystem concepts. The current PCDS concept uses
V
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Single Position Layout
_Ot_TRIC VIEW
LOCfJ_ At rnONt, r_i_ ue mCNI" S_S
Two Position Layout
iSOM(TRIC Vt(W
LOOK_ tr FRO_T.T_ A_ORr,HTs_[s FROM SSF EPS PDR 10/16/91
FIGURE 3-5. SSF PROVIDED REMOTE POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSEMBLY
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DC-DC power supplies to tie Bus A and Bus B together in an Essentials Power Supply located in
each rack.
By assigning furnace module #1 to Bus A and furnace module #2 to Bus B, SSFF operations
can be ensured (on a limited Ievel) when one bus's capabilities arc reduced due to extreme loading.
For example, ff Bus B could not meet demand, SSF DMS may request non-essential users of Bus
B to scale back usage. SSFF could then discontinue operations of furnace module #2 and use only
Bus A while continuing normal operations of fin'nace module #1.
The Primary Distribution Box which feeds the Core Power Conditioner is necessary to
provide independent ener_g of each of the 72 power modules. Although, an input signal from
DMS will determine each modules output, a closed switch on the input power side of the module,
even when the output is 0 V'DC will cause some consumption in the internal circuit. It is,thc_fore,
desirable to have the capability to energize only those modules which will be requi_d for furnace
operations. Also, to prevent a single module failure from impacting the entire bank, individual
switchingisnecessaryforcircuitprotection.The switchesusedtoperform thisenergizing'willbc
housed ineitherone or two distributionboxes (onewiU be adequateifthenecessaryisolationcan
be maintainedbetween switchesfedfrom Bus A and switcbesfedfrom Bus B). These solidstate
switcheswillbe fed from the appropriateRPCM feedsand willbe controlledby SSFF DMS.
Seventy-twoswitcheswillbe housedtoperformtheon/offcontrolofthemodules,withnecessary
spacereservedfortheadditionof power modules forfuttr_growth. The Primary Distribution
Box isillustratedinFigure3-7.
The functionsof theRPCZ4s and PrimaryDistributionBox may be more efficientlyaccomplished
by a singledisa'ibutionbox designedby SSFF. Thisdeterminationwillbe lefttoa detailedtrade
analysisof such adesignversustheSSF providedRPCMs.
Power totheexperimentrackswillbe routedviatheCore JunctionBoxes. These junction
boxes willmum power to thefurnaceheaters,as wellas 120 VDC utilitypower foruse by the
furnacemodule, and power used by distributedcore subsystem equipment. Each box willbe
rcconfigurableso thatCPC power may be redirectedtoeitherfurnacemodule #I or #2. A Core
JunctionBox isillustratedinFigure3-8.
Insideeach experimentrack a Furnace JunctionBox willserveas an interfacepointfor
furnace heater elements. The Furnace Junction BOX will also_ sere as an interface for any 120
VDC utility power needed, and will route power to the FPD for subsystem use. The FPD will be a
SSFF designed distribution box which will be similar in function to the SSF RPCM. The switches
of this box will be trip coordinated with those of the core rack RPCM. The Furnace Junction Box
and Furnace Power Distributor are illustrated in Figures 3-9 and 3-10 respectively. An example of
how loads in the experiment rack will be assigned feeds from the FPD is shown in Figure 3-11.
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
FIGURE 3-7. PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION BOX PACKAGING CONCEPT
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
j
FIGURE 3-8. CORE JUNCTION BOX PACKAGING CONCEPT
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
FIGURE 3-9. FURNACE JUNCTION BOX PACKAGING CONCEPT
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FIGURE 3-10. FURNACE POWER DISTRIBUTOR PACKAGING CONCEPT
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FIGURE 3-I 1. FURNACE POWER DISTR_UTOR TYPICAL LOAD ASSIGNMENTS
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3.2.2.2 Core Power Conditioner-The Core Power Conditioner provides power to the
furnace heater elements. The CPC is composed of two banks of 36, 100 W, DC-DC power
converter modules. A CPC Bank is illustrated in Figure 3-12. Each module is independently
controlled/monitored and will output a voltage of 0-12 VDC (up to 20 A) when receiving an input
of 120 VDC. By usingbanks of independentlycontrolledmodules, flexibilitydpower various
typesof furnaceheatersisprovided.Although thenumber of module,s was determined based on
theneeds of CGF and PMZF (seeAppendix B),all72 modules may be recortfiguredby theCore
Junction Boxes to accommodate a wide range of furnaces. Modules can power a heater clement
each, for example, giving the capability to power a 72 zone furnace comprised of 100 W per zone.
Module outputs may also be connected in series at the Core Junction Boxes so that a furnace with a
low number of high power zones may be accommodated. This is illustrated in Figure 3-13.
Voltage sottree, current limited, power modules were selected for several reasons. High
current, low voltage, modules would require much larger line sizes routed from modules to
experiment racks, thus limiting (if not preventing) the ability to interrack connect and increasing
inefficiencies associated with transmission losses. Furnace developers are limited in the" size of
wire which can be accommodated in heater elements, thus physically current limiting the heaters (A
typical maximum approaching 20 A). By using voltage sources, PCDS can accommodate heaters
as smaLl as 6 VDC at 20 A (120 watts) or heaters in the range of 60 VDC at 20 A (1200 watts).
3.2.2.3 Essentlatq Power Snnnlt_ - Essentials power is accomplished by an Essentials
Power Supply(F.P) located in each of the SSFF racks. The Essentials Power Supply is illustrated
in Figure 3-14. Each EP consists of 2 DC-DC converters which are fed from Bus A and Bus
B(via RPCM-A or _-B). These supplies and their accompanying electronics wRl ensure that
1 Mega Ohm of isolation will be maintained between buses at all times. Diode coupling each
converter will allow the Essentials Power Supply to provide a continuous feed to essential DMS
equipment when at least 1 bus is delivering adequate power. Converters in the current concept will
take 120 VDC power and convert it to 28 VDC to feed DMS components. In addition to essential
equipment, any equipment requiring 28 VDC will be fed from the EP. This converted power will
be applied by RPCs residing in the supply. Each of the essentials power supplies located in the
experiment racks contain an additional 120/28 VDC converter for feeding furnace peculiar
equipment.
The results of a detailed engineering analysis and trade study on essentials power will
determine whether essentials power might be better served with a 1 to 1 conversion box or with a
break-then-make smart switching box.
3.2.2.4 Current Pulsing Eouipment - Equipment required to provide current pulsing
capability to each furnace will be located in each experiment rack. After detailed design has
determined the design requirements of equipment necessary to provide the pulse (as outlined in the
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FIGURE 3-12. CORE POWER CONDITIONER BANK PACKAGING CONCEPT
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FIGURE 3-14. ESSE_S POWER SUPPLY PACKAGIING CONCEPT
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Science Capabilities Requirements Document), channels on the FPD will be dedicated to providing
power to the current pulsing equipment. The currant PCDS concept uses placeholder envelope
dimensions and resource requirements based on estimates and the time averaged power
requirement listed in the SCRD.
The packaged PCDS components are shown integrated into the SSFF core and experiment
racks in Figures 3-15 and 3-16 r_spectively.
3.3 SAFgTY
The SSFF PCDS will address safety in two areas. 1) Safe shutdown of the SSFF and 2)
Protection of internal SSFF subsystems from internal failures.
The PCDS will support safe shutdown of the SFFF subsystems by providing an essentials
power supply in each rack. The essentials power supply combines two independent feeds
originating from SSF EPS wl,_ile maintaining all the required isolation and protection requirements.
This power supply will provide power to any equipment necessary for the safe shutdown of the
SSFF. Since it is assumed that at no time will both SSF buses be lost simultaneously, the
essentials power supply will ensure that sating power is at aU times available to essential shutdown
equipment.
The PCDS will protect SSFF equipment from internal failures through circuit protection.
Chm'_nt limited switches will isolate fa.iled equipment fi'om othor healthy equipment on the power
distribution network. This will prevent a single failure from impacting the entire facility
electrically. Status indicators on switches will notify DMS when components have been tripped
off the network so that appropriate action can be initiated.
No safety related impacts are forcs_n to be g_ncrated by the basdin¢ PCDS concept other than
thosenormallyassociatedwithelectricalpower systcms.
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FIGURE 3-15. PCDS INTEGRATED CORE RACK COMPONENTS
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4. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1 POWER
Power consumed by the PCDS is due to equipment inefficiencies plus power required for
sensors and biasing of electronics. Table 4--1 details the power consumption of the PCDS during
the peak draw of the SSFF as detailed in Table 2-2.
TABLE 4-I. PCDS POWER CONSUMPTION
COMPONENT
Cenwalized EouiDment
1_'_(2)
Primary Dism_ution Box
Core Power Conditioner
Essentials Power Supply
Voltage.cCarrentSensor(4)
Line & Connector Loss
Disu'ibeted Eaui_nent
FurnacePower Distributor(2)
Essentials Power Supply(2)
Curn_ puher(2)
Voltage/CurrentSens_132)
Line & ConnectorLoss
TOTAL
POWER CONSUMPTION
(watts)
37.4
73.9
1300.0
205.3
4.0
290.4
37.4
180.7
80.0
132.0
348.7
2,689.8
4.2
Mass for the PCDS design is estimated in Table 4-2.
4.3 VOLUME
Volume for the PCDS design is estimated in Table 4-3.
4.4 HEAT REI]_CTION
Since power consumption associated with the PCDS is due primarily to equipment
inefficiencies, heat rejected by the PCDS is assumed to be 100% of the power Listed in Table 4-1.
4.5
The DMS requh'ements of the PCDS are detailed in Table 4-4.
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TABLE 4-2. PCDS MASS ESTIMATES
i v • •
Cenaalized Eouinmem
Power D_
Prim_ Dism'bution Box
Core Power Conditioner
Core Juncdon Boxes(2)
Essentials Power Supply
Voltage/Current Sensor(4)
Line & Connector
Subtotal
Distn'buted Equipmem
Pta'nace Junction Box(?.)
Furnace Power _utor(2)
Essentials Power Supply('2)
Current Pulm(2)
Voltage/Cm'mat Smsoff132)
Subtotal
TotaI Mass
kg
20.9
47.2
38.2
3.2
2.0
II.3
122.8
19.1
14.5
6.4
27.2
66.0
7.7
Ill
Ibs
45.98
103.84
84.04
7.04
4.4
24.86
270.2
42.02
31.9
14.08
59.84
145.2
16.94
1,t0.9 310
263.7 58O
V
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TABI,_3. PCDSVOLUMEESTIMATES
COMPONENTS
Cenratized Equipmene
Core Pwr Distn'butor (CPD)
-RPC_
-Primary Dism_ution Box
Core Power Conditioner (CPC)
Core Jun_ BOx-A (CSB-A)
Core Junc_ Box-B (C._-B)
F.ssmtials Power Supply
Voltage/Cm_ent Sensors*
Line & Connectors
m 3 ft.3
Disuibuted Equipment:
Current Pulser
Fmutce Pwr Dist. (FI'D)
Furnace Jmgtion Box (FJ'B)
Essentials Power Supplies
Voltage/Ctrrmt Seaso_
Line & Connecto_
0.047 1.674
0.029 1.009
0.122 4.313
0.O04 0.126
0.004 0.126
0.018 0.626
0.(300 0.000
0.003 0.060
Subtotal[ 0.227 7.934
0.180 6.460
0.008 0.273
0.016 0.554
0.035 1.252
0.000 0.000
0.002 0.080
Subtotal I 0.241 8.619
Total Volume! 0.468
*Sensors housed within PCDS boxes.
16.553
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COMPONENT
ID
PCDS_I_I
I_-"DS-001-002
_DS_I_3
PCDS-001-004
PCDS_I_5
PCDS-002-001
r i_ 036
PCDS-002-037
t0072
PCDS-005-002
PCDS-006-O01
PCDS-006-002
PCDS-007_I
PCDS-008_I
PCDS-009
PCDS-010
I I1
TABLE 4-4. DMS INTERFACES
NOMENCLATURE
RPCMA
RPCMB °
Primary Dism'bution Box
Volta_/Currem Sensor
Volta/u.4_CurrentSensor
Core Power Conditioner Bffi_kA
Core Pow¢_ Condition(= B_ak B
rl.
Fur_,'¢ Power DistribL-_ 1
Volta_4_2tttreat Sensor
Furnace Power Distribo)_ 2
Volta_/Ctm'ent Sensor
Voltalze4_CurrentS sors
Voltage_"th-rent Sensors
Currentl_er
Current Pulser
OUTPUTS
18
18
72
2
36
36
15
2
15
2
64
64
TBD
TBD
TYPE
semi
serial
serial
analog
analog ....
semi
serial
,|,
serial
analog
serial
analog
analog
analog
TBD
TBD
ii
INPUTS
18
18
72
72
TYPE
serial
serial
serial
excitation
excitation2
2 excitation
36
36
serial
serial
15 serial
2 excitadon
15 serial
exci_on2
64 excitation
64
TBD
TBD
excitation
TBD
TBD
I
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4.6 i_T.R.U..C..T.U.R2_
The PCDS components willrequireadequatemounting structureswithinthe racksforall
components to survive flight and ground handling loads.
4.7 OTH_R.q
NO otherresourcerequirementsarekientificdatthistime.
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5. ISSUES AND CONCERNS
_. Accommodation of the SCRD requLrements for current pulsing to each
furnace module will require a detailed design analysis based on the specific sample properties
and sample cartridge characteristics. This information was not available for the conceptual
studyde.tailedinthis
_f_g..P__. SSF requiresthatpayloadsbe abletosafethesystem atalltimes.SinceSSFF
PCDS defends on both6 kW busesfornormaloperations,lossof eitherbus would eliminate
essentialspower thusrequiringinitiationof safeshutdown. This could severelylimitthe
operations of the SSFF ff bus drop out is frequent.
Eleqtrical Isolation. The SSF requirement to provide 1 Mt2 isolation between buses when
tying them together impacts PCDS design. The cm_nt baseline addresses this by combining
feeds in an essentials power supply. Each feed is connected to a DC-DC converter which
electrically isolates the feed from the downstream side of the converter. The 2 outputs of the
converters are electrically tied together to power DMS equipment required for safe shutdown.
Pending results of analysis this may or may not be an acceptable approach for meeting the
isolation requirvment.
V
V
5-!
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APPENDIX A
TRADES AND ANALYSES
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APPENDIX A
TRADES AND ANALYSES
V
The PCDS ConceptualDesign Reporthas highlightedthefollowingareaswhere additional
engineeringtradesand analysisareneeded inordertoobtainan optimum PCDS concept.
•  anr,nt alR 
Detailed analysis required _o identify a feasible concept which will meet the requirements
Listed in the Science Capabilities Requirements Document(SCRD) for SSFF current
pulsing.
• ElectricalIsolation
Trade study requiredto identifymost appropriatemethod of maintainingelectrical
isolationbetween SSF power buses(batterypacks,transformercoupling,smartswitching
etc.)
• Switching Network
Trade studyrequiredtocompare thereconfigurablejunctionboxes toan activeswitching
network. Although several disadvantages of an active switching network are
obvious(requirementfor20 amp relays,EMI shieldingrequirements,additionalsoftware
complexityforcontrol)a more indepthtradestudyshould be conducted to weigh the
advantagesand disadvantagesof each design.
• Core Power Distributor
Analysistodeterminethefeasibilityof usingSSF provideRPCMs vs.a SSFF designed
distributor.Based on the currentconcept RPCMs willrequirea distributionbox
complement toprovidealltherequiredloadswitchingforthePCDS. Thisanalysiswill
determine ffthe distributionof power within SSFF can be accommodated more
effectivelywith a SSFF designedbox combining the functionsof theRPCMs and the
distributionbox complement
V
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APPENDIX B
CORE POWER CONDITIONER CALCULATIONS
p3°l
APPENDIX B
CORE POWER CONDITIONER CALCULATIONS
Assumptions
• Power modules rated at 100W each.
• SSFF must have capability to drive furnace heaters to 100%.
• Requirements based on Table 2-1.
CGF
Hot Guard
Hot Main
Hot Main Redundant
Boost_ Heater
Cold Main
Cold Main Redundant
Cold Guard
TOTAL
MAX POWER
250
9OO
9OO
5OO
5OO
6OO
250
39OO
# MODULES
.REQUIRED
3
9
9
5
5
6
3
i
4O
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V
PMZF
MAX POWER
i
3000
# HEATERS
i
32
WATTS/HEATER
94
# MOD REq'D
32
• Total of 72 100W power modules needed.
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APPENDIX C
POWER CONDITIONING AND DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM
COMPONENT SPECIFICATION SHEETS
C"l
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Qty.
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-001-001 an 002
Core Power Distributor
PCDS-O01-O01 and 002
Remote Power DistributionAssembly (RPDA)
These assembliesaccomodateaRemote Power Conu'oller
Module which distributes 120 VDC power to SSFF
_quipmenL The RPDAs & _s am SSF provided. Each
type V hybrid RPCM composed of 18 solid state power
controllers(16, 3.5 amp switches and 2, 12 amp switches)
controlledby a 1553 databus. These controllerswillswitch
power on/off to components upon receiving the appropriate
command fi,om DMS. One RPCM is connected to busA and
the other to bus B.
2 RPDAs cach accomoda_g a type V hybrid RPCM.
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120 VDC
OutputVoltage: 120 VDC
Power Delivered: Each RPCM will average a peak power delivery of 3 kW
Efficiency: Typically 99%.
Volume: .047 m3
Mass: 7.05 Kg
c2
-j
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-001-003
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Qty.
Core Power Distributor
PCDS-001-003
Primary Distribution Box
This box distributes 120 VDC power to the Core Power Conditioner Banks.
The box is composed of 72 solid state power controllers.
These controllers will switch power on/off to power modules
upon re_iving the appropriate command f_'om DMS.
1 Box composed of 72 power con_ners
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120 VDC
Output Voltage: i20 VDC
Power Delivered: Conrrolle_ will be required to deliver a maximum of 150W ea. at 120 VDC
Efficiency: Typically 99.5% base on component power requirements
Volume: .029 m3
Mass: 6.8 Kg
\ J
C3
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Qty.
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-001-004 and 005
SSFF PCDS-005-002 and 006-002
SSFF PCDS-007-001 and 008-001
Various
PCDS-001-(KNt/O05, 005-002, {X)6-002, 007-001, 008-001
VoltagedCurrent Sensor Package
These sonsors will be used to monitor power draw into the
facility. A current and voltage sensor will monitor each feed
intotlmRPCMs. Curtainand Voltagesen.sotsresidinginthe
furnace junction boxes will monitor power dcUvered to the
ftmmces. Sensors will monitor power fed into the Pumac¢
power distributor.
136 total sensors
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: + 5 VDC
Output Voltage: :i:5 VDC
Power Delivered: 0 (used for monitoring/control)
Efficiency: Typically 99.5%
Volume: Housed in existing PCDS assemblies.
Mass: Included in housing assembly. V
(
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vComponent Specification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-002-001 to 072
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Core Power Conditioner
PCDS-002-001 to 072
Furnace Power Modules
The furnace power modules take an input of 120 VDC and
provide a variable voltage output to furnace heater elements.
Modules are controlled by a trim signal f_m DMS. Modules
will be configured in 2 CPC banks to allow maximum flexibility and
configurability to a given furnace.
Qty. 72 modules in 2 banks
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120 VDC
Output Voltage: 0-12 VDC
Power Delivered: 100 W per module max(200 W module derated 50% for flight qual)
Efficiency: 70% to 80%
Mass: 6 ounces each module, 47.2 Kg each bank.
Volume: 90.46 cm3 for each module. Each bank is .122 m3.
x,._./
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ComponentSpecification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-003 and 004
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Core 3unction Box A & B
PCDS-003 and 004
Each junction box will take the inpu_ from the Core Power
Conditioner banks and mute them to the applicable ftmut_
depending on its configuration. Typically 40 of the inputs will
be routvd to CGF while 32 inputs arc routed to PMZF. These
junction boxes will be recoafigxmrbleand easy acce_able so that
they may be replaced or reconfigurod to meet additional furnace
schemes. Each box will be fabricated in house.
Qty. 2 Boxes each composed of high power circuit boards and
connectors suitable for muting the above stated inputs/outputs
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 12 VDC max each module input
Output Voltage:
Power Delivered:
Efficiency:
Mass:
Volume:
108 VI_ max for 9 modules stacked
1333 W nominal, 4444 W max *
Effecicmcy for C.YBis accounted for in line and connector loss
cal¢ assumed to be appmximazely 90% ely
19.1 ks each
.004 m3 each
* Based on nominal CGF power of 900 w and max PMZF power of 3000
W plus losses for conversion of 75% eft and Line loss of 90% eft
V
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ComponentSpecification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-005-001, 006-001
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Fum_e Power Distributor I & 2
PCDS-005-001,006-001
This box distributes 120 VDC power to experiment rack
equipment. The box is composed of 15 solid state power
controlle_. These controllers will switch power on/off to
furnace rack components upon receiving the appropriate
command from DMS. Will also be scarred for connection to
SSF bus.
Qty. F_ Box composed of 15 power controllers
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120 VIX:
Output Voltage: 120 VDC
Power Delivered: Each FPD will deleiver up to 6.19 A at 120 VDC (743 w max)
Efficiency: Typically 99.1% base on component power requirements
Volume: .C_34.m3
Mass: 7.25 Kg
C7
ComponentSpecification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-007 and 008
V
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Qty.
Furnace Junction Box
PCDS-007 and 008
These junction boxes wUl provide an interface to which the furnace power
leads may connect. It will also provide housing for voltage and ctment
sensors. Configuration dependent on furnace type. Each wil/
be fabr_d in house.
1 Box in ea_ furnace rack (total of 2) composed of connectors and terminaJ
blocks.
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: each input will be variable VDC
Output Voltage: each output will be variable VDC
Power Delivered: CGF 900 W nominal, 2100 W max, PM2_ 1200 W nominal, 3000 W max.
Efficiency: Effeciency is acounted for in line and connector loss calc
assumed to be 90% eft
Mass: 9.6 kg each
Volume: .008 m3
v
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ComponentSpecification Sheet
SSFF PCDS-009 and 010
Assembly:
Component ID #:
Nomenclature:
Description:
Qty.
Current Pulser
PCDS-009 and 010
The current pulsers are of a TBD design. They consist of aU the electronics
neccessary to provide the current pulsing capabilities listed in the SCRD.
Each box wRl be fabricated in house.
1 Box in each furnace rack (total of 2)
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120 VDC
Output Voltage: TBD
Power Delivered: 40W time averaged.
Efficiency: TBD
Mass: TBD
Volume: .09 m3 (place holder).
e
u
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ComponentSpecificationSheet
SSFFPCDS-011,012,013
Assembly:EssentiaIsPower Supply
Component ID #: PCDS-011, 012 and 013
Nomenclature:
Description: Each essentials power supply powers DMS components
necce_ary for safe shutdown of SSFF and any 28 VDC DMS
components. Each supply is composed of 2, 120/28 VDC
converters, each fed by an opposite SSF bus. These
convertersmaintaintherequiredelectrical isolation betwen the
buses. A third 120/'28 VDC converter resides in each of the
supplies in the experiment racks. This converter provides 28
VDC utility power for any experiment rack FPE.
Qty. I per rack
Typical Characteristics
Input Voltage: 120
Output Voltage: 28 VDC
Power Delivered: core rack supply delivers 616 W max, each furnace supply
271 W max (excludingFPE)
Efficiency:75%
Mass: 3.2 Kg each
Volume: .018 m3
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) will be a payload for use on Space Station
Freedom for the processing of metals in a microgravity environment. This will be to reduce the
effects of convective flows around the hot/cold interface during processing of the material. It is
hoped that this processing wRl produce more homogeaeous cryst, IIization of materials and samples
that can reve.al knowledge of the materials (that might not be able to be produced in a one gravity
environment).
The SSFF will be a three rack facility for Space Station Freedom which will utilized for
conducting experiments in the US-Lab module. The first rack (or Core Rack) wi11 contain the
general utilities needed by the furnaces for the processing of materials, such as: power switching
and controk gas distribution; thea_al dissipation control; and major SSFF DMS computer services
(such as Space Station interface, data monitoring, processing, storage, and transmission). The
other two experiment racks will contain the furnaces to be utiliz_ in the facility, and will bc _mp
so that either one or two experiment racks can be implemented (for a modular approach). These
experiment racks wiU also contain the specialized monitoring/control units and the majority of the
Mission Peculiar Equipment (MPE) needed by the furnace.s.
The SSFF Data Managen_nt Subsystem (of which this concept report deals) is the portion of
the design which will contain the electronics for control and monitoring of subsystems associated
with furnace operation such as: the Thermal Control System, the Power Distribution system, the
Power Conditioning System, and the Gas Distribution System. In addition to these tasks, the
system will also directly monitor the furnaces for ascertaining _ via thermocouple inputs
(and other sensors), control translation (i.e. movement of the relative sample position to the
hot/cold zones), video camera position/focus and processing of video data, control other
actuators/effectors for the furnace, provide a communications media for the facility, store digitized
e_ent and video data, and provide an interlace to Space Station Freedom DMS.
In support of the Core rack, Experiment rack, Experiment rack concept, the SSFF wiU house
most of the SSFF DMS ezluipment in the Core Facility. This core equipment wRl consist of the
Core Control Unit (for the control, processing, and interfacing to SSF and SSFF DMS
communications buses), the Core Monitor and Control Unit (for the monitoring and control of core
Thermal Control System, Gas Distribution System, and Power Conditioning and Distribution
components), the Video Processor (to acquire/digitize/process video data), the Crew Interface Unit
(for crew input and video display), and the High Density Recorder (which will store digitized
experimentaland videodam). The Experimentracks_ eachcontaina cona'olsystem consisting
of an Furnace ControlUnit (FCLD and an FurnaceActuatorUnit (FAU) which willmonitor and
collectdata from thc furnacesin each rack and providecontrolstimulus as nccded for the
V
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positioningof samples,and alsoforvideo camera control.In addition,core components from
otherSSFF subsystemswillbe monitoredineach ofthe CXl:)crimentrack by a DistributedCore
Monitm" Unit(DCMU).
This document detailsthe conceptualdesignof the Space StationFurnace FacilityData
Management Subsystem. Thisrcport_mcludcsa descriptionof ther_ukemcnts, an overallDMS
concept,and descriptionsoftheindividualDMS hardware and softwarecomponents necessaryto
l_-form the SSFF DMS tasks,DMS conflgurationareasand components thatrequirefurther
analysisand/ortradestobe l:)(n'formcdareidentifiedinAppcndix A.
°°)
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
ACD
BIT
CCU
CD/ROM
CMCU
CPC
CPU
DMS
EDAC
EEPROM
ESA
FAU
FBIU
FCU
FDACS
FDDI
GDS
GSE
HDR
HRDL
HRDM
HRL
FO
IRD
LAN
MPE
MSU
mux/demux
NASA
NASDA
NTSC
PCS
PCDS
PDS
PDR
QWERTY
RAM
RHD
RID
SCRD.
SCSI
SSF
SSFF
TBD
TCS
TDRSS
VGA
WORM
ArchJtectmal Control Drawings
Built In Test
Con: Control Unit
Compact Disk/Read Only Memory
Core Monitor/ControI Unit
Core Power Conditioners
Core _Unit
Data Management System
Error Detection And Correction
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read C_y Memory
European Space Agency
_ Actuator Unlt
Furnace Bus Interface Unit
Furnace Control Unit
-Furnace Data Acquisition and Control System
Fiber Dis_buted Data _terface
Gas Distribution System
Ground Support Equipment
High Density Recorder
High Rate Data Link
High Rate Data Multiplexer
HighRateUnk
Input/Output
latc_fa_Rcquh'cz_ntsDocument
LocalAr_ Network
MissionPeculiarEquipment
Mass Storage Unit
Mukiplexer/Demuitiplexer
NationalAc=onauticsand Space Administration
National Space Development Agency of Japan
National Television Standard Code
Power Conditioning System
Power Conditioning and Distribution System
Power Disuibution System
Preliminary Design Review
Standard Keyboazd
Random Access Memory
Removable Hard Drive
Res_ve Thermal Device
Seiem_ C.apabilitics R_nts Document
Small Computer Sea'ial Interface
Space Station Freedom
Space Station Furnace Facility
To Be Determined
Thermal Control System
Telemeu3, Data Relay SateUite System
Video Graphics Array
Write Once Read Many
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1. INTRODUCTION
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1.1 scope AND PURPOS_
The scope and purpose of this report is to present the Space Station Furnace Facility Data
Management Sub-System (SSFF DMS) requirements, and the baseline design concept developed
that meets those requirements. The report includes a description of the requirements, an overall
DMS concept, and descriptions of the individual DMS hardware and software components
necessary to perf(_n the SSFF DMS tasks. DMS configuration areas and components that require
further analysis and/or trades to be performed are identified in Appendix A.
The task of requirements definition and design concept development was performed by the
Teledyne Brown Engineering Advanced Programs Division through Marshall Space Flight Center
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
1.2 GROLrNDI_ULRS S, ASStJMP'rtONS
The following is a list of groundrules and assumptions that were used in the concept
development of the SSFF DMS.
.
o
3,
4,
.
The DMS interface to the Space Station Freedom (SSF) will be based on DMS
Ar_llitectu_ Control Drawing (ACD) Revision D dated July 1,1991 and the Payload
hterfa_ Requirenz'nts Document (IRD).
To the extent possible Mission Peculiar Equipment (MPE) will be located in the furnace
rack portion of the Furnace Facilities.
Assume reasonable access to the SSF and to the Telemetry Data Relay SateLlite System
(TDRSS) Ku-Band by the Payloads
Assume u'ansmission of high resolution video can be up to 5 minutes an orbit, rate not to
exceed 43 Megabits per second including overhead.
Video frame rate and resolution will be limited such that the data generation without
compression does not exceed 1300 Megabits per orbit.
1-1
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2.10_r_RAL riMS R_otrm_M_wrs
The SSFF DMS will meet the requirements identified in documents DR-7, Function and
Perfcm_nce Specifications for Space Station Furnace Facility, the SSFF Capability Requirements
Document, and those requirements derived fi'om analysis of the SSFF operations and furnace
futility mission sets.
These requirements include the following functions: monitor and control of SSFF
subsystems and furnace facilities; performance of Built-In-Test (BIT); data monitoring/processing/
storage and retrieval; interface to the SSFF DMS functions, subsystems, and services; human
interfaces (keyboard and display); Ground Support Equipment (GSE) interfaces; and video
acquisition" distribution, and processing.
2.2 DMS INTERFACE RROUIREMENTS
This section details the different interface requirements that the SSFF DMS must service.
Figure 2.2-I shows these interfaces.
Z.Z.1 ft_iE_laltr/a_¢_
The SSFF DMS will provide the capabilities _o interface to the SSF for commands/services
and transmission of data to ground. The link will be compatible with either the SSF MIL-STD-
1553 BUS or the payload Hber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI). These interfaces will conform
to SSF protocols (as serviced by SDP-7) for ¢ompatabih'ty with Space Station Freedom standards.
The SSFF DMS witl provide a HRDL interface to the SSF patch panel to accommodate
transfer of high rate data up to 43 Mbits/sec (as allowed by the maximum usable bandwidth of the
TRDSS dowrdink). This interface will be the primary method for the transmission of collected
data (by the SSFF') to the Ground. The HRDL interface will be as specified by the Space Station
Freedom Document SSP XXXXXXX which will allocate a specified amount (TBD) of the
available bandwidth of the TDRSS downlink to the SSFF. It is understood that if the SSFF is not
transmitting data, it will be required to conform to HRDL protocols and suplxm the HRDL format
as necessary (such as the inclusion of "filler" bits into the data stream).
The DMS will provide a video system interface to transmit SSFF experimental data to Space
Station Freedom via the SSF HRDL or SSF Video Services (in analog NTSC format) Interface for
use aboard Space Station Freedom, or for digitization and transmission to Ground by Space
Station Freedom Video Services.
2-1
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2.2.2 SSFF DMS Experiment Module Interface
The SSFF experiment modules will be serviced by a series of DMS components. These
components will be made up of a Furnace Control Unit (FCU), Furnace Actuator Unit _AU), and
the Distributed Core Monitor Unit (DCMU). These units will perform the following functions:
FCU will perform the acquisition and processing for the sub-system; the FAU will provide
stimulus to the experiment module as necessary;, and the DCMU will monitor the Distributed Core
Components in the experiment rack and a limited number of safety sensors in the rack. The FCU
and FAU will be modular and recomfigurable to meet the varied needs of different types of
furnaces, where the DCMU is designed to meet the needs of different types of experiment racks
through a series of standard sensors.
The SSFF DMS will provide a video data acquisitiona d control interface to furnace module
provided cameras. This system will be capable of acquiring video data, performing frame
grabbing, processing, and into-facing to a High Density Recorder (Digital). The analog section of
the video collection will be based around the NTSC and RGB formats.
2._t.3 SSFF DMS Subsystem Interfae_
The SSFF DMS will provide an internal Data Management Sub-Systems communications
interface for intercommunication between the components of the SSFF DMS. This system will
providea means forcommunicating command, control,and statusdatabetween thecomponents
and alsobetween theCore and ExperimentRacks. The systemwillalsoallowforthe transmission
ofprogramming dataforthereconfigtrationfthehigherlevelsof softwarecontrolledparameters.
z.z.,t
A keyboard and display interface will be provided, as part of the core facility, for crew
interaction. This system will have a standard QWERTY type keyboard which can accept crew
input commands for operation or configuration of the SSFF subsystems as required. The
keyboardwillbe aruggedizedunitwithtactileand audiblefeedbackforreliablecrew operation.
The Displaywillprovidefortheviewingoftabulardam relayingstatuson furnaceoperations
as wellasfacilitystatus.The displayiscapableof alsodisplayingcolorvideo collectedby the
Video Processor. The displayhas a resolutionof TBD verticalby TBD Horizontal picture
elements(orpixels).
z.z.s
The SSFF DMS will provide an interface to Ground _upport Equipment (GSE) to support
ground checkout. This interface allows the connection of diagnostic and checkout of the DMS
subsystem independent of the Space Station Freedom Data Management System. These interfaces
willbe composed of bidirectional serial communications ports (and discrete input/output lines) for
2-3
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the commanding and monitoring Space Station Furnace FaciLity components. In addition, these
interfaceswillbe capableof placingthe SSFF DMS components intoBuilt-In-Test(BIT) and
alternate diagnostic modes.
The primary use for GSE will be in the substitution of GSE for the standard DMS inte,faces.
This will enable the GSE to take the place of the Space Station Freedom systems that would
normally be used for the commanding of the Facility for test and checkout purposes.
V
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3.1 TRADES AND OPTIONS
Inthe formationof theSpace Stadon Furnace Facilityconceptualdesign,severaldifferent
tradestudieswere undertakentooptimizethesystemarchitectureand components. This section
details thosestudiesand givestheresults.
3.1.1 Distributed vq. Ceetrsli_d
This trade study deals with the concept of centralization vs. decentralization of processing
power and control for the SSFF design. The items reviewed for the st_iy included such aspects as
ease of maintenance/upgrade, safety (redundancy/qualification), reliability, volume (inter-rack
cabling as weU as inner-rack cabling), reconfigurability, software impacts, hardware designs,
architecturalconsiderations,dam bottlenecks(controlconsiderations),and configuration/
qualificationcontrol The threemajor designsphilosophieswere of a CentralizedSystem, a
TotallyDistributedsystem,and ofa Hybrid systemwhich incorporatedthebetterfeaturesof both
systems.
3.1.1.1 _-The centralizedsystem has some obvious advantages with
centralizationfallaspectsof thefacility.However, withthiscentralizedconceptcomes several
problems. The mechanicalaspectsof thesystem become difficult,sincealldatafrom both the
experiments and the core subsystem components (TCS, GDS, PDS) must all funnel to the same
point, making the interconnection difficult at best. Modularity and upgrade suffer since any
changes impact the entire facility as a whole. Software suffers the same problem with having
many tasks (both Experiment and Facility support soRware having to be interleaved in the real time
domain) this causes many problems from a configuration management standpoint and curtails the
=
upgradabilityhnodif.ability of the system. This concept is Rlustrated by Figure 3.1. I. 1-1.
3.1.1.2 _- Tile Distributed concept works well in concept, but from a practical
standpoint it has some problems. Experimental work (especially in a laboratory designed for
specific types of experiments such as materials processing) has many common functions. In the
Space Station Freedom environment, this involves interface to SSF resources, control of Space
Station Furnace Facility resotn'ees, data logging, reconfiguration, and data processing. The totally
distributed concept would have to have all of these tasks duplicated.in each experiment rack thereby
essentially having multiple copies of the centralized control concept. This would be unacceptable
since it takes the short-comings of the Centralized approach and adds multiple sets of hardware for
each of the experiment racks. This means that each rack will have less space devoted to the
experiment it is intended to house, and more to dealing with SSF, managing its' own resources,
and control of its experimental tasks.
3-1
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Highly Centralized
Centralized
Processing/Monitoring of Data
Control of Instrumentation and
Effecter Interfaces
SSF DMS Interface
Mass Storage
Instrumentation Interfaces
Effecter Interfaces
........... _ nm ............
J
I
Parameter Transducers
and Effecters
FIGURE 3.1.1.1-1
CENTRALIZED CONTROL AND MONITORING
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3.1.1.3 _-The next system to be reviewed is the hybrid concept, part
centralized, part distributed. It can be readily seen that in any experimental facility there are two
tasks to be performed: first, dealing with the control and operation of the facility; and the second,
withtheoperationof theexperiment.Inbothofthesetasks,therewillbe common tasksthatmust
be performed,as well as specializedtasks(whether by taskor by locationof the task).The
common _ would be interfacewiththeoperator(i.e.SSF),dam storage,reconfiguration,data
processing,and resourcemanagement (,power,gases,cooling),whereas the specifictaskswould
be dataacquisition(experimentdependentand locationdependent(duetomechanicalconstraints))
and control(withthesame considerationsasacquisition).
Itwas found thatmany ofthecommon taskslentthemselvesreadilytobe incorporatedinthe
Core Facility(SSF Interface,high-levelexperiment control,facilitycontrol,data storage,
reprogramming),and others(suchas Experiment controland dataacquisition(Experimentand
Core))lentthemselvestobeingplacedinremote units.Insome casesthisdecentralizationwas to
easethemechanical and inter-rackwiringof the facility,and inallinstancesithelpedwith the
flexibilityand modularityforORU change-outand upgradecapabilities.
As a resultof surveyingthedifferentsoftwaretasksand how theymust be performed,it
became obviousthatcertaincontroltaskslentthemselvestobeingout by theexperiment,and other
higher level tasks needed to reside in a Core computer. It also became necessary for the easing the
software complexity and qualification, to separate out the Core (or Facility tasks such as Safety)
f_m the experimental tasks. This wUl allow the independent qualification of Experimental
software from Core software, thus lessening the burden on the Experiment Developer for
qualification. This was possible since an independent system in the SSFF will be handling the
safety and redundancy aspects of control for the facility. These control aspects deal with the
bottlenecks that form at major data intersections, where many items are dealing with a common
resource (whether that resource be a processor, or a data links' throughput capacity, is really
immaterial).
Figures 3.1.1.3-1 and 3.1.1.3-2 illustrate the decreasing bottleneck that results fi'om different
degrees of decentralized processing ability, data acquisition, and controL This gives an idea of the
advantages of decentralization of processing power. As processing power moves toward the
acquisition system, bus bandwidth requirements decrease, and turnaround time in the control loop
also decreases. This has some advantages in a real-time control system, from a control standpoint,
as well as a redundancy and cross-checking standpoint. The more processing power that is placed
in a system, the more redundancy can be implemented (with minimal impact to the s: :'cm
operation). For instance, it would be entirely possible for one processor to check on another (as
long as redundant sensors are incorporated in the design. It would also be possible for one
processor to engage a sating procedure in the event of problems with the primary processor.
3-3
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Decentralized I/O
and Control Tasks
Centralized
Processlng/Monltorlng of
Data
SSF DMS Interface
Mass Storage
Control and
InstrumentaUon
Interfaces
Control and
Effecter
Interfaces
Parameter Transducers
and Effecters
FIGURE 3.1.1.3-2
PROCESSING AND INTERFACE
DECENTRALIZATION
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Results:
DecentralizationfProcessingand Interfacesyields:
• Flexibility(Modularity)
• Facilitates On-Orbit Change-out (Orbital Replacement Unim)
• Easeofupgradeatalain-time
• Betteraccuracydue to leadleng_ (fewerEMI/EMC Problems)
• Simplificationfmechanical(wiring)and softwareinterleavingof tasks)
design
• Safety Factors (Redundancy and Separation of Experiment and Facility
Operations)
• Ease of software and hardware development
3.1.2 Storage of Exeeriment Data
This trade study reviews technologies available for high density recording of data. Of the
different technologies available for the high density storage of data, only two (Optical and Magnetic
Tape) had densitiesneartherequirementsforMTC storageof APCGF data.Othersdisqualified
themselves because although they were dense, at the higher capacitiesthey became cost
prohibitive.Since experimentaldataislogged sequentially,the tapetechnologyqualifiedas a
possibility, since random access isnot necessarily a _uirement. Capacity of several hundred
GigaBytes was a minimum requixtmm_t-
Several tape drives were available from many manufacturers since this is a very n_ture
technology, and a wide selection of dam recorders are available for military as well as space
qualification standards.
OpticalRecordersareaverynew technology,and few militaryand even lessspaceprograms
have theseavailabletothem atpresent.OpticalTape might be viableinthefuturewitha higher
capacitythan any of theothers;however, itisan even lessmature technologywith commercial
unitsjuststartingtomake an appearanceinthemarketplace.
Power Volume Capaci_ Recommendation
Magnetic Tape 200 watts 4 cubic ft 1.88 Tbit max
Optical Disk 1Kw 1 $SF Rack 2 Tbit max
optical Tape N/A N/A 1Teraby_
Previouslyflown 1st
underdevelopment
underdevelopment
At thepre.scnttimek appearsthattalXisthelogicaltoway togo. Space StationFre.e,dom and
SpaceLab arcalsoconductingreviewsoftechnologyatthepresent,and have alsocome tothesame
conclusion:tape(forthetimebeing)isthemost economicalpower,volume, and capacitywise.
3-6
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3.1.3
The following list reviews some of the technologies available for reprogramming and makes
a recommendation for the technology to be used for rcprogramming the APCGF CDMS.
Rccomrr_ndatigps
EEPROM Cartridge
Magneto-Optical
 zcxg ma 
Yes up to 100 MB Demtity-lst Previously Flown
Yes up m 500 MB new ler.hnology-2nd Recommendation
Mechmical
Yes up eo 200 MB Mechanical
No up m 2 G_ Mechanical
A,_ess T'une
Yes up m 1MB Mechmieal
Risidlty of media
upm 100MB ProblemswithSp_.zQmd.
Hard Drive
Magnetic Tape
Floppy Disk
Battery Backed-Up RAM Y_
EEPROM Cartridgetechnologyhasbeen successfullyflown on severalSpace Lab missions
and iscurrentlybeingused by NASA Lewis on severalprograms. Itexcelsin density,power,
amount support c_'cuitry required (m/nim.ql), access time, random access, and no moving parts in
contact with the media. Current capacities are about 40 Megabytes with 100 Megabytes being
planned. The only drawback is the number of write cycles for the media (typica_y 10000), which
does not hold any problems for SSFF utilization since SSFF needs a minimum number number of
write cycles to this media. The magneto-optical is a young technology with little in the way of
even military hardware available, and still requires a mechanical system (produces vibration). The
different types of magnetic media have flown before; however, they do involve contact with the
media in tape and floppy disks (disk drives use the W'mchester effect to levitate the head assembly
over the media), and a mechanical system for reading the media in all the systems. Finally, where
RAM cartridges_have the same advantages as the EEPROM Cartridge, they do require constant
power to maintain storage of their dam, thereby requiring batteries which are difficult to qualify for
a manned environment.
As can be seen, for the needs of reprogramming the facility, the EEPROM cartridge is the
most attractiveatpresent.As technologychanges,thereisapossibilityof othertechnologiesbeing
more attractive,butforthetimebeing,thebestistheEEPROM cartridge.
3.2 SELECTED CONCEPT
The followingsystem descriptionreflectstheresultsof theprevioussectionstradestudies:
HybridDistributedoverCentralized;Tape asaform ofMass Storage;and EEPROM Cartridgefor
3-7
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storage of reprogramming data. It should be noted that the most significant was the resuh of the
Distributed over Centralized which resulted in a hybrid architecture, since this has brought the
Mass Storage and Reprogramming capabilities into a centralized location in the Core Facility, as
will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
This hybridized distributed/centralized concept has separated the control over the fadlity as a
whole into two major categories:
1. Core Tasks (or Functions) - dealing with the overall management of resources and facility
control.
a. Overhead Control/Interface.
b. Sensor Specific Interface.
c. Location Specific Interfaces,
2. Experiment Tasks (or Functions) - dealing with the management of experiment resources,
observation, and control.
a. Overhead (Common) tasks.
b. Experiment (or Sample Specific) tasks.
As a result of these different types of tasks, many of the common tasks will be centralized,
and others will be delegated to monitoring and. loca ! control out at the experiment racks. In some
cases, to eliminate the logistics of wiring a whole series of sensors and effectors to a central
location, it will be simpler to have an intea'face which samples the signal (or controls and monitors)
at the necessary rate, and multiplexes the monitoring and control data over a common serial data
bus. This wiI1 reduce the mechanical complexity of the SSFF DMS implementation, and also will
help the muting of wiring between racks.
It can be seen that from a control standpoint (especially from the software standpoint), it
makes sense to separate the two systems (Core and Experiment). This approach will make the
code easier since it will not have to be interleaved between the Experiment and the Core, and also
will have the added benefit of making the software easier to qualify, since the safety controls will
be separated out into a redundant system.
In this concept, there is of course one place where the data must come together. The Core
Control Unit will be that central node, and will be the central processing point where both of these
systems join for orchestration and collection of data for processing, control, storage, and/or
downlinL The other subunits/sub-processor/controUers will fan out from this point to yield
effective control of the facility. This will be discussed further in the foLlowing sections.
3.2.1 CONCEPT DF_qCRIPTION
The decenwa.Lized concept that was arrived at was one of not oniy decenn'alization for the
Experiment DMS system, but also, to reduce the amount of wiring and complexity,
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dccenn-alizationforthecontroloftheCore subsystemcomponents (TCS, PDS, and GDS). As a
resultherearetwo separatesystemsinvolvedintheperformanceof theexperiments:theFurnace
DMS, which willbe prim_" y concernedwithexperimentdam and controlthereof;and theCore
DMS system,which willbe more concerned with thesafetyand generaloperationof the sub-
system.
3.2.1.1 I_,rnBeeDMS Desl__n-TheFurnace DMS DMS (shown in Figure 3.2.1.1-I)will
be thepcd.ma:ycontroland datalinkbetweenthecorefacilityand thefurnacefacilities.Allcontrol,
status,and dam toand f_m thefurnaceswillbe transmittedon thismedium.
The interfacestructurewillbe one of a dualredundantserialcommunications Local Area
Network (LAN) with an auxiliarychannelthatisusedforredundancy purposes.Thisredundancy
will add a safetyelement which insuresthatone failurewill not bring down the-entire
communications system. Thiswillprovidea safeand reliablemeans forcommunication between
the $SFF DMS components. This interfacedesign (calledthe Furnace Bus InterfaceUnit
(FBILD) willinterfacethe CCU to the physicalmedia (wire),and interfacethe FCUs in the
Experiment Racks to the same media. This interface will be a memory mapped interface which will
allow operation indclYcndenfly of the processor or microconu'oLlcr. Data will be simply written-into
a local memory (that is part of the interface itscL0 by the processor for transfer to the DMS, so that
the operation of the processor or microcontroLlcr can proceed with a minimum of impact. The
FBIU also will have a microcontroll_ built into the design to supervise the task of dam handling to
and fzom the memory, and to ease to task of interfacing to the Furnace DMS Bus.
,||
_P
I _ c_n__.=__uNt I S S. _ "_.._2 _; _' _ I unit |
II ExuerlmentReck.2
FIGURE 3.2.1.1-I II '_r_,i =,FURNACEDMSBUS 11 1 51 Furrm.Contro, !
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The Furnace Control Units will be resident on the bus as Remote $mdons. The Bus will be
structured as a party-line organization with each master or slave having its own peculiar address.
This will allow any station to communicate with any other station, or through the use of a
broadcast command, to all units on the bus simultaneously. The Bus Station #1 (contained in the
CCU) will serve as a traffic controller/monitor to insure that all communications arc properly
validated and distributed between the different subsystems. The distributed intelligence of the
subsystems will make this easy since the majority Of the traffic flow will be data coming to and
from the core facility itself, with the Core Control Unit initiating actions and monitoring the
resulting data.
_.2.1.2 cor_ DM_S _,t_ ¢MrL-_r'D-lS_-The Core DMS Bus (shown in Figure 3.2.1.2-
1) will be the control and data link between the Core Control Unit and the various units involved in
monitoring and controlling the Thermal Control Sub-Systems, Power Distribution Sub-Systems,
and Gas Distribution Sub-Systems either in the Core Rack or out in the experiment racks. Control,
status,and dam to and fxom thesub-systemswillbe transmittedon thismedium.
The interfacestructurewillbe one of a dual redundant MIL-STD-1553B link. The
redundancywilladd a safetyelementwhich insuresthatone failurewillnotbringdown theentire
communications system. This willprovidea safeand reliablemeans to communicate with the
otherportionsof thesystem. The CCU _ be abletosafelyand reliablycommunicate withthe
DMS Components. This inter'faced sign(MIL-STD-1553) willbe containedin theCCU, the
Core Monitor and ControlUnit(CMCU), thePDS Remote Power Conn'olModules (RPCMs), the
PDS Core Power ConditionerStimulus,Power Distributor,and the DistributedCore Monitor
Units (DCMUs) which willresidein theExpcrknent Racks. This interfacewillbe a memory
mapped interfacewhich allowsoperationwithouta greatdealof intercessionbn behalfof the
Processor/Conu'oller(orinany of theotherunitsinwhich thisinterfaceresides).Thisinterface
willbe implemented ina standardchipsetavailablefrom severalmanufacturers(includingthe
suppliersof Space StationFreedom DMS 1553).
Each of the DMS Components willbe configuredas remote terminalson thisbus with
separateaddressingforeach oftheremote terminals.In theeventof an emergency, itispossible
(through Dynamic Bus Conlzol (MIL-STD-1553B Spec.)) for one of the Remote terminals to act as
a backup Bus Conu-ollcr to safe the system. This will allow for a safe shutdown of the SSFF, in
case of problems with the CCU. An additional safe guard will be added in the form of a
differentialsafetylinewhich any of theunitson thebus can command incaseof thesuspected
failureof anotherunit(i.e.ifthatunitcontinuestonotrespond tocontinuedrequests).Thisline
willcause thcrelinquishingof controlby thecurrentBus Controllerand the assumptionof Bus
Controlby thesecondaryunit.
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CORE DMS BUS DIAGRAM
(MIL-STD-1553)
3.2.2 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
The SSFF DMS will be a disu'ibuted sub-system consisting of a Core FaciLity DMS subset
and two Experiment Insmanentation subsets (one for each furnace rack) that reside in the core and
furnace racks respectively. The core facility DMS will be a set of common equipment that is
designed to serve as the top level SSFF controller and provide standard housekeeping services to
the SSFF DMS modules which include; inter-subsystem communications, control, configuration,
programming, and monitoring. The furnace facility DMS willprovide local control/monitoring and
those support functions that are unique to the particular furnaces such as furnace translation rates
and temperature profiles. These facilities will be interconnected by a local bus 0,AN) to
accommodate the high level control and monitoring of the furnaces by the Core Control Unit. In
addition to normal services, the SSFF DMS will also provide (in the core DMS) provisions for
handling l'agh bit rate (>10 Megabits ) and video acquisition/processing. The distributed core
subsystem components (PDS, GDS, and TCS) in the Experiment Racks will also be monitored by
the Distributed Core Monitor Units which are connected to the Core Facility via a MIL-STD-1553
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Bus. The SSFF DMS Hierarchydiagram isshown inFigure3.2.2-I,and the Block Diagram in
3.2.2-2.
3.2.2.1 CORE FACILITY DM_ - The Core Facility DMS components will be located in
the corefacilityrack and consistof the Core ControlUnit (CCU), the High Density Recorder
(HDR), and a Video Processor.The Core FacilityDMS components willprovidethetop level
SSFF controland providesinterfaceand communicationstothefurnaces,Space StationFreedom
DMS, StationCrew, and Ground Controllers.The Video Processorwillbe a mission peculiar
item and will be an exception to the grounclrule that MPE must reside in the furnace racks. The
subsystem configuration can be seen in Figure 3.2.2.1-1, and for views of the components, please
refer to the corresponding section.
3.2.2.1.1 _- The Core Control Unit (CCU ' SSFF DMS-CCU-OOI) will
consist of the Core Processor/Controller, a removable mggedized hard drive, a Reprogramming
Unit, Core Monitor and Conn'ol Unit, a Network Interface Unit (NIU), a Furnace Bus Interface
Unit (FBIL_, and a Crew Interface Computer which will allow display and input of data (simi_ to
a GRID). These arediscussedinthefollowingparagraphs,and theCore ControlUnit isshown in
inFigures3.2.2.I.1-I-IsometricDiagram, 3.2.I.I.1-2FunctionalBlock Diagram.
3.2.2.1.1.1 Core Procesqor/Controller (and Processor Memorv_ - The Core Processor/
Conn'oller (shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.1.1-1) will be the top level controller and interface device for
the SSFF. The Core Processor/controller will be powered up by the SSF which in turn will
activate and configure each of the core and furnace facility components/sub-systems in accordance
with the sclcctecl SSFF operational scenario(s). The Core Processor/controller will monitor the
fm'naces (via the FCU/FAU) during 0_on of the fatty, and monitor the other Core Facility
Sub-Systems via the Core Monitor and Control Unit and Dismbuted Core Monitor Unit (DCMU).
The Core Control Unit Core Processor/controller will be the central processor for the DMS
that will direct the operation of the I/O Cards and _ubcomponents contained in the CCU. It will
consist of a 80(2386/486 Processor (or CCluivalcnt, along with a _ Co-Processor) which will be
capable of processing the data received from the I/Os, sending dam to the high density recorder, the
SSF DMS for display and/or down/ink, or to the CCU Video Display Unit.
The memory associated with the Core Processor/Controller will consist of TBD Megabytes
of Static RAM and TBD Megabytes of EEPROM. The operational software for initialization and
basctine configuration will be stored in (and operate out of) EEPROM. This operational program,
when initialized,willrequestthatdatabe transferredfrom the Rcprogramming Unit (EEPROM
Cartridge)so that specializedoperationalparameters and procedures can be utilizedf'_r
experimentalscenariotobe performedwithaparticularfurnace(orexpaiment).
V
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CORE PROCESSOR/CONTROLLER -
The Core Pr(w, esmr/Conu'ollcr will have a Rcal-Timc Clock (battery backed-up) available for
processor reference, which will allow the DMS to be programmed to perform certain operations at
an appropriate time. This will allow the Core Proccssor/Controllcr to start operation of the
Furnaces and various pcriphcrals at a given time, while bcing in a low powcr standby mode before
start-up of the experimental process. This fcatur, will also allow for accurate processor timcline
cmcrgcncc aT-tea"a powcr outagc through the tracking of the procedure timclinc versus furnace
operation.
Some of the addidona.1 fcatures that will bc incorporated into the Core Processor/Controller
de,sign arc: a watchdog timea" (to allow the Core Processor/Controller to perform a self check on its
operation and reset itself if necessary); Memory Managcmcnt (to assist in the memory accessing
and partitioning); and a buffered bus architecture (to insures that its' internal and memory bus is
electrically isolated from the I/0 Bus); both a polled and a maskablc interrupt structure (to allow the
Processor to continue other tasks until dam is ready); and an I/O back'planc structurc based around
MultiBus IT. This Muldbus IT feature will bc used to allow thc Core Processor/Controller to gather
information from other I/O designs in thc CCU; such as communication externally with SSF via
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the Network Interface Unit, and to communicate internally to the SSFF via the Furnace Bus
Interface Unit (FBIU) and Core DMS Bus Interface.
3.2.2.1.1.2 S.qFF Network Interface llnit - This Interface will allow the Core Control Unit
to communicate with the Space Station Freedom Data Management Services. Data communication
willbe accomplished via a MIL-STD-1553 linkto SDP-7, or via the FDDI communications
protocol,through the utilizationof the NIU. Both interfaceswillbe of a double buffered
architecture which will communicate with the backplane bus of the CCU for interface to the Core
Processor/Controller.
This SSFF DMS Interface (in the case of the 1553) will be based on standard Space Station
Qualified hardware for the interface. In the case of the FDDI interface, this will bc based on the
Space Station Freedom NIU, currently under development.
3.2.2.1.1.3 SSI;_ Furnac'e 13uq Interface Unlt - The Furnace Bus Interface Unit will be
utilized to allow the CCU to communicate with the other subsystems in the SSFF related to
experiment data stimulus and monitoring(Furnace Control Units (FCU)). This unit will be based
on a redundant LAN design and will provide reliable communication among the SSFF DMS
components. Commands, data, configuration, and status information will all be communicated via
the Furnace Bus Interface Unit.
3.2.2.1.1.4 Core DMS Bus Interface fMIL.STD.15$3_ - This Core Control Unit will also
include a serial MIL-STD-1553 communications interface for monitoring and control of other
SSFF Sub-System components (GDS, TCS, and PDS). This communications link connects the
CCU with the Core Monitor and Control Unit (CMCLD, the Power Conditioning and Distribution
Sub-System, Remote Power Conditioning Modules (RPCM designed by SSF), the Core Power
Conditioning Stimulus unit which modulates the voltages to the Experiment racks, and to the
Distributed Core Monitor Units (DCMU) in each of the experiment racks. Each of these units will
contain a MIL-STD- 1553 Interface for command and control purposes, so each of the units will be
assigned separate MIL-STD-1553 compatible addresses. This will allow the Core Control Unit to
communicate with the any of them via this dedicated link for the monitoring and control of the sub-
system components.
3.2.2.1.1.$ _ - This interface will be for the communication of the
Reprogramming Unit (and or hard drive if need arises) with the Core Processor Controller. It will
be implemented in the standard SCSI-2 format, and will support multiple devices.
3.2.2.1.1.6 Auxiliary Serial Comnuter Interface * This interface will be implemented in
the Core Control Unit for the contingency of hooking another computer or peripheral to the CCU,
such as a GRID, or a printer. This will allow other possibilities in system implementation and
expandability.
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3.2.2.1.1.7 Telemetry Interface - This interface wi11 be used for transfen'ing the facility and
experiment data that has been collected by the Core Control Unit, to the Video Processor to be
merged with the video data. The Video Processor will then send the collected data to the High
Density Recorder for storage. In the event that the Video Processor is not present, this interface
will connect di_,_y to the High Density Recorder.
3.2.2.1.2 Reproframmin_ Unit - This Reprogramming Unit (SSFF DMS-RU-003) will
be the high density storage device which will hold the operational programs for the Space Station
Furnace Facility. These programs will control the Experiment Pro_es (such as temperature
characteristics, control profiles, wanslational control, c_aera positional commands, etc.) that the
Space Station Furnace Facility will usq to configure itself for experiment runs. When the operation
of a furnace is required, the Core Processor/Controller will dowrdoad the Experiment Program
from the Reprogramming Unit into Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
(EEPROM) and Static Random Access Memory (SRAM or RAM) located in the Core Control
Unit. It will then download the appropriate control routines to the Furnace Control Units and other
DMS components.
The layout of the front panel of the CCU will be situated so that the Reprogramming Unit
cartridges can Ix_ easily inserted into the Reprogramming Unit. This will facifitate upgrades of the
software, as we11 as any necessary re.configurations brought on by hardware instatlations in the
facility.
The Reprogramming Unit will utilize a standard SCSI interface system for mansfer of data
from the drive to the CL_ backplane.
3.2.2.1.3 Crew Interface Unit (Keyboard and Disnlav Unit')- The Crew Interface
Computer (SSFF DMS-CIC-002, shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.3-1) consists of a keyboard and
display unit which will allow communication of the crew to the SSFF Core Computer. This will
fadlitate the communication of the crew to the SSFF independent of the Space Station Freedom
Data Management System. A standard QWERTY (Standard) keyboard will be provided to input
commands from the crew. This keyboard will be mounted to the front panel of the SSFF Core
Fadlity for ease of operation.
The Video Display will be utilized to provide the crew with information concerning the
configuration, control, status, or operation of the Space Station Furnace Facility. The Video
Display w/I/utilize a space hardened color interface and display capable of displaying video from
the Video Processor video interface, and/or tabular information data/status from the Core Control
Unit as the CCU monitors the Furnaces and other subsystems in the SSFF.
V
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3.2.2.1.4 Core MonitortControl Unit (CM_U_ - The CM_.T (SSFF DMS-CMCU-009
Core Monitor and Control Unit) will be a data acquisition and stimulus system which wiI1 provide
I/O cards that monitor and control functions for the other systems in the Core Facility as an
extension of the CCU. Communication to/from the CCU will be accomplished via a MIL-STD-
1553 link. The Fluids, Thermal, and Power sub-systems will be monitored by this system, as
well as monitoring items such as therma/conditions of other boxes. This will insure that other
units in the SSFF are not overheating aM in thermal runaway. If this should be the case, and any
units are going over-temperature, the CMCU will inform the CCU of the conditions with the
appropriate status information. This will allow the CCU to initiate the appropriate actions, and if
necessary, report the status back to the Space Station Freedom DMS. The CMCU is shown in
isometric form in Figure 3,2.2.1.4-1, and as a functional block diagram in Figure 3.2.2.1.4-2.
These interfaces (where analog) will provide low accuracy (8-10 Bit) acq_tion channels for
confidence monitoring to insure that the other subsystems of the SSFF are operating properly.
This will allow the Core Control Unit monitor the other SSFF subsystems to guarantee the safe
operation of the SSFF.
3.2.2.1.5 Video Aconi_ition/Di_tribution & Proeeqsln_.The requirement for video has
been identified for two of the SSFF mission set experiments, the Transparent Furnace, and the Hot
Wall Float Zone Furnace. The capability to satisfy the requirements of these experiments as
defined in the SSFF Capability Requirements is not achievable because of limited access to the
SSF communications links and bit rate limitation (<43 Mbits/sec) imposed by the SSF. In Section
1.2 of this report assumptions are made as a guide to contending with this. The SSFF Video
Processor Unit is shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.5-1.
3.2.2.1.5.1 Video Proe_or TJnit-The Furnace Facility Video Processor Unit (SSFF
DMS-VPU-008 or VPU) wilI be designed as a unit capable of capturing NTSC/RGB(Or related
format video) from camezas located in experiment assemblies, and then digitizing, frame grabbing,
and/or processing the resul_g image. The video data (after digitization and/or any compression or
processing) will then be made available to the High Density Recorder (HDR) for storage. If the
data rate is not sufficiently high enough, the Removable Hard Drive (RHD) will be used as a data
buffer to store a sufficient amount of data to warrant writing to the HDR. Communication and
control of the Removable Hard Drive will be accomplished via a SCSI-2 interface which will be
handled by the Video Processors' CPU. The CPU will also control the operation of the High
Density Recorder and Playback Electronics via an R8..422 link, and will also merge non-video
facility data received from the Buffer Electrohics (sent by the CCU) with the video data for storage
on the FIDR. The SSFF Video Processor Block Diagram is shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.5.1-I.
As part of the processing available in the Video Processor, the system wiU be scarred include
a programmable format (JPEG/MPEG) Compander which will allow for a variable compression
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ratio (or no compression at all) to be applied to thedatafor storage. The design will also be able to
accommodate a video pixel processor which can do interpretation of video data, and return
numerical data to the ground fee evaluation.
When the Video Processor is required by the CCU to capture video data, the Core Control
Unit will write selection word(s) to the video processor for the amount of compression (if desired)
and TBD parameters needed fee digitization. The CCU will then insa-uct the Video Interface to
start the acquisition process. Thevldeo acquisition task will then proceed automatically (or with
CCU interaction as necessary). The CCU can designate that the acquired video data can be routed
to SSF Video services, storage, display, or a combination of several destinations.
3.2.2.1.5.1.1 High Rate Dam Link ffIRDL3 .The Video Processor will also contain the
High Rate Data Link and interface will enable the SSFF to download up to 43 Mbytes of data to
the ground tin'ough the High Ram Data Patch Panel and ultimamly the High Ram Data Multiplexer
(HRDM). The format fee this interface has yet to be defined by SSF, although it is known that a
payload desiring this interface will be assigned a given bandwidth of the telemetry link (and
probable implementation will use the TAXI device). If this allocated bandwidth is not utilized
fully, it will be Riled with "f-flier" bits in order to maintain telemetry lock by the links' components.
3.2.2.1.6 HDh Density Recorder and Playback Electronics - The High Density
Recorder (SSFF DMS-HDR-005, shown in figure 3.2.2.1.6-1) will have a storage capacity of
1.88 Tcrabits and will be used fee storage of experimental data which is to be gathered. The I--IDR
will consist of a tape drive unit (one ORU) and a set of playback dectronics
The tape drive and tape will be an integral unit which will allow the Drive and the tape to both
be removed as a single ORU for transport to ground. This concept will allow for ease of
unloadingand loadingoftapeaswellascheckoutand periodicmaintenanceoftheheadsand drive
mechanism on the ground insteadof in microgravity. The higher reliabilityplayback and
formattcr/controUerlectronicswillbe housed ina separateunitwhich remain as partof thecore
facility in which the drive can dock.
The High Density Recorder Playback Electronics (SSFF DMS-I-IDRPB-006, shown in
figure 3.2.2.1.6-2), when playback is desired of the stored data, will take the data from the High
DensityRecorder and perform theoperationsnecessaryforrecoveryof the recordeddata. This
will involve equalization, bit synchronization, data decoding, and output formatting. Also included
will be a complement of BIT circuitry fee test of data integrity during playback.
3.2.2.1.7 Removable Hard Drive - The Removable Hard Drive is availableintwo sizes
depending on the needs of the FaciLity. The fast smaller capacity unit is described in section
3.2.2.1.7.1, and the larger capacity model in Section 3.2.2.1.7.2. Two positions are possible:
one servingtheCCU directly(SSFF DMS-RHD-004, or SSFF DMS-RHDHD-004), and theother
servingasa bufferfortheHigh DensityRecorder(SSFF DMS-I-_RB-007).
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3.2.2.1.7.1 Remn_ahle Hard Drive lf0 Me_ - The first RHD unit will be a ruggedized 150
Megabyte hard disk drive contained in an aluminium cartridge. This cartridge will be mounted and
locked into a separate housing assembly which opens onto the front panel of the Core Facility.
This unit is shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.7.1-1.
Dam and power willbe suppliedtothecartridgethrougha selfaligningconnectormounted in
therear.The frontpanelwillhave asturdyhandleforinsertionand removal of thedriveunit.The
guiderailswillmake improper insertionimpossible.The datainterfacefortheRemovable Hard
Drive (RHD) will be supplied supplied by a SCSI interface which will tie the R.HD into the either
the VPU's CPU or into the CCUs' main bus, depending on the needs of the facility.
The hard-disk cartridge will be held in the housing assembly by a latching door. This door
will not only lock the drive into place, but also will activate an interconnect switch for cutting off
the power to the drive before the drive can be removed from the assembly. This power down
feature will retract the drive's recording heads to a safe landing zone and latch them into place.
The Ruggedized Hard Drive will be utilized as non-volatile storage for the Space Station
Furnace Facility. This unit can act as a temporary storage media prior to data being written to the
high density tape drive, as weLl as separate logging of BIT history or other auxiliary data that
doesn't require a great deal of storage.
3.2.2.1.7.2 Remnyable Hard Drive H|_h Densltv (2 C,i_nBvte) - This higher capacity
syste m (shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.7.2-1) Removable Hard Drive 2 Gigabytes will be similar in
implementation to the first unit, but with more capacity and consuming greater space. It is feasible
that if no video is required by the facility, and data requirements are low, that this unit could
conceivably be used for storage of the experiment data normally written to the High Density
Recorder. This mass data storage system will be capable of up to 2.4 GBytes of removable
storage, based on hard drive technology. The drives themselves will be hardened and encased in
canisters that are capable of containing 172 MBytes per container to 1.2 GBytes.
The drive units will be capable of 15 G's operating and 60 G's non-operating. Interface will
be accomplished through a SCSI interface to either the CCU or to the VI'U, as required by the
facility configuration..
3.2.2.2 _XPERIMENT RACK INSTRUMENTATION - The experiment rack instrument
willconsistof a Furnace Conmol Unit (FCU, SSFF DMS-FCU-OI I),a Furnace ActuatorUnit
(FAU, SSFF DMS-FAU-012), and a DistributedCore Monitor Unit (DCMU, SSFF DMS-
DCMU-013). Thisconfigurationwillprovidedataacquisilion(parametermonitoring)and stimulus
(parametermanipulation)forboththeexperimentsand the distributedcore facilitycomponents.
There willbe acomplement ofthesethreeitemsforeachofexperimentrackinstallations.
V
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The FCU willbe used as a reconfigurablefurnacecontrollerand willprovidethefurnace "
facility with housekeeping monitoring, and control functions. The FCU will also communicate
with both the CCU (via the Furnace DMS Bus), and in turn will pass on control commands to the
Furnace A_alator Unit for stimulus to the experiment apparatus.
The Furnace Actuator Unit will supply the control interfaces to the furnace module which will
consist of: sample manipulation, furnace translation, camera interface and positioning, etc. The
FCU and FAU will contain similar processors, memory and architectures as the Core
Processor/Controller (in the CCLD with differences being in the number of I/Os, memory, and
resulting physical sizes.
3.2.2.2.1 Furnace Controller Unit-The FCU will providc overall control of the SSFF
interfaces to the furnace module for acqnisition of temperature, pressure, and flow rates. The FCU
will be designed as a reconfigurable unit with the following standard slots: an integral power
supply;, Furnace Bus Interface Unit (FBIU); a processor/memory board (386-based processor, 20
Mhz and 4 Mbyte RAM) which also contains a MJL-STD-1553 interface for communication with
the Furnace Actuator Unit (See. 4.5.2), an auxiliary communications slot, and up to five I/O slots.
The motherboard for the unit will be designed so that there are two different digital buses. The
fn'st bus structme will be dedicated to the higher speed communications between the processor and
its'high speed I/Os(theFurnace Bus InterfaceUnit (FBRY) & the AuxiliaryCommunications
Slot).The seconddesignwillbe utilizedforthecommunicationswiththevariouslowerspeedI/O
interfaces(Thermocouples,ResistiveThermal Devices (RTD's),positionalindicators,discrctes,
and othersignalsinneed ofconditioningorconversion).An isometricview of theFCU isshown
inFigure3.2.2.2.1-I,and theblockdiagramand cardcomplement areshown inFigure3.2.2.2.I-
2.
3.2.2.2.2 Furnace Actuator Unit - The Furllace Actuator Unit (FAU) will be very similar
in design to the FCU, except that it will be designed to primarily provide output signals to the
Furnace assembly for operation of the motors and mechanisms necessary for furnace operation.
Through keeping most of these high output current drive circuits out of the unit concerned with
acquisitionofverylow levelsignals(theFurnaceControlUnit),and each box thereforeop_rniTed
forits'own particulartask,theresultwillbe an accurateand versatilesystem formotion control
(withoutcompromise). An isometricview of theFAU isshown in Figure3.2.2.2.2-I,and the
blockdiagram and cardcomplement areshown inFigure3.2.2.2.2-2.
The FurnaceActuatorUnitwillconsistof aIntegralPower Supply,a microcontroUcrboard
(with,MIL-STD- 1553 interface), and a series of I/O-slots. The FAU will receive its commands via
the MIL-STD-1553 link from the Furnace Control Unit, and in turn responds with data and status
when requested. As is shown in Figure 3.2.2.2.2-2, the FAU contains an MIL-STD-1553 link,
coupled with a supervisory microcontroUer and I/O cards which will include: Experiment Sample
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40.6
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V
NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1-1
FURNACE CONTROL I.INIT
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FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1-2 - FURNACE CONTROL UNIT
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FURNACE ACTUATOR UNIT
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FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2-2 - FURNACE ACTUATOR UNIT
positional priver, stepper motor conwoUer, a optically-isolated discrete output card with TBD
channels, analog voltage card for generating fixed or variable analog signals, discrete inputs, and
low accuracy analog input channels.
3.2.2.2.3 Distributed Core Monitor Unit- The Distributed Core Monitor Unit (DCMU)
will be a data acqnisidon system which wiU monitor functions for the other SSFF sub-systems in
the Experiment Racks as an extension of the CCU. Cornmunication to from the CCU is
accomplished via a .M]l,-STD-1553 link (the Core DMS Bus). The Fluids, Thermal, and Power
subsystems will all be monitored by this system, and the DCMU also will monitor items such as
thermal conditions of other boxes to insure that other systems in the Experiment Rack are not
overheating. If this should be the case, and any units are going over temperature, the DCMU will
inform the CCU of the conditions with the appropriate status information. This will a11ow the
CCU to initiate the appropriate actions, and if necessary, report the status back to the Space Station
Freedom DMS. An isometric view of the DCMU is shown in figure 3.2.2.2.3-1, while a block
diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 3.2.2.2.3-2.
These DCMU interfaces (where analog) will provide low accuracy (8-10 Bit) acquisition
channels for confidence monitoring, to insure that the other subsystems of the SSFF are operating
properly. This extension of the CCU will allow the Core Control Unit to perform confidence
monitoring upon the other sub-systems to guarantee the safe operation of the SSFF. The DCMU
will also have limited capability of taking over the 1553 Core DMS Bus in case of a problem with
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FIGURE 3.2.2.2.3-1
DISTRIBUTED CORE MONITOR UNIT
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Core DMS Bus
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.3-2 - DCMU BLOCK DIAGRAM
Core Subsystem
Sensors
GDS, PUS, TCS
Vdc
from
RPCM
-..._j-
the CCU. Power, Thermal, or Gas sub-systems can be configured for a minimum safe
configuration and the entire facility can be shut down if necessary.
3.3 SAFETY
The use of computer based hazard control systems is addressed in NSTS 1700.7B,
Paragraph 201.1e and is designated as applicable as written in the SSF Addendum to 1700.7B.
The emphasis in this requirement is placed on attaining independenVteMundant controls. A single
computer is considered zero fault tolerant and can serve as only one hazm'd controL For example,
if both temperature and pressure within a furnace must be monitored and controlled by computer to
prevent a hazard, two independent computer/software sets would be required, one to control
temperature and one to control pressure. This is necessary to achieve the required level of fault
tolerance. This requirement is presented to assure that this requirement is understood and properly
implemented as the detailed design develops.
The SSFF Data Management Sub-System will accommodate this requirement through the use
of redundant data buses and multiple p.rgcessors involved in the monitoring and control of the
facility. The primary method of safety backup control is the approach that the furnaces are
monitored by both the Furnace Control Units and the Distributed Core Monitor Units (which also
serve to monitor the Core services being provided to the furnaces ('Thermal, Gas, and Power)).
The resulting data will be wansmitted back via separate data paths (Experiment DMS Bus and the
Core DMS Bus) and the data will come together at the Core Control Unit which will issue
commands to the Core Services via the CMCU (which is providing monitoring and control of the
other sub-system Core Services). Through this method, the $SFF will provide redundant
m,_nitoring and multiple processor verification of the command stream to the services.
As an added safety measure (in the event of CCU failure), there are two added scenarios that
are implemented. All of the Core SubSystem interfaces (TCS, GDS, and PDS) will be resident
on the 1553 Core DMS bus, for good reason.
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IftheCCU w¢re toissue(ornotissuc)commands thatprovideforthesafeoperationof the
facility,throughdynamic bus control(oneof themodes of 1553)cithertheCMCU or theDCMU
can issuecomimn_ toprovidecontroloftheCore DMS Bus limitedtothesatingof thefacility.
This would involvesafemodes forthePDS, TCS, and GDS sub-systcms,and thcrcforcsafethe
facility(ifnecessary,thepower couldbe pulledon components causingproblems).
In the event thatthe cm'rcntBus Controllerwould not releasethe Core DMS Bus to the
secondaryBUS _ntroller (althoughillegalby 1553 _tocol), a hardwirc controlover allthe
transceiverchipsetsinallresidentson thebus willbe impletmntcd toprovidea non-intcrruptablc
method of terminatingbroadcastprivilegesofthec'tmtntBus Controll_.Thiswillcausetheunitin
questiontob¢ setintoan lismnonlycapacity.Inthismode,,thesecondarymasterwillimplcmcnta
safeshutdown ofthefacility.
Through thesemethods, safeoperationof the$SFF isinsm'edtomcct therequirementsfor
operationaboardSpace StationFrt_om.
3.4 INTEGRATED RACK COMPONENT PO,qITION
The followingFigures 3.4-1and 3.4-2show the locationof the DMS components in the
Core and ExperimentRacks respectively.
V
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TABLE 4-1. DMS MASS PROPERTIES
\
Component
Control Unit
Quantity
Unit Mass
(KG)
Total
Mass (KG)
1 25 25
FurnaceControl
Unit (FCU) 2 27 54
Furnace Actuator
Unit (FAU) 2 22 44
Core Monitor and
Control Unit (CMCU) 1 19 19
Distributed Core
Monitor Unit (DCMW 2 10 20
Reprogramming
Unit 1 2 2
Hard Drive
150 Megabyte 1 2 2
Hard Drive
2 Gigabyle 1 22 22
High Density
Recorder 1 29 29
HDR Playback
Electronics 1 18 18
Crew Interface 1 10 10
Video Processor 1 27 27
Total 241
4-I
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TABLE 4-2. POWER REQUIREMENTS
Component
,.,°
Core Control Unit
Furrmoe ConVol
Unit(FCU)
Quantity
1
Power(ea.)
(Watts*)
155
2 103
Furnace Actuator
Unit (FAU) 2 120
Core Monltor and
Control Unit (CMCU) 1 43
i Llll
Reprogrammlng Unit 20
j ,,
HardDr_ (leO)
Hard Drive (2G)
High Density
Recorder
Crew Interface
Video Processor
Distributed Core
Monitor Unit
2O
84
2O4
6O
145
48
Power
Total (W*)
155
206
240
43
20
20
84
2O4
60
14S
96
Total
.................. ,ii.iiii
1273
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TABLE 4-3. MEASUREMENT & CONTROL LIST
Furnace Input/Output Summaries
CGF PMZF
Analogs (AI)
Thermocouples
R'lOs
Volt, Current, etc.
Discretes (DI)
Analogs (AO)
Oiscretes (DO)
123 220
40 100
40 40
43 80
68 68
10 35
27 27
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Sul_y=tem
Interfacae -.
._=_,,--'* CMCU.,
(m'O ...... ) . ____ ,1
_,,, i._ IX: 2
RTO 6
R'ro .. 6
. _- Op_ C_'..._:_-_-- 2
3;_,,'_ 2
Cam mufi;,_'_'_:_]
_IIL-STO-1553
_¢,,.sm.1s._
_¢tL-STO-1 S53
• input=
paw ParL
utL.,,crp-!m
MIL-STO-1553 1
MIL_1553 I
InpUt _gnala
Output Sigmds
[_ 0,_%_',,, _-'-_--_-_-:}
Unit
Number
I TC._P-01-05,06
1 TCS PP-01
1 TC_ PP-01
2 TCS FM-01.,-02
1 TCS TS-01 >G4_11
1 TCS TS-01>04;1.1
1 TCS PP-01
TCS r.CV.0_>O_
! GDS MV-03
1 GaS PT-01>O_
1 PCO_001-005
2 PC_S-001-0_
1 PCOS-001.006
2 PCDS-001-O06
! ,se_,,_. _:Os-oos.om
1 d_. m_, PC_-_0_I _004] ii
4 TCS FCV-01>O_
1 TCS S0-01>02
2 GDS _/-01>04
2 TCS S0-01>02
TCS S0_01_02
2 GDS S_-,01:,,04
Sample Parameter
Rate (ap=) R_lnga
1 _-5 volts
1 D-5
1 0-5.1 vails
1 _.S.1 vck:
1 _ UalmJ,r
1 )hnU
1 _rm
1 _he'_
..... l w _5
1 _oterd_rneter.
1 _rm
_E+m _0 Vdc
1E+CO tO0 mmm
1E+03 _?,40 Vck:
1E+03 '100.aml_
1E+O0 _5v0¢
I 2 P---_
1 :_P. -,-"
1 2_
2_---
PCDS-OO2|
32 I d41, rag.
40 1
40 1
32 1
1 E ,,,00 D-Gwlc
1E._._O _
1E+O0
1E+OO
1E*OO _,,_lc
1. r':_,, q
1 CIo=u_
1 O-22% 60ml n_n
1 0-22v, 80ml min
1 0-2BY, lOOn_ nlln
# of Blts Slgnai
(Analog) PurpoN
8 _ressure
B ='mssunl
e _=um_,;,,i',_,_¢. ,
e _K_a2t Te,mp
e IRow Rate
8 rem_. 3 w_e
e ramp. 3 wk_ ....
8 _res_'e Seaic.-
e, -'tow Ram
.. e Vqlva Po_,k,,,
8 !4 v_m) _ Sensor
e _W ssF s.p_y
e v,oraorSSF Sup_
8 _:,,-,,_,,- SSI=
8 _ _,.., Urdl Tamp
8 _..,,,_c, U_ Tamp
8 _on_or _ Tamp
e _, ._,,- Un_ Tamp
8 ,. _ord_r Un_ Tamp
8 _,;;,.., Unfl Tamp
VaN,_ c-.-;_,
Sok_d. vsk,e _,.,_
_)k_d, vWw drk, e
PCDS-O01-001 ! N/A WA N/A RPCM C_c4_V,c.-,r,.c._--_
PC,[_S.O01.002 , N/A WA WA RF-C_4 C_; c_v,_, _,,-._--_
PCOS-O_-O_ WA WA WA _ Pow_ G;_,;;.,,n_
-0O4 WA .. WA _A _,om Po_m_. _;_.,_rtor
F:CDS-O_..O01,,_40, N/A WA N_A Co_ _'_*._ C,;_:._x
PCDS.,O02..041 _072 ' N/A. N/A N/A C.om _-_ P._':,_ut_r
• (
PCD._-041_072 ..... IE*(_ 0-1_ _ -.._- module _,_,;,v;
PCDS-002-O01.J)40 1E+0_ 0-5 ._1¢ ON.off C_ ,;,-G
PCDS-OO2-041_072 1E+O_ ._ 0.Svdc ONoff C_;_
;Location
3am
IC_-=
!Cam
ICom
Core
Core
!Cam
ICme
_.ore
iCom
_re
3am
IC=,
_om
3am
3am
3am
3am
3am
ico-
TABLE 4.-4. - CORE RACK
DMS SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
(TCS, GDS, PCDS)
V
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Interf_u [
Experiment Rack #1 Signals
OCMU and FCU #1 Slgr.de
Inpm S:_--'; _mrl
OC V-_-.'.__=-__ 1
[:;;_m::_DC 1
mo 3,
Hel FJflct -- I
'_oatmge
Hd _,'_.._ _,,
SU_n _..._. 3
C_.-:-_.,_ Monitor 2
4d
_F_
_c_xn
dl Inputs
per Pirm.
I
_;_.._ Sl.qnals EP41
c_n ¢-:'--:_-
_ot_ Odve
_._ OpenG__÷.__*_
_,_-_. open C_ec=r
2
1
1
1diff.._l.
1
r_
_ a
.I. 8
1 1
1 1
1 2
_, _ .
1 d/fem_ld
_0 .T_9
_L.,s'ro.1ss,_
Unit
Number
Simple Perimeter • of B_ts
Rate (sps) Ranqe (Analog) J
TCSPT_ _
TCS_ 1
TC_ TS-05>07 I
TCS FCV..03 I
1 )-5
_o_o01 1
pc_s_)s-OOl 1
G_ PT-0,4>0_ 1
GO_ SV-_.07 1
,,,Goscs.o_,o_ "reo
GO_ SV-O_,07 1 ..
G0ssv-o_
TC_ FCV-0_ 1
TC.,.S O-03 1
, ,,_,os_ _.o_
_1 2E+oo
F,C_, -00_001 _q._
F_OS-O(:4.,oo2 llE.,.OO
PC0S-o,_-.- 1 _e,oo
PCOS..009 1E+00
Detta Memur.
Ohms
0-5_
0-24,_:
0-10wn_
Ohms
Ohrm
TED
BinaryReadout
Clom_
8P.a_f Reldout
0-240 Vdc
100 am[_
24Vd¢
32r_
4 2 n _f'_SV-0_,07,09,10 1
4 2 GOS _f-06,07,0g_10 1
:__.-- _ N_A
TS_
)-22v, 60msrain
)-2_v, 100n_. n_.
)-2_% 1_ms m_n
'WA
Signal
Purpose Location
F:_ow ,P4te ,_=W1
, ,a , ren_ 3 V_re _]q#_,,
, 8 ,, _ meu. -:J:_ll __
"I'I_Q._em C4:,'_T;_,:,_ -:3=J_! "
4 v_ve _ -:R_I
Vd,l,_ ,;,,__,, HO:I#1
F',_-__n/ofl F._#1
_I Mo,dt,FUnit Temp F_.R#I,
,8 k._,,-,,_.;.- O_It Temp ER_I1
Mo_ Vdve C_ve F..R#I
SoimLv_,_, _ F.,l:Irl
TABLE 4-5. - EXPERIMENT RACK #1
DMS SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
(TCS, GDS, PCDS)
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I
_ r Subeymem , J
InterfaCeD IL
Experiment Rack #2 Signals
)CMU and r-cur2 S_lnmle
Input Si_aa EFMI2
DCVokp qxm
RTO
_J Eff,_
aceu,l
_mn G.m_,
_olltRom_er
Nacrmm- Cioeum
, , , ,
#,.!n.puts Unit Sample Parameter # of Bits Signal
per Pars. Number Rate (was) Range I(Analog} Purpose
:)CV_l • .....
-_ E_a OeWm
_C _luts
-tU Effect
_C V_e
:)C_:ul
-W r;_d
:AU ¢2 S_gnml:
_puLSlgnam EI:_.
_Opm Cokc_
bk_:r _fll ,,,
:_n Open Conec_
_L-STD-1S53
_ 1 TCS PT-04 I o-5 _ I_ Pmsm
I _ TCS _ _ D_ta Me_ur. 8 Row
3 1 TCS "/'S-(_>10 1 Ohms 8 Temp. 3 _Wre
1 1 TCS FCV-04 1 O-S_dts ,0 _Rate
1 .. 8 . _ TCS FCV-04 .1 8_w'_Remou_ V_vm .past_n_
1 1 TCS SO-04 1 _ Flowon_otI
3 1 GOS PT-07>Oe .... ! Ohms S (4w_ t F_rem_mSensor
, . 2 ,. . ! GOS SV-O_tlO I Ohms ..... 8 Valve PosJtlon
2 "1"80 GDS CS-03_04 "rSD "rBD "1"80 _,emum _nt_na_n
2 8 GDS SV-0gal0 1 Bin_ Readout 4 Valve Pos_on
2 G0S sv-m _ ooan ,,, w_ ,o_..
4o 1eft _;. _:os.ooT.om. _ o-2_ a _o_,, m*a_
_d_. _ PCDS.007._-0m 1 0-_0=rr,_ e _ me==.
_ Pcos..oo_ocz !E.,'roo o-24o Vd= s _on_x _
1 2 F)CD_O05-0G2 1E._03 100 amp= 8 MonitorSSF Supph/
32 I PCDS-O07,-O01 2E,,.OO 24 Vdc ,8.... MonitorSSF Supply
32 2 _-001 1E.,.03 32 _ 8 VeCtor SSF .sqppIy
1 1 dlfferent_l zkjna PCOS,..OOS-O02 1E,,.(X) 0-.5_c 8 _Aon_lorUn_Tamp
1 d_lecwlt[,dzr_ina, PC,_k_-007-O01 1E+O0 0-Svd¢ 8 _ UnitTemp
1 clfferent_l _ PCDS..005..O01 1E+.O_I..... 0-5_¢ 8 , _ _ Temp
1 ¢lff_enl_l m PCOS-010 1E+O0 0-5w1¢ 8 _ Unit Temp
1"80 "1t0 P'GOS.010 TSO TBO TBO _or_or _ Puhdn¢
..A, ;_ TCS SO_ _ o.z2,,.6ore,,,_n SoV,d. v,M_ d_,
4 2 GDS SV-06,07_00.10 1 Stl_X Mb"Orv. _ VIdve Ddve
4 , .. 2 GOSSV-06,07=09,10 , I 0-2t)v_100n_mln _lorwdveddw
2 ,2 GO_ SV-05, 0e 1 _-2_v, 100msnV_ Solnd.v_ve drive
!
ILoc#tion
ISRr_
-:Re2
-:Rr2
ER_
ERr_
ERr_
F_R_
ERr2
SP_
ER#2
ER#2
ERr2
ERr2
ER#2
ER#2
EP,#2
ERr2
ERr_
ERr2
ERr2
ER_
EP_
ERr_
E_
ERr_
F.Rr2
TABLE 4-6. - EXPERIMENT RACK #2
DMS SUBSYSTEM  RFACES
(TCS, GDS, PCDS)
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APPENDIX A
TRADES AND ANALYSES
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Future trades and analyses that may be conducted and may be necessary as the design
develops are:
°
.
SSF data interface: The SSFF must interface to the SSF DMS for top level management
and control, communications to the ground and crew, and to access services e.g. mass
storage, that are provided via the DMS by the Space Station. There are five options that
are available to the payload rack. Each of these will be analyzed and compared to the
others to determine the most appropriate. Since DMS resources are in a continuous state
of flux, this is a trade that must be done often.
Mass storage: The SSFF requirement for mass storage is to accommodate different
experiment timelines and programs and to permit temporary archiving of science mission
data. These requirements need to be reviewed to determine the most appropriate medium
as technology and SSF capabilities change. Candidates for this analysis will include the
SSF Mass Storage Unit (MSU), SSF ZOE recorder (if implemented), local hard disk
(optical and magnetic), tape (optical and magnetic), and solid state memory.
.
4,
Displays: Even though a Video display selection has been made, advances in technology
point out that this must be u-acked to have a design in excess of the state of the art today.
The Reprogramming of Experiments: This trade study has been done to assess the
feasibility of different technologies for use in the software reconfiguration of the SSFF.
Some of the technologies include: CDROM, magnetic tape, WORM drives, EEPROM
cards, etc. Even with a selection is made for today, it is possible, due to the modularity of
•the SSFF to upgrade at a Later time. Advances in technology might prove advantageous
to perform an upgrade in the future. This is an option that must be periodically
reassessed.
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SSFF DMS-CCU-O01
SSFF DMS-CIC-002
SSFF DMS-RU-003
SSFF DMS-R.HD-O04
SSFF D MS-RHDHD-O04
SSFF DMS-HDR-005
SSFF DMS-HDRPB-006
SSFF DMS-HDRB-007
SSFF DMS-VPU-008
SSFF DMS-CMCU-009
SSFF DMS-CPCS-010-001, -002
SSFF DMS-FCU-011
SSFF DMS-FAU-012
SSFF DMS-DCMU-013
Core Control Unit
Crew Inteafface Computer
unit
Removable Hard Drive
Removable Hard Drive High Density
High Dcnsi_ R_x_:r
High Density Recorder Playback
Electronics
Removable Hard Drive
Video Processor Unit
Core Monitor and Control Unit.
CPC Stimulus
Furnace Control Unit
Ftmaac¢ Actuator Unit
Distributed Core Monitor Unit
B-2
Catalog of Selected
Space Station Freedom Experiment and Support Equipment
ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Core Controller Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: Core Rack
P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 25
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 37.47
Height (cm): 25.4
Power: 155
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specificat/on, SSFF DMS-CCU-001 Core Control Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Sy_ems Integrator: TBD
320RPT0008
Function
Functional Description/ The Core Control Unit (CCU), communicates with the SSF CDMS
system, controls and monitors the other SSFF Systems, logs data, and displays the status
informationoftheexperimentsundertakenby thefurnacesintheSSFF. There aremany different
subsystemscontainedintheCCU: aSpace StationFreedom DMS Network InterfaceUnit (NIU);
SSF Bus InterfaceUnit (MIL-STD-1553); Furnace Control Bus InterfaceUnit ('F'BIU);Core
DMS Bus Interface (MIL-STI_1553); Core Processor/Controller (CPC); Local Memory for the
CPC consisting of EEPROM/RAM; Small Computer System Interface (SCSD; Video Telemetry
Interface; Auxiliary Serial Computer Interface; and a Power Supply.
Potential Uses: Space Station Interface, overaU process orchestration, monitoring, and control,
timdine control
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James (3. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, HuntsvilleAL
Performance Rating:
B-3
320RPT0008
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Crew Interface Computer
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: Core Rack
P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facih'ty
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 10
Length (cm): 45.72
Width (cm): 42.55
Height (cm): 35.4
Power: 60
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-CIC-002 Crew Interface Computer
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
V
Function
Functional Description: PC/AT compatible computer features a 9.7" 640 x 480 pixel VGA
compatible active matrix display, 80386 or 80486 Processor,. 120 MByte ruggedized hard drive,
101 key keyboard with track ball, EISA Bus Option, Video digitizer board for viewing RGB or
NTSC video along with tabular data.
Potential Uses: GRiD type appLication workstation for interface to computers, and for
reconfiguration/controlAnonitoring.
Status
Hardware Availability Information.
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB- 10
Quantity:
Center:. MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-4
v
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer Drive (Storage Unit)
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Reprogramming Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 2 Kg
Length (cm): 18
Width (can): 15
Height (cm): 6
Power: 20 watts
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-RU'003 Reprogramming Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
x.._/
Function
Functional Description: Holds Facility and Experiment configuration, time lines, and
scenarios, in a non-volatile format for easy reconflguration of facility and experiment equipment.
EEPROM Cartridge based for high reliability (MTBF 70,000 b.r). 40 Meg available now. 100
Megabyte available in near future (93).
Potential Uses: Mass, non-volatile storage of data for other pieces of equipment aboard space
station. Conceivable uses involve experiment data storage for low raze generation payloads during
MTC, or as an effective mass stora_.e, media during PMC when crew change out of media is
possible. Removability of media facilitates ease of transport of new configurations of facility or
experimental hardware with increment trips of NSTS during MTC.
Sta7"_
Hardware Availability Information- •
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB- 10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. KirkindaU
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-5
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer Hard Drive
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Removable Hard Drive
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 3
Length (cm): 25
•Width (cm): 6
Height (cm): 20
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-RHD-004 Removable Hard Drive
Power: 10 max
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The RHD unit will be a ruggedized 150 Megabyte hard disk drive
containedinan aluminium cartridge.This cartridgewillbe mounted and lockedintoa separate
housing assembly which opens onto the front panel of the CCU.
Dam and power willbe suppliedtothe cartridge througha selfaligningconnectormounted in
therear.The frontpanelwillhave asturdyhandleforinsertionand removal ofthedriveunit.The
guiderailswillmake improperirisertionimpossible.The Data interfacefortheRemovable Hard
Drive (RHD) willbe suppliedsuppliedby aSCSI interfacewhich willtietheRED intotheCCUs'
main bus.
The hard-diskcartridgewillbe heldinthehousingassembly by a latchingdoor. Thisdoor
willnot onlylockthedriveintoplace,butalsowillactivatean interconnectswitchforcutlJngoff
thepower tothe drivebeforethe drivecan be removed from the assembly. This power down
featurewillrewactthedrive'sr_xmling headstoa safelandingzone and latchthem intoplace.
The Ruggedizcd Hard Drive willbe utilizeclas non-volatilestoragefortheSpace Station
Furnace Facility. This unit can act as a temporary storage media prior to data being written to the
high densitytapedrive,as well as separatelogg£ngof BIT historyor otherauxiliarydatathat
doesn'trequireagreatdealofstorage.
PotentialUses: Memory bufferforHigh Density Recorder,storageof Experiment or Facility
logdata.
V
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASa.. Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering,HuntsvilleAL
Performance Rating:
B-6
"x..._..t 320RPT0008
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer Hard Drive - High Density
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Removable Hard Drive
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 22
Length (cm): 62.23
Width (cm): 48.26
Height (cm): 22.23
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-RHDHD-004 Removable Hard Drive
High Density
Power: 200 max
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: Mass Storage system capable of up to 2.4 GBytes of removable
storage, based on hard drive technology. The Drives themselves are hardened and encased in
canisters that are capable of containing 172 MBytes per container to 1.2 GBytes.
The drive units are capable of 15 G's operating and 60 G's non-operating. Interface is
accomplished through a SCSI interface.
Potential Uses: Memory buffer for High Density Recorder, storage of Experiment or Facility
log data.
Status
Hardware Availability Information.
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center:. MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
\ J
B-7
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Space Station Freedom Experiment and Support Equipment
ITEM
H/W Class: Digital Tape Drive
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: High Density Recorder Drive
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 29
Length (cm): 64
Width (can): 43
Height (cm): 14
Power: 70
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-HDR-005 High Density Recorder
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The HDR will have a storage capacity of 1.88 TeraBits and will be
used for storage of experimental data which is to be gathered. The HDR witl consist of a formatter
and a tape drive unit.
The formatter will take the data from either the optional high speed data bus (or from the
standard backplane I/O bus) and will log this data with header iaformation, add Reed/Solomon
Code, and Error Detection And Correction (EDAC) data, serialize the results, and feed the resulting
data to the tape drive for storage. The formatter/controLler will also control the operation (ramp up,
record, playback, ramp down, fast forward, rewind) of the tape drive i_.lf.
The tape drive and tape will be an integral unit which will allow the Drive and the tape to both
be removed as a single unit for transport to ground. This concept will allow for ease of unloading
and loading of tape as well as checkout and periodic maintenance of the heads and drive
mechanism on the ground instead of in microgravity. The higher reliability playback and
formatter/controLler electronics will be housed in a separate unit which remain as part of the core
facility in which the drive can dock.
Potential Uses:
Sfatus
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. CampbeU
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-8
x.._j
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: High Density Recorder Playback Electronics
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 18
Length (cm): 63.5
Width (cm): 42.67
Height (cm): 13.34
Power: 134
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-HDRPB-006 High Density Recorder
Playback Elec_nics
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The HDR Playback Electronics, when playback is desired of the
stored data on the High Density Recorder, takes the data and performs the operations necessary for
recovery of the recorded data. This involves equalization, bit synchronization data decoding, and
output formatting. Also included is a compliment of BIT circuitry for test of data integrity during
playback.
Potential Uses: unformatting of data fi'om Helical Scan Digkal Recorders.
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center:. MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-9
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Space Station Freedom Experiment and Support Equipment
ITEM
H/W Class: Digital Data Storage Device
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: High Density Recorder Buffer
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 2
Length (cm): 25
Width (cm): 6
Height (cm): 23
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-HDRB-007 Removable Hard Drive
Power: 10max
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
E.
V
Function
Functional Description: Buffer storage of data to be stored on the High Densit 7 Recorder to
avoid problems with start up and loading of the recorder. Removable hard drive technology,
Potential Uses: Extra storage capacity for BIT information or other facility data.
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MFS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-10
V
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Video Processor Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 27
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 48.9
Height (cm): 25.4
Power: 145
Spedficatlon ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-VPU-008 Video Processor Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The FurnaceFacility Video Processor (VP) will be design_l as a unit capable of
capturing NTSC (or related format video) f_3m CCD imag_ arrays located in _ assemblies, and then digitizing,
frame grabbing, and/or processing the resulting image. The video data (after digitization and any compression or
processing) is then made available to the Furnace Facility Processor for additional evaluation and/or storage in the
mgh Dens_y Recorder.
As part of the tm3cessing available, the sys_.m will be _arred include a JPEG/MPEG Standard Compander
whid_ will allow far a variable compression ratio (or no compression at all) to be appfied to the data for ._4or'age.
The design will also be able to accvmmodate a video pixd processor which can do interpretation of video data, and
realm numericaldata to thegroundfor evaluation.
When the Video Interface is required by the CCU to capture video data, the Core Convrol Unit will write
selection wcmi(s) to the video im3cess_ for the amount of compre_on ('ff desired) and TBD paramet¢_ needed for
digi_on. The CCU willtheninstantheVideo Interface to startthedigitizationprocess. When this task is
complete, the Video Interface will alert the CCU that the digitization task has been completed through the init_on
ofanintenu-pt.Thiscompleteddatacan thenbemuted tothedestination ofthecCLrs choice;forstorage, display,
and/ordowniink.
The VPU alsocontainsa CPU tocontroltheoperationoftheHigh DensityRecorder.PlaybackElectronics,
and HDR BufferviaanRS-422 link,and isalsocapableofmergingnon-videofacilitydatawiththevideodatafor
storageon theHDR, Also includedisan HRDL interfaceforwansmissionofdam totheSSF HRDL Pau:hPanel
and thereby toground.
PotentialUses:Processingofvideodata,compression,decompression.
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status:ConceptualDesign Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
FlightManifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering,HuntsvilleAL
Performance Rating:
B-II
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V
ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Core Monitor and Control Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 20
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 34.29
Height (cm): 25.4
Power: 43
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-CMCU-009 Core Monitor and Control
Unit.
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: T'BD
Function
Functional Description: The CMCU will be a data acquisition and stimulus system which will
provide I/O cards that monitor and control functions for the other systems in the Core Facility.
Communication is accommodated with the Core Control Unit in the CMCU design through a 1553
link on which the CMCU is a Remote Terminal. The CMCU responds to requests for data by the
CCU which supervises the _¢ration of the other subsystems in the Core. The Fluids, Thermal,
and Power systems will all be monitored by this system, and monitors items such as thermal
conditions of other boxes to insure that other systems in the SSFF are not overheating and in
thermal runaway. If this should be the ease and any units ate going over temperature, the CMCU
will inform the CCU of the conditions with the appropriate status information. This will allow the
CCU to initiate the appropriate actions, and if necessary, report the status back to the Space Station
Freedom DMS.
These interfaces (where analog) will provide low accm-acy (8-10 Bit) acquisition channels for
confidence monitoring, to insure that the other subsystems of the SSFF axe operating properly.
This will allow the Core Control Unit to perform confidence monitoring upon the other subsystems
to guarantee the safe operation of the SSFF.
V
Potential Uses: Remote data acquisition and control system.
"Ki'a"tus
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
V
B-12
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Space Station Freedom Experiment and Support Equipment
ITEM
H/W Class: Computer
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: C.PC SSmulus
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 27
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 31.75
Height (cm): 25.4
Power: 44
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-CPCS-010-001, -002 CPC Stimulus
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The Core Power Conditioner Sdmulus (CPCS) contains the current
modulation devices for the programming and control of the different heater elements in each of the
furnaces. The CPCS receives its instructions from either the CCU or the FDACS to set the heater
elements to a certain level of current. This information is transferred to the CPCS via the SSFF
DMS Bus, which Links the CCU, the FDACS, and the CPCS. The CPCS consists of: a Mil-STD-
1553 interface for communication with the CCU (which wansfets commands and data from the
CCU to the CPCS); the CPCS Microconu'oHer ((_-..SbO, processes and controls data within the
CPC.S unit; _ Analog Control Module CPCS ACM, generates voltages to set the DC/DC
Conveners and feeds this voltage to them via twisted shielded pairs of wires; the DC/DC
converters, which conn'ol the current supplied to the furnace heater elements. The Core Power
conditioners have their major control algorithms and experiment profiles are all containod in the
Core and downloaded to the CPCS1553 for local storage by the Power MicrocontroUer. These
routines arc then invoked via commands received from the CCU, dictating the change of element
currents, report of status, running of BIT, or whatever other actions arc defined by the firmware.
Potential Uses: Control of Thermo Electric Devices, or other transducers which require a
voltage modulation stimulus.
Status
-Hardware Availability Information.
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB- 10
Quantity:
Center:. MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkmdall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: Yames G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
B-13
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ITEM
H/W Class: Computer Data Acquisition System
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Furnace Control Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 27
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 47.63
Height (cm): 25.04
Power: 103
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-FCU-011 Furnace Control Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
V
Functional Description: The Furnace Contrvller Unit serves (as the name implies) as an instrumentation
and control system that interfaces with the fuma_. This unit monitors the conditions associated with the furnace
and iscapableofcontrollingdifferentaspectsoftheexperimentassociatedwithfurnaceoperation. From the
monitoringperspective,theFCU servestoacquirethermalinformationon thefurnace,aswellasdiscreteswitches
and positional sensors that are apart of the furnace or the sample. The FCU is designedas areconfigumblejnodular
box with several standard slots, such as an Integral Power Supply, an FDMS Interface, a Processor/Memory board,
and an AuxiliaryCommunicationsSlot.IX)slotsinclude dedicated Thermoconple slots TBD-channelspercard.an
optically isolated Discre_ input card Slot (TBD channels pet card), and an Analog card slot with TBD differential
channels, LVDT, RVDT inmrfaces:The motherboardfortheunitisdesignedsdthattherearetwo different Digital
Buses; one which is dedicated to the higher speed communications links between the processor and its' high speed
FOs (the FB1U & the Auxiliary Communications Slot) and another utilized for the communications with the various
lower speed IX) interfaces (Thermoconples, RTD's. positional indicators, discrete.s, and oth_ signals in need of
conditioning or con_).
In additionthe _ supervises a unit called the FurnaceAcum_ Unit (FAU) via a decffcatedMIL-STD-1553
dambus on which the FCU operates as a Bus Controller, commandingand requesting status from the FAU.
Potential Uses:
Status
Hardware Availability Information.
Location: TBD
H/W Status: ConceptualDesign Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
FlightManifest: MB- I0
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. K.h-kindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James (3. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville AL
Performance Rating:
,v
B-14
V
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ITEM
HIW Class: Computer.
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Furnace Actuator Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furnace Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 22
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 38.10
Height (era): 25.4
Power: 120
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-FAU-012 Furnace Actuator Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The Furnace Actuator Unit is primarily used for commanding and
controlling operations of furnace activities (wanslation, actuation, stimulus, other various types of
control etc. The FAU receives its commands from a MIL-STD-1553 link on which it is a Remote
TerminaL This linkiscoupledtotheFurnaceControlUnitfi'omwhich itgetsitscommands and to
whom itsendsitsstatusand data.The FAU containsa MIL-STD-1553 serialdatalink,coupled
with a supervisory microeomrollcr, and then//0 cards which include: Furnace Sample Positional
Driver, a Optically-isolated Discrete Output Card with TBD channels, and Analog Voltage Card for
generating fixed or variable analog signals.
Potential Uses:
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center: MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindall
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. CampbeLl
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering,HuntsvilleAL
Performance Rating:
B-15
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V
ITEM
H/W Class: Computer Data Acquisition System
Last Update: 4/4/92
Item Name: Distributed Core Monitor Unit
Subsystem: Command and Data Management Subsystem Equipment
Assembly Name: P/L Name: Space Station Furna_ Facility
P/L Acronym: SSFF
Mass (kg): 10
Length (cm): 25.4
Width (cm): 24.77
Height (cm): 25.4
Power: 48
Specification ID: SSFF CEI Specification, SSFF DMS-DCMU-013 Distributed Core Monitor
Unit
Applicable Drawings: TBD
Manufacturer: TBD
Systems Integrator: TBD
Function
Functional Description: The DMCU will be a data acquisition system which wiU provide Input
cards that monitor for the other systems in the Experiment Racks, Communication is provided in
the DMCU through a 1553 link on which the DMCU is a Remote Terminal. The DMCU responds
to requests for data by the CCU which supervises the operation of the other Core subsystems. The
Fluids, Thermal, and Power systems will all be monitored by this system, and monitors items such
as thermal conditions of other boxes to insure that other systems in the SSFF are not overheating
and in thermal runaway. If this should be the case and any units are going over temperature, the
DMCU wilt inform the CCU of the conditions with the appropriate status information. This wiU
allow the CCU to initiate the appropriate actions, and if necessary, report the status back to the
Space Station Freedom DMS.
These interfaces (where anaJog) will provide low accuracy (8-10 Bit) acquisition channels for
confidence monitoring, to insure that the other subsystems of the SSFF are operating properly.
This will allow the Core Control Unit to perform confidence monitoring upon the other subsystems
toguaranteethesafeoperationoftheSSFF'.
Potential Uses:
m
V
Status
Hardware Availability Information-
Location: TBD
H/W Status: Conceptual Design Phase
Delivery Date (New Hardware): N/A
Flight Manifest: MB-10
Quantity:
Center:. MSFC
NASA Contact: Arthur S. Kirkindal]
Organization: MPS
Project Scientist: TBD
Contractor Contact: James G. Campbell
Company: Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville At,
Performance Rating:
B-16
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) will be a payload for use on Space Station
Freedom (SSF) for the processing of metals in a microgravity environment. The microgravity
environment will be to reduce the effects of convective flows around the hot/cold interface during
processing of the material This processing will produce homogeneous crystallization of materials
and samples that can reveal knowledge of the materials that cannot be produced in a one gravity
environment.
The SSFF will be a three-rack facility for Space Station Freedom which will be utilized for
conducting experiments in the US-Lab Module A. The first rack (or Core Rack) will contain the
general utilities needed by the furnaces for the processing of materials and major SSFF DMS
computer services (such as SSF interface, data monitoring, processing, storage, and
transmission). The other two racks, Experiment Racks 1 and 2 (ER 1 and ER.2), will contain the
furnaces to be operated by the facility, and will be configured so that either one or both furnaces
can be operated. These racks will also contain the specialized monitoring/control units and the
majority of the Mission Peculiar Equipment (MPE) needed by the furnaces.
The SSFF Software (SW) will perform many tasks such as: hardware and software
initializations, external and internal command processing, video processing functions, monitoring
and controlling the SSFF Subsystem components (both core and distributed), downloading of
software and data, uplink/downlink capabilities, hardware and software diagnostics/
troubleshooting and data storage and retrieval which will include database maintenance and
verification. In addition to performing these tasks, the SSFF SW will include a real-time operating
system, a network manager and numerous I/O libraries for internal arid external communications.
It will also provide external interfaces to the SSF Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), the
Ground Support Equipment (GSE), the High Rate Data Link (HRDL), the Crew and the
experiment unique software that will be developed independently, for the actual operation of each of
the furnace modules.
The components of the SSFF SW will be distributed among the Core Facility Rack and the
Experiment Racks. In addition to those parts of the SSFF SW residing in the Experiment Racks,
there will also be the Experiment-Specific Functions ('ESF) software which will be developed
separately from the SSFF SW. Whereas portions of the SSFF SW will remain relatively stable,
the ESF will have to be dynamic, i.e. changed frequently, in order to accommodate addition,
deletion or exchangirig of experiments and furnaces.
The SSFF SW will be partitioned into Centralized Core Functions (CCF) and Distributed
Core Functions (DCT_. The CCF will reside on those SSFF DMS processors residing in the Core
V
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Rack and the DCF will reside on those SSFF DMS processors residing in each of the Experiment
Rac_ along with the ESF.
This document details the conceptual design of the Space Station Furnace Facility Software.
It includes a description of the requirements, an overall SSFF SW concept, and descriptions of the
individual software components necessary to perform the SSFF Software tasks.
,L
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The scope and purpose of this report is to give an overview of the Space Station Furnace
Facility Software (SSFF SW') requirements and the baseline design concept that meets those
requirements. The report includes a description of the requirements, an overall software concept
and description of the individual software functions necessary to perform the SSFF software tasks.
Software areas and functions that require further analysis and/or trades to be performed are
identified in Appendix A.
The task of requirements definition and design concept development was performed by the
Teledyne Brown Engineering Advanced Programs Division through Marshall Space Flight Center
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
1.2 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following is a list of ground rules and assumptions that _vere used in the concept
development of the SSFF SW.
.
2.
.
®
.
SSFF/Ground interfaces will be handled through the interface to the SSF DMS Services
and will be compatible with either the FDDI or the MIL-STD- 1553 bus.
Specific, unique software functions are required for each configuration of experiments
and furnace, s and will be developed by the experiment/furnace developers.
This specific, unique software will be required to request all necessary services and
resources from the SSFF software and will not need to interface directly with the SSF.
Certain software functions will be common for each config_,'ation of experiments and
furnaces and will be developed by the SSFF developers.
The SSFF software functions were derived from both the hardware design concepts and
the Science Capabilities Requirements Document (SCRD).
\
1-1
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The following documents, latest revision, form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein.
Document Number
SSP 30261
Rev. D
1 July 91
Architocmral Control Drawing
Data Management System
NA88-38077
August 1990
DR-7 Function and Performance
Specifications for Space Station
Furnace Facility
JA55-032
January 1992
Space Station Furnace Facility
Capability Requirements Document
MM 8075.1
January 22, 1991
MSFC Software Management and Development
Requirements Manual
NSTS 1700.7B
December 1991
SSb"P Payload Safety Requirements,
Draft
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3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1 GENERAL
The SSFF SW will mcct the requirements identified in the, Preliminary Contract End hem
(CEI) Part I for Space Station Furnace Facility, the SSFF Science Capability Requirements
Document, and those requirements derived from analysis of the SSFF operations and furnace
facility mission sets.
The SSFF SW will provide for the following functions: hardware and software initialization;
video acquisition, processing, and distribution; command processing; monitoring and control of
SSFF subsystems; downloading of software and data; uplink/downlink of data, timelines,
commands, and programs; data monitoring and processing; data storage and retrieval; Fault*
Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) for h_dware and software; real-time operating system;
network management; interfacing to the SSF FDDI; interfacing with the crew (keyboard and
display); interfacing with the High Rate Data Link (HRDL); interfacing with Ground Support
Equipment (GSE) and interfacing the ESF software. The SSFF SW will be developed in
accordance with the policies, procedures and guidelines of the MSFC Software Management and
Development Req_-'ements Manual, MM 80"75. I.
3.2 INTERFACE REOUIREMENTS
This section details the external software interfaces for the SSFF SW system. Figure 3.2-I
ilIustratcs these interfaces.
3.2.1 SSF Software Interface
The SSFF SW will provide the capabilities to communicate with the SSF for
commands/services and u'ansmission of data to ground. At the present time, the actual link is
TBD; however, it will be either the SSF MIL-STD-1553 BUS or the payload Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI). The SSFF communications software will conform to the appropriate
protocol.
3.2.2 High Rate Data Link (HRDL_ Interface
The HRDL is a physically separate interface from the interface with the SSF FDDI;
therefore, it requires separate protocol software to handle the one-way transmission. The SSFF
SW will provide an interface function to accommodate transfer of high rate data coUected by the
SSFF to the ground. This function will conform to HRDL protocols and support the HRDL
format as necessary (such as the inclusion of "filler" bits into the data s'ream).
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3.2.3
The SSFF SW willprovide the capabilitiesto process keyboard and display data for
receivinginput from the crew and generatingdisplaysfor the crew, respectively.Whenever
possible,COTS softwarewillbe utilizedforthefunctionalityof thisinterface.
3.2.4 GSE ,qoftware Interfac_
The SSFF SW will provide the capabilitiesto communicate with the Ground Support
Equipment (GSE) tosupportground checkout.This interfacewillallow thediagnosticheckout of
the SSFF to be independent of the Space StationFreedom Data Management System. The
software for this interfacewill be compatible with the protocol for bidirectionalserial
communications portsand FDDI forthecommanding and monitoringofSSFF components.
3.2.5 Exnerirnent-SDecific Functions (ESF_ Interfac_
The SSFF SW will be required to provide an interface to that software which will be
specifically designed for the operation of each experimentor-provided furnace module. This
interface will include downloading software and data to the ESF (such as timelines); collecting and
processing (if necessary) data received from the ESF; responding to requests for SSFF resources
such as power, gas, cooling, etc.; retrieving stored data to be output to ESF for analysis; network
management of the LAN connected to the ESF processor(s); b"DIR services; operating system
services. The SSFF SW will also be required to interface with the following systems of the ESF:
the furnace heating system, the furnace translation system (if present), the furnace cavity pressure
system and the furnace current pulsing system. The interfacing to these ESF systems will involve
the hardware, as well as the software, in order to provide or assist ESF hardware control and/or
b'DIP, efforts.
3-3
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4. CONCEPT DESIGN
4.1 SELECTED CONCEPT
4.1.1 General Descrintlon
The scope of this concept report deals with the functionality of the SSFF SW, i.e.,
what functions must the SSFF SW perform in order to support various experiment and
furnace modules, rather than which functions will reside on which processors. Figure
4.1.1- I is a high-level diagram, or component tree, of these functions. Each function in
the tree could be considered a "candidate" Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI),
although the identification of CSCIs are usually reserved for the software requirements
phase. As more knowledge is gained about SSFF, these functions may be easily combined
or expanded into different CSCIs since, at this phase, there has been no allocation of
functions to processors. This approach of delaying the allocation of functions to
processors will facilitate greater flexibility and modularity of the software in the design and
development phases. It also eliminates constant update of the CSCI definitions and
software models if the DMS hardware should require some changes or evolve into a
different configuration prior to the next developmental phase.
The SSFF SW functions will be partitioned into two groups: the Centralized Core
Functions (CCF), which wiU reside on the processors in the Core Rack and the Distributed
Core Functions (DCF), which will reside on the processors in each of the Experiment
Racks. Figure ,$.1.1-2 illustrates this functional partitioning along with some of the high-
level data flows and software activations.
Power-up of SSFF by the Space Station Freedom will first activate the CCF
processes, thus effecfing an initialization process which will include self-check tests among
others. After a successful initialization of CCF, then the DCF processes will be activated.
Once there is _ successful starmp of all of the SSFF SW (and hardware), then the ESF for
each furnace module present WIU be activated. The high level states for the software
include Initialization, Standby (during which no furnaces are operating), Furnaces
Operating and Shutdown. These high level states, illustrated in Figure 4.1.1-3, ,_ill be
expanded and refined during the design and development phases.
4.1.2 Software Function Descrlntlon
4.1.2.1 Centralized Core Functions (CCF3. The CCF will reside on the SSFF
DMS processors contained in the Core Rack and will include the following functions:
1. Centralized Initialization Functions.
2. Command Processing.
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3. Video Processing Functions.
4. Monitor and Control of SSFF Subsystems.
5. Downloading Software and Data.
6. Up_owrdink Functions.
7. SSF/DCF Interface.
8. Core FDIR.
9. Data Storageand Retrieval
I0. C.mw Intc_rface.
II. CCOS.
12. Network Manager
Each of these is discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.1.2.1.1 Centralized Initialization Functions-These functions will include an
initialization of both the hardware and associated software contained in the Core Rack. The
initialization process will include sell-checks and Built-In-Test (BIT).
4.1.2.1.2 Command Proeessin_. This ftmction will receive and process commands
and data coming Horn the SSF, GSE or the crew. This processing will include validation
of commands and data, based on syntax and compatibility with a system state, and limit
checking of the data. After the validation process, commands will executed or distributed
to the target processor, as required.
4.1.2.1.3 Video Processing Functions.These functions will control the
acquisition of RGB video data, image processing and real-time video display, support the
conversion of RGB data to NTSC video format, if necessary, as well as merge non-video
data with digitized video data for storage on the High Density Recorder (HDR) and/or
transmission to the ground.
4.1.2.1.4 Monitor and Control SSFF Subsystem Core Comoonents-These
functions will handle receipt, processing and limit checking of analog and discrete inputs
and outputs from the SSFF Subsystem Core sensors and effectors.
4.1.2. I.$ Downloadln_ Software and Data- These functions will provide an initial
bootstrap loading of the CCF software in addition to the downloading of DCF software and
its associated timeline and configuration data to the SSFF processors.
4.1.2.1.6 Uplink/Downlink Functions-These functions will receive new
commands and data, changes to timelines, changes to software and/or operational
4-5
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parameters from the Ground through the SSF FDDI. They will also facilitate the
transmission of data back down to the Ground through either the SSF FDDI or the High
Rate Data Link (HRDL).
4.1.2.1.7 ,q,qFIDCF Interface .These functions will provide the external
communications to the SSF for commands and services as well as handle the internal
communications of commands and data between the CCF and DCF software. These
functionswould provide and utilizenecessaryI/O librariesand device driversfor these
communications.
4.1.2.1.8 CorLFsnlt Detection. Isolation and Recovery (FDIR_ .These functions
willl_rform passive,i.e.non-disruptive,checks on hardware sensorscontained in the
Core Facility Rack. They will also handle the exception monitoring and
diagnostics/troubleshootingforthesoftwareresidentintheCore Rack.
4.1.2.1.9 Dat2 _tora_eand Retrieval.These functions will cream and maintain
SSFF databasesforstorage and retrievalof allexperiment data includingtemperature,
pressureand flow ratesas wellas sensordataand video data.Thcy willhandleoutputsto
thenon-volatilestoragemedia and inputsfrom thehigh densitystoragedevice.They will
providedatabasemaintenance,verificationa d configurationcontrolfortheCCF data.
4.1.2.1.10 Centralized Core Operating SV_tem(CCOS_-This function will
providereal-timeopera.tingsystem foreach of themain processorscontainedinthe Core
Rack.
4.1.2.1.11 ]NetworkManager. This functionwillprovide network management of
the LANs connected to the CCF processors.
4.1.2.2 Distributed Core Functions 0DCF)- Each Experiment Rack will contain a
common setof DCF. The DCF willincludethefollowingfunctions:
I. DistributedInitialization Functions.
2. Command processing.
3. CCF/ESF Interface.
4. Local FDIR.
5. Data Monitoring and Processing.
6. Monitor and Control SSFF Subsystem Distributed Components.
7. Data Storage and Retrieval.
8. Downloading Software and Data.
V
U
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9. Network Manager.
10. DCOS.
Each of these is discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.1.2.2.1 Distributed Initialization Functions.After the CCF have successfully
completed thecenu'alizedinitializationprocessand theDCF have been activated,then an
initializationprocessforboththedistributedhardware and associatedsoftwarecontainedin
each Experiment Rack willbe exocutcd,one rack ata time. This initializationprocesswill
alsoincludeself-checksand BIT, similartothecentralizedinitializationprocess.
4.1.2.2.2 ccF Command Processin_-This function will receive and process
commands and datacoming from theCCF and ESF softwareand willissuecommands or
responsesto commands, ifnecessary,to the ESF. Processingwillincludevalidationof
commands and dataand limitchocking.
4.1.2.2.3 CCF/ESF Interface. These functions will handle internal communication
of commands, data and services between the DCF and CCF software and between the
DCF and ESF software. In addition, these functions will coordinate resource requests
from the ESF software with the CCF software. These functions would provide and utilize
necessaryI/O librariesand devicedriverstoaccomplishthesecommunications.
4.1.2.2.4 Local Fault Detection. Isolation and Recovery (FDIR_ .These
functionswillperform passive(non-destructive)checks on thehardware sensors localto
the Experiment Racks. They willalsohandle theexceptionmonitoring and diagnostics/
troubleshootingforthesoftwareresidentintheExperiment Racks.
4.1.2.2.5 Data Monitoring and Processln_. These functions will handle collection
and limit checking of experiment data from the ESF along with the transmission of this
data to the CCF for further processing, storage or downlinking. If necessary, these
functions would pre-process the data before transmitting it to the CCF or to the DCF Data
Storage and Retrieval function.
4.1.2.2.6 Monitor and Control _SFF Subsystem Distributed Comaonents-
These functions will handle receipt, processing and limit checking of analog and discrete
inputs and outputs from the SSFF Subsystem Distributed sensors and effectors.
4.1.2.2.7 Data Storage and Retrieval. These functions will create and maintain
limited, local databases for storage and retrieval of experiment data including temperature,
pressure and flow rates as well as sensor data and video data. This storage would be
temporary until it is transmitted to the CCF for permanent storage or transmission to the
ground or SSF. These functions will provide the maintenance, verification and
configuration control for the local databases.
4-7
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4.1.2.2.8 Downloadln_ Software and Data.These functions will provide a
bootstrap loading of DCF and ESF software and downloading of timelinc and
reconfigurarion data to the ESF software residing in the Experiment Racks.
4ol.2.2.9 Network Muna_er. This function will provide network management of
traffic on the LANs connected to the CCF and DSF processors.
4.1.2.2.10 Distributed Core Overatin_ System (DCOS_-This function will
provide a multi-tasking operating system for each of the SSFF-provided main processors
contained in each of the Experiment Racks.
4.2 SAFETY
Any software requirementsthathave been identifiedas hazardous or resultingin
hazardous conditionsshallmeet the SSFP Payload SafetyRequirements,NSTS 1700.7B
Addendum i.
V
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5. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The memory resource requirements for the SSFF software are currently estimated at
200 Megabytes.
\.._j
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6. ISSUES AND CONCERNS
To date, no significant issues and concerns have been identified for the SSFF
software development except for the unclear definition of the SSF DMS interfaces. The
SSFF team will continue to monitor and coUect any information available on the SSF DMS.
_..,,,=w j
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the Gas Distribution Subsystem (GDS) is to provide the distribution of SSF
provided gases and vacuum to the furnace modules. It also provides contamination monitoring
of waste gases, and gaseous argon to the furnace modules. The GDS interfaces with the SSF
Lab Nitrogen System (LNS) and the Vacuum Exhaust System (VES). GDS interfaces with the
furnace modules will be the nitrogen, vacuum, argon, and contamination monitoring interfaces.
Presently, the SSF VES has imposed tight restrictions on the levels of allowable
contaminants for vent products. The need exists to vent or store the waste gases in order to
properly operate* furnaces. Three options to implement this function were considered. One
would be to compress waste gases and store them at high pressures when contaminant levels
were exceeded. This method is presently not possible (no compressors exist to perform this
function). Another option would use an available compressor but the compression ratio is not
high enough (would require too large a volume for storing of the gases). Another option would
use a filtering system in conjunction with a contamination monitoring system to determine when
contaminant levels exceeded acceptable limits. This concept relies on the acceptance of
contaminant levels of waste gases under normal furnace operation. Should an ampoule break the
containment of the contamination to a small area is possible by sealing and shutting down the
furnace.
Problems associated with controlling the pressure have surfaced recently. In order to
actively control the pressure in the furnace module a dedicated vent line or the ability to store
some gases needs to be provided to the furnace module. Since SSF does not allow "at will"
access to the vent line the most reasonable solution to this problem is to use a compressor and
storage bottle to properly control the pressure. Other possible methods that would not impact the
furnace modules as much are being investigated. Should one of these prove to be a viable
solution it would be incorporated into the GDS concept.
Based on the difficulties associated with trying to compress and store waste gases the
option requiring no storage of waste gases is the one presented in this report. Preliminary
calculations for resource requirements show a mass of approximately 165 kg and power
requirement of 75 Watts. The bulk of this power is needed for the contamination monitoring
system. For this Non-Dispersive Infrared Spectroscopy and X-Ray Fluorescence units were used
as placeholders.
V
'These options operate with the premise that waste gases will only be vented under normal furnace
operation. Abnormal operation is when an ampoule breaks (or leaks), contaminating the furnace
chamber. W
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The main concerns of GDS are the active control of the pressure and the allowable vent
products accepted by SSF VES. By performing extensive testing and analysis of waste gases for
ground based furnaces it may be possible to show that furnace vent products will not exceed the
contamination limits of SSF. If this were to happen the need for a CMS would be eliminated,
freeing vMuable space needed in the core rack, The active control of pressure also impacts the
design of the GDS. Eliminating the requirement for active control during processing would
simplify the design of the GDS making room for other components in the fiu--nace racks.
.,,
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE AND P_POSE
The intention of this report is to provide a description of the conceptual design for the GDS
of the SSFF. It is part of a research study entitled "Space Station Furnace Facility". The
analyses and investigations presented arc intended to fulfiU paragraph 5.I.I of the Statement of
Work. This concept is an update from that presented at the SSFF 5th quarterly review held
June 27, 1991. The work was done by Teledyne B_wn Engineering Advanced Programs
Division through Marshall Space Flight Center for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The SSFF consists of a core rack which will provide a set of standard support services to
one or more furnace modules. The facility is presently configured to operate with two separate
furnace modules. The variety of furnaces which could operate with the SSFF core rack will
d_nd adaptability in the core to provide the resources needed to operate each type of furnace.
The SSFF GDS will provide an interface to the SSF Lab Nitrogen System (LNS) and
Vacuum Exhaust System (VES). The GN2 will be used as a purge gas to clean the furnace
container while the vacuum vent line wiU be used to vent the furnace gases. The GDS will also
provide argon as a process gas. The argon will be provided as an ORU and can be replaced by
othe_ desirable process gases.
1.2 GROUNDRULRS AND ASSUMF_ON_
The following ground rules and assumptions represent PMC for volume estimates and
MTC for control and operation.
. The two furnace enclosures are assumed to have volumes of 708 liters each (25 cu.ft.-
roughly the same size as CGF). This does not include the volume reduction for
equipment internal to the furnace enclosure.
2 Samples will not be launched in the furnace and will be loaded on orbit.
, It is assumed that.two sample carousels will be processed during a 90 day mission at
PMC, requiring a total of four separate purge cycles. Purging is required before the fh'st
carousel is processed before removing the fast set of samples, after loading the second
carousel, and before the second carousel is harvested by the resupply flight.
. Purging will involve filling the furnace enclosure with nitrogen two (2) times to
approximately 82.4 kPa (12 psia) to remove moisture and oxygen. The enclosure
contents (air/nitrogen/waste gases) are vented to the vacuum system (if clean). After the
two initial nitrogen purge cycles, the enclosure is back-filled with argon once to
approximately 68.7 kPa (10 psia) for processing three samples. After the third sample
the enclosure will be evacuated and purged with nitrogen and bacldilled with Argon for
the remaining three samples. After carousel is completely processed it will be assumed
two more nitrogen purges will be made to sweep the enclosure before sample removal.
1-1
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Note: The processing pressure can rise about 13.74 kPa (2 psia) with the enclosure at
500C (touch temp). The minimum pressure currently required for CGF is 0.69 kPa (0.1
psia). Since the SSF Cabin Environment may be at 70 k.Pa (10,2 psia) minimum, the
SSFF backfill pressure will always be at least 13.74 kPa (2 psia) less. However, for
sizing calculations, 82.4 kPa (12 psia) will be used as worst case to bracket the
maximum argon or nitrogen requirement.
Argon will be assumed to be the primary processing atmosphere, with nitrogen from
SSF used as a purge gas to remove moisture and oxygen from the furnaces between
sample loadings.
Argon will be stored in ORU gas supply bottles having .94 cu.ft. (26.73 liters) of
storage volume each and weighing 13.6 kg (29.9 Ibs)/bottle empty.
It is assumed that bottle storage pressure will be 20,713 kPa (3014.7 psia) at 25"C,
(assuming any safety concerns over use of this high pressure can be satisfied).
At this time it will be assumed that furnace products can be vented to SSF, after
analysis of the contents for acceptance within the contamination limits.
V
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2. REQUIREMENTS
2.1
The SSFF GDS shall meet the reqtm"ements identified in documents DR-7, Function and
Performance Spedficatons for Space Station Furnace Facility and the Capability Requirements
Document and those requirements derived fTom analysis of the SSFF operarion and furnace
facility mission sets.
2.2 GDs prr_nVAC]_ n_otrm_M_rrs
The SSFF GDS shall interface with the SSF and other SSFF subsystems. The following
sections describe these interfaces. Figure 2-1 Rlustrates the interfaces of SSFF with the SSF and
the furnace modules.
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2.2.1 _q,ql¢GD_qInterface
Space Station Freedom (S_ wRl provide dry nitrogen to the core rack at 618-756 kPa
(90-110 psia). The gaseous nitrogen supplied to SSFF from the Space Station is specified in
MIL-P-27401C as: Type I (gaseous), Grade C (99.995% pure). This is regulated down internally
in the core to approximately 137-240 kPa (20-35 psia) for safe pressurization of the furnace
enclosures. 6.35 mm (1/4") lines will be used to supply gas (nitrogen and argon) throughout the
facility. SSF will also provide a vacuum line interface to the core rack which furnishes the
furnace modules access to the lx10-3 Ton" vacuum through a 2.54 cm (1") alia. line.
2,2,2 .q.qlb_ GDS l;'.rnaee Module Tnterfaee
Argon, used as a process gas, will be provided by an ORU module in the core rack. The
supplied argon will be research grade having the following contaminant levels:
99.9995 % pure
CO2 < 0.5 ppm
CO < 1.0 ppm
H2 < 1.0 ppm
CH4 < 0.5 ppm
N2 < 3.0 ppm
N20 < 0.1 ppm
02 < 1.0 ppm
THC < 0.5 ppm
H20 < 0.5 ppm
dew point = -112°1:
This ORU module could be changed to provide other process gases. Most of the furnaces
studied thus far have utilized argon as the inert gas for processing. In the future, however, some
furnaces may require other gases such as helium or hydrogen. Hydrogen would be used to
remove trace amounts of oxygen from some semiconductor materials. A complete evaluation of
the GDS compatibiiity for use of these other gases is not in the current scope of work and would
need to be fu-mly established as a design requirement before Phase CA3.
An integral part of the operation of the core facility will be the interfacing of the
subsystems with each other. The GDS will require control signals from DMS to be connected to
the Valves. Components 0fthe GDS requiring col@late cooi_ng will interface with the TCS, and
PCDS wiU provide the power to the GDS components.
2.2.4 _Xg.T.J_gl:f_
The crew interface with the GDS will be required to open/close the mam, al valves
supplying the gases and vacuum to the core rack during the initial setup of the facility.
TBD.
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3.1 TRADES AND OPTIONS
Several options are cttrrently under study for the design of the waste gas vent system. One
of the options is for a specialized waste gas analysis and storage system to be placed in the core
rack of the SSFF. This system might be required, since the acceptability of the furnace vent
products to the SSF requirements has not yet been fuUy established. In this system a
contamination monitoring system would be utilized to provide analysis of the process gases to
facilitate an active two way processing decision; i.e., OK to vent or have the GDS compress and
store the gas products. Though this option would be an ideaboperating mode, technological (a
compressor required for this purpose would consist of many stages, making it massive and power
hungry) and logistical problems prevent it from being an economical or fully viable solution.
Another possible option for the vent system would use filters and a contamination
monitoring system which could reliably detect and safely remove (if possible) the hazardous or
unacceptable vent products. Figure 3-1 illustrates this concept. The design is based on the
assumption that venting to the VES is possible under normal furnace operation. Products from a
ruptured experiment ampoule could not be vented nor should the astronauts be exposed to the
hazardous products. At _S time the<G_ is not responsible for detecting a ruptured ampoule,
however it would react tb-i_0tu_cationbf such an event by shutting down operations, locking out
a vent command, and sealing the furnace for the remainder of the mission. If this situation
occurs the astronauts would remove the contaminated furnace and transport it back to Earth for
decont_nation_ 'Possible Contaminatlon Pr_uc_ _would"include, but are not ]imited to:
moisture, particulates, hydrocarboris, and other trace gases which might react with or degrade the
SSF vent Line. Ascertaining the complete nature of a filtration system design requires more study
and data collection on the vent product composition from a number of fm'naces. With this data a
more comprehensive analysis and search can be made" for filtration materials, which could
effectively neutralize the products to SSF acceptable limits.
A third option would rely on testing and data gen_ on the Vent products of furnaces.
Ideally the furnaces would go through a lengthy check out procedure to "prove" that the waste
gases are safe to vent to station. This option would require an extensive amount of testing and
data analysis of the furnaces that would be on SSFF. Provided aLl of the candidate furnaces
check out for off gassing of contaminants this design would prove to be simple and the easiest to
implement.
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3.2 SELECTED CONCEPT
Problems associated with compressing and storing of contaminated gas from furnaces rule
out the first concept. The third option would be difficult to implement due to the large number of
furnaces that would need to be considered. The selected concept for the GDS is the second one.
It involves the analysis of waste gases and vents or seals the furnace depending on the
contaminant levels.
3.2.1 Slaltm..O_.l:al_a
The SSFF consistsofa Core Rack which willprovidea setof standardizedsupportservices
toone or more furnacemodules. At thistime,thefacilityisbeingconfiguredtooperatewith two
separatefurnace modules. The varietyof furnaces,which could operatewith the SSFF core,
demand adaptabilityof thecore toprovide theresourcesneeded to operateeach furnace. In the
GDS, thisadaptabilityisprovided by distributingelements of the system hardware between the
core and experiment racks,and by making the elements in the core as flexibleas possiblefor
reconfiguration,maintenance,and upgrading (asrequired).
Currently,the GDS isconfiguredto automaticallyregulateand controlthe flow of either
nitrogen or argon as a purge or process gas using the DMS CCU (see the DMS Concept
Descriptionforclarificationf theCCU functionand performance).
The preliminary conceptual design for the GDS can be broken into three basic elements for
discussion: the Core Rack Gas Supply, the Experiment Rack Provided Components, and the
Core Rack Vacuum/Vent System. The final design of the GDS will depend on the outcome of
several safety and hardware related issues which must be resolved with the users and Work
Package 1.
Though some experiments performed within SSFF may contain hazardous materials such
as mercury, beryllia, and arsenide, etc., the analyses of venting products made to date indicate
trace contamination levels are relatively benign (unless an ampoule has broken). The present
tight contamination concentration limits permitted by SSF in the vent products will require SSFF
to analyze the gas content and process (falter and neutralize) all gases/materials not within
specification. The high risk development technology associated with these type hardware items
would not be necessary, if the concerns over contamination of the vent products (except in the
case of ampoule rupture) could be eliminated. TBE has developed a preliminary data base on
vent products collected from CGF and the AADSF furnaces during some laboratory runs. Plans
are also in work to collect vent line analyses from several SpaceLab missions to add to the data
base. If this compilation of data continues to show relatively clean results, then the complexity
of the vent gas processing equipment can be greatly reduced.
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As shown in Figure 3-I, the GDS will interface directly with the SSF Gaseous Nitrogen
Supply line, and the VES through QD's located on the utility interface panel. The rack
interconnect supply lines (gas and vacuum), with QD's on either end, run in a tray assembly on
top of the stand off. The trayholds the linesin a prescribedorientationto insureorganized
muting from the corn rack interface plate to vertical interface panels on the two furnace racks.
The tray will also insure the lines do not become entangled (during rotation) and prevent each
rack from being folded out in 60 seconds for emergency access to the Lab shell
3.2.1.1 l_a.]_gLb.glt_ - SSFF will provide an interface to the SSF Lab Nitrogen System
(LNS) to be used as a purge gas. A process gas, such as argon, will also be provided to the
furnace modules. Appendix A contains the assumptions and the sizing calculations of the argon
storage system and quantity of nitrogen re.qulred from SSF.
3.2.1.2 _- An integral part of a successful gas distribution system would
include a fiher system enabling the furnace to vent waste gases to SSF. In the technical report
"Space Station Furnace Facility Venting Requirements Task" (SSFF-VTR-001) written by
Teledyne Brown a four stage fiher system was described that might be used by the GDS to clean
up waste gases generated by the furnaces. The following is from that report.
The proposed SSFF Filter system would likely involve multiple stages of various
components with different design functions. For example:
Stage I could be a particulatefilterto pa'cventfurnacematerialsand dustfrom passing
intothe SSF vacuum vent system.
Stage 2 could be a cold trapwhich would preventmetal and otherlow vapor pressure
su.bstancesfrom furtherprogressintotheventingsystem.
Stage 3 could bc an adsorptionsystem using granularactivatedcharcoal. This would
provide a wide spectrum adsorption capabilityto minimize the passage of normal
furnaceout-gassingmaterialssuch ascleaningsolventsand lubricants.
Stage 4 could be a specialapplicationfilterstage designed to absorb or neutralize
known hazardous materialsin the samples being processed. This stage might have
severaldifferentinternaldesignsusing differentactiveagentsbut allusing the same
SSFF interface attachments. Mission speciaIists might install specific f'dter components
depending on the samples being processed by the SSFF. For example, a special
mercury adsorption compound could be installed before the processing of HgCdTe
samples. The next PI might have a GaAs sample which would require astronauts to
change out the activated fiher for an arsenic neutralizing compound.
The variousstagesof the SSFF FilterSystem do not have tocoexistwithintheSSFF rack.
Itmakes more sense for stagesI,2, and possibly4 to mounted directlyon the individualSSFF
furnace experiment containers.The cold trapcould use a branch of the furnace water cooling
water foritsactivetemperaturecontrol.The particulatef'dtercould bc installedatthevent port
V
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of the furnace container, where the crew could inspect and change it easily. The special
absorption filter might be installed either at the furnace or within the SSFF. Mounting pre-filters
at the furnace rack could minimize contamination of the intcrrack vent lines. Since stage 3 is a
general generic all purpose filter it could be installed within the SSFF rack. AU of these gas
treatment devices would require occasional change-out by the crew.
The different stages of the filter system would not have to be located within the SSFF rack.
Stages1,2,and 4 couldbe mounted on thefurnacemodule. Stage3 would be theonlyone
requitedtoresidewiththerackequipment.However allstageswould requirechangcoutby the
crew af'an"theywere no longereffective.
3.2.1..3vacuum VentSv_em -The corerackvacuum systemconsistsof theplumbingand
controlcomponents which ventfurnaceproductstotheSSF VES. There isalsoa ventlineon
thegas supplywhich connectswithinthecoreracktothevacuum systemformaintenanceand
systemshutdownoperations.
3.2.L4 Furnace Pressnre Control - In order to perform active conu'ol of the gas pressure
inside the furnace module (as specified in the Science Capabilities Requirements Document)
access to a dedicated vacuum line would need to be available at anytime during sample
processingtoremove excessgasasthepressureinsidethefurnacemodule increases.Sincethis
isnotpossible(dueto contaminationconcernsof theof theventlineand scheduling)other
possibleoptionsnccd tobe considered.Two optionsbeingconsideredwillbe describedinthe
followingsections.
3.2.1.4.1 Comgressed Gas Storage - As the temperature of the process gas rises the pressure
willincrease.To compensateforthisa compressor(pressurecontrolvacuum pump) would bc
used to storeany excessgas in a storagebottle.Figure3-2 illustratesthisoption.Limited
availabilityofvolume intheExperimentRacks willseverelylimithesizeofstoragebottleand
compressorthatcouldbc usedwiththisoption.A realisticcompressorthatmightbe usedinthis
applicationwould onlyallowfora maximum pressuredifferentialof90 psiina .94ft3 storage
bottle.Thiscouldallowfor2-3psi fluctuationswithinthefurnacemodule.
3.2.1.4.2 Cnnstant Temner:_ture Ga_- PressU_ rise of the process gas is related to
increasingtemperatureinsidethefurnacemodule. Another possibleoptionto controlthe
pressurewould be tocontrolthegastempcraP,u-e(constanttemperature- constantpressure).A
watertogas (argon)heatexchangerwould be locatedinsidethefurnacemodule with a fanto
controlflow of gas over theheatexchanger.Providedtheheatexchangercouldcffcctivcly
remove any heataddedtothegas,thepressureinsidegould remainconstant.To actasa buffer
forthisoptiona storagebottleand pressurereliefvalvewould be connectedto thcfurnace
3-5
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module. The pressure relief valve would let gas into the storage bottle if the pressure began to
rise. Figure 3-3 is an illustration of this concept. As stated with the previous option only small
fluctuations in pressure could be handled.
3.2.1.4.3 Selected Pressure Control - The option of controlling the pressure by controlling
the temperature has not been completely investigated. Therefor this report will follow the
compressed gas option to control the pressure. The temperature control process will continue to
be investigated. If it proves to be a feasible approach for pressure control it will replace the
compressor option.
3.2-7.
The core rack gas supply can be seen (Figure 3-2) to have two separately regulated gas
supply loops. The first one starts at the argon ORU module. It consists of a structural frame
sized to fit in a logistics tray slot 26.7x45x76.2 cm (10.5 h x 17.75 w x 30 d). The frame holds
the gas storage bottle and has a face plate which mounts to a manual bottle outlet valve and a
bottle pressure gauge. The frame is designed to align the gas supply QD with the core rack
mating half when the tray is inserted and locked into place. Figure 3-4 i11uswates the argon ORU
concept. Gas would flow from this module through the gas control assembly ORU. The gas
control assembly filters and regulates (from 3000 to 20-35 psia) the gas. The supply and
regulator outlet pressures are both sensed by transducers which feed the Core Control Unit
(CCU) computer and are also displayed visually on the operator's panel. The argon can be
released to the furnace block valve by latching solenoid valve SV1.
Nitrogen enters the core rack from the station feed at 618-756 kPa (90-110 psia) and passes
through a manual shutoff valve, filter, latching solenoid valve, and regulator. The pressure in the
station system should be available from the Station DMS, while the regulator outlet setting is
also fed to the CCU and read out visuaLly. The SV2 block valve releases nitrogen to the furnace
rack. Only one gas supply system is expected to be open at a time (nitrogen or argon); however,
through the use of check valves and a cross over valve (SV3) the two systems can be cross
connected under certain conditions should either regulator fail
The VES line (Figure 3-2) connected to the furnace will only have two solenoid valves
(SV6, SV7) and one filter (FS3) to keep the flow of exhaust gases as unobstructed as possible.
The Contamination Monitoring System is presently using two separate techniques for analyzing
exhaust gases. An X-ray Huorescence (XRF) system to detect possible metal vapors and a Non-
Dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR) system to analyze gas quality. The XRF will use a sensor located
in the furnace module (CS1) while the NDIR will branch off from the main VES line to check
gas sample quality (CS2).
3-7
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322.1 OD,_ Comoonent._ - The core rack contains the majority of the components of the
GDS. Table 3-i Lists the GDS components located in the core and the salient characteristics of
each. Figure 3-5 shows the ORU breakdown and the components they contain. Figure 3-6
through 3-11 LIIustrate how some of the components would look. Figures 3-12 &13 show how
the GDS components would look when installed in the SSFF racks.
In the plumbed portions of the GDS, gases flow through 6.35 mm O.D. stainless steel
tubing of 0.71 mm wall thickness. The gas will flow through at least a 5 micron nominal size
filter and check valve when entering the system. The filter is used to remove any particulates
that may cause damage to downstream components, specifically pressure regulators.
Purge or process gas coming from the core rack to the furnace rack will encounter a
normally closed solenoid valve which must be energized and held open for pressure to reach the
enclosure. The furnace pressurization is controlled by the CCU computer using pressure
feedback data processed by the Furnace Control Unit (FCU) from sensors on the furnace (PT4 or
•6). The block valves (SV5 or 8) are cycled as required to achieve the desired pressure. A purge
cycle will always follow a vacuum cycle, where the enclosure has been evacuated by the vent
line through SV7 or I0. Vacuum levels will be monitored by transducers, PT1/9 or 3/10, and the
data provided to the CCU for control of the pump and valves.
For safety reasons, pressure relief valves are required to be provided'with the furnace
module. The schematic shows redundant pairs (PRI&2, PR3&4) which are to be set at the
required reLief setting based on the particular structural strength of the furnace enclosure.
Because of concerns over hazardous contaminations in the vent products, the relief valves have
to be tied into the vacuum vent line, which returns to the core rack. Whenever conditions exist
that could cause the furnace enclosure to be over pressurized (i.e. during pressurization or in
certain heat up conditions) the vent line will be configured (through PR1-4) to give a relief path
to theSSF vacuum exhaust system.
3.3 SAFETY CO_/CERNS
The GDS conceptual design presentsseveralsignificantsafetyconcerns for the SSF and its
crew. Some ofthe more hazardoussafetyissuesassociatedwiththeGDS designinclude:
Use of high pressure gasses with the potential for explosive rupture with fragments.
Typical hazard control measures for high pressure systems include designing pressure
vessels to MIL-STD=1522A which requires applications of fracture control techniques.
Lines and fittings wLll be designed to appropriate safety factors of 2.5 ultimate based on the
system maximum design pressure (MDP). When regulators, relief valves, etc., are used to
determine MDP, the system will have a level of failure tolerance appropriate to the hazard
classification level.
V
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TABLE 3-1. GDS COMPONENTS
Component
Check Valves
Compressor
StorageTank
Pl-essul_
Transducers
Vacuum
Transducers
Manual Valve
Manual Valves
Solenoid
Valve,s
Solenoid
Valves
PressureRelief
Valves
Accumulator
Safety Switches
Regulators
Quick
Disconnect
Quick
Disconnect
Filter System
Schematic
Number
CV1 -6
CMP1,2
STR1,2
PT1-.4,6
PT5,7
MV1
MV2-4
SV1-5,8,11-
16
SV6,7,9,10
PR1-4
ACC1,2
SS1- 4
ILE1 &RE2
QD 1,2,5,7,9
QD3,4,6,8
FS1-FS4
Ptn'po_
1/4" gas check
valves
pressurecontrol
pmssu_ control
gas pressm'e
sensors
Vacuum level
sensors
gas valve
gas pressure
valves
gas pressure
valves
vacuum line
valves
F_
pressurerelief
CMS vacuum
chamber
QD connected
cortfirmation
i/4"gasline
QD
I" vacuum line
qD
gas supply
& Vacuum
3perating
Dressure
Range
20.68
d03kPa
10-600
¢,Pa
3-1000
¢,Pa
3.344kPa
_-20.68x
t0SkPa
10E-3 torr
20.68
d03kPa
1.034x10
3
_Pa
Z0.68
tl03kPa
10E-3 ton"
vBD
fBD
rBD
?.0.68
tl03kpa
ha
137-
MlkPa
OUt
TBD
m
TBD
20.68
xl03kPa
1.034x 10
3
kPa
0-10-3tort
Temperature
Range
-40°C to
121oC
10oc -40oc
10oC _40oC
_71°C
I'BD
IBD
.25°C.
1500C
2_°C =
200°C
25°C -
200"C
I BD
t'tID
I'BD
¢ to 49°C
rBD
i_D
-68 - 71 °C
-185 - 71 C
rBD
Max
AP
(psig)
51.71
xl03kp
a
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
li_D
TBD
TBD
TBD
IBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
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Rgure 3-12. Illustration of how centralized GDS components are arranged in the core rack.
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Rgure 3-13. IllustraUon of how distributed GDS components are arranged in the experiment rack.
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Overpressure control of high temperature furnaces processing hazardous experiment
sample materials which must be contained to preclude crew exposure to toxic materials
and/or release of materials corrosive to SSF hardware. Hazard controls will include
provisions for two pressure relief devices on each furnace module (ideally, the issue of "at
will" access to the SSF (Vacuum Exhaust System) VES must be resolved to make the use
of relief valves a viable hazard control. (Note: the furnace pressure control schemes
discussed in para. 3.2.1.2 are for small pressure fluctuations and are not considered as
hazard controls).
The necessity for venting to space through the SSF VES which constrained to accept only
"non-hazardous" furnace exhaust products. Obviously, :vent "at will" is not feasible for the
furnace modules due to the hazardous nature of many experiment sample materials that are
planned to be processed (e.g., mercury). The approach proposed in the present conceptual
design (contamination monitoring and filtration of potential furnace exhaust products,
combined with the capabilityto shutdown and sealthe furnaceifnecessary)isacceptable
as a hazardcontrol.This assumes thatthe technologyisfeasible.
Use of rotatingdevices whose structuralfailurecould resultis release of fragments.
Structuralfailureof high speed rotatingdevices such as compressors are typically
controlledby containment devices,protectivedevices such as overspccd control,plus
adequate structuraldesign,includingapplicationof fracturecontroltechniques.
/
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4. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
,*.x
The GDS willrequirepower for severalof itscomponents which are listedin the table
below. Some of the GDS activecomponents can be manually or remotely operatedby the CCU
computer to supportman-tended or automaticoperations.Table 4-I liststhe GDS components
requiringpower and theiroperatingcharacteristics.Power estimatesfor valves,CMS, and
compressor axebased on a 5% dutycycle.
4.2 MASS AND VOL_
Table 4-2 summarizes the mass and volume requirement of the components of the GDS.
4.3 SSl_ TCS INT_.RI_ACEREOIffREMENTS
Most of the GDS components will not require an activecooling system. The only
component _ccding a col@late willbe the Contamination Monitoring System. The levelof
cooling at max power consumption is estimated at 150 Watts. This is based on using a
combinationof Non-DispersiveInfraredspectroscopyand X-Ray Huoresccnce. Ifacompressor
ifused tocontrolthefurnacemodule pressureitwillrequirea TCS col@late.
4.4 SSFF DMS INTERFAC]_ REOIIIRk'_4_NT_
=
The GDS will require several interfaces to the DMS subsystem for control of the
following operations: start-up, standard operation, emergency sating, maintenance/
recontiguration, and shutdown/securing. Under standard conditions the GDS will require
minimum crew interaction (manual valves must be configured to enter or leave a secured
condition). The DMS system will monitor all valves, sensors, and verification systems within
the GDS.
4.6 STRUCTIYRAL INTERFACE RI_,OUIREMENTS
The GDS components willrequireadequate mounting structureswithin the racks for
virtuallyallthe components in order to survive the flightand ground handling loads. Itis
planned togroup themajorityof thecontrolcomponents intoa tray-likeassembly approximately
the same sizeas the gas storage module. The face plateof the traywould be the manual
operationspanel,givingthe astronautaccess to the manual valves,push buttoncontrolof the
electricvalves,and visualindicationof thesystem status.
_..j:
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Location
Core
Core
Core
'"Ful_acc
-Fm'nace
TABLE 4-1. GDS COMPONENTS REQUIRING POWER
Component
1'
Latching
Solenoid valve
Manual I" valve
Pressure
Transducers
CMS
Latching
Solenoid Valve
Qty.
4
1
3
1
12
2
i=6
Power/eadh
(watts,).
36
Compressor
Pressure
Transducer
2
150
36
2OO
2
Total
Power Req (watts)
(5% duty cycle)
2
3
7.5
21.6
20
12
"J'" 73.3 watts
V
TABLE 4-2. MASS AND VOLUM_ REQUIREMENTS
Location
Corn Rack
FurnaceRack
'" T'
Component
Latching Valve (SVI - 4) .....
Manual Valve, s _VIVI _.14)
I" ManuaJ Valve (MY3)
Regulator (RE I fT.)
i/4"F,_ O_s1,2)
Pressarre Trans (PTlr2=3)
Presto Gauge 0:'(31)
Contamination Monitor
Check Valves(CVl -4]
I/4"Q DisconnecI(QDI,2,9)
Vacuum.QD (QD3,4)
Plumbing/Hoses/Fittings
LatchingValve(SV5rl6)
Pressure Relief (PR1 - 4)
VacuumF'dtcr_S3,4)
PressureTransducer(4-9)
Compressor (CMP1:2)
Waste Gas Storage (STR1,2)
q Discormect(QD5,7)
Vacuum QD (QD6,8)
Accumulator (ACC 1r2)
IJ4" Check Valves (CV5-8)
Plumbing/Hose/Fitting
Dimensions (cm)
26.7X 45 X 76.2
5.4X 7.95X 15.75
.4.29 X 2.54X16.5
, 8.2X 6.4X,18.5
i 1.7 X 5.4 clia
11.89 X 2.84 dia.
12.4 X 5.94dia
11.43 dia
TBD
5.0 x 1.68d_ ....
TBD
=,,
TBD
TBD
5A X 7.95 X 15.75
14.1 X 5.1dia
I 1.89 X 5.0 dia
12.4 X 5.94dia
26.2 X 11.5 X15.5
26.7 X 45 X 76.2
TBD
TBD
TBD
5.0X 1.68 dia.
TBD
Qty. I Mass/Umt TotalMass(kg_ (kg)
• i
1 17.5 17.5
4 1.0 4.0
3 0.22 0.66
1 2.35 2.35
2 0.9 1.8
2 0.17 0.34
3 0.175 0.51
1 0.5 0.5
1 30.0 30.0
0.16 0.80
0.I1 0.33
1.60 3 .20
N/A 6.00 6.00
12 1.00 12.00
4 1.6 6.4
2 3.63 7.26
6 0.17 1.02
2 15.00 30.00
2 17.5 35.00
0.11 0.22
1.60 3.20
0.50 1.00
4 0.16 0.64
N/A 2.0 2.0
To Z 1162.ssk 
V
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TABLE 4-3. GDS DMS REQUIREMENTS
Componcm
Name
Pressure
Self, or
Manual Valve
Schematicnu ber
PTI-PT8
MV3
Solenoid SV5 - SV8
Valves
Switches SS1-SS4
Qty. _ign_ryl_
8 il analog outpu_
S_nple Rate
(samples/sec)
1
Bit
Conver_on
16
2 analog _s. 1 16
indication
1 relay control close/open, 1 16
+2 analog indication
1
_D
:onnected
inl
analog 16
=
4-3
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5. ISSUES AND CONCERNS
The main concerns of this concept are problems dealing with trying to vent gases with
contaminant levels to the SSF and the active control of the pressure inside the furnace module.
To deal with this issue, gas analyses of furnaces operating under normal (no ampoule breakage or
leaking) conditions will be submitted to SSF for approval as acceptable vent products to the
vacuum exhaust system. Therefore the furnaces operating normally should bc able to vent
directly to the SSF. If the gas analysis indicates abnormal contaminant levels (possible ampoule
leakor break)the furnacewillbe shutdown and scaled(topreventspreadingcontamination)for
theremainderof themission. The waste gaseswill.bemonitored by a Contamination Monitoring
System.
Active controlof pressure isanother concern of thisreport. Due to the restrictionson
contaminant levelsand scheduling of access to a vent linelimitsthe amount of controlof
pressure achievable without impacting the design of the furnace modules. Eliminating the
requirementfor activecontrolof pressurefor furnacemodules would relievedesign difficulties
and leavemore room forfurnacemodules in theexperiment racks.
5.1
E
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONS
Gas Storaee Calculations.
Gas Equations: m = pV/RT
Argon: R = 38.7
Bottle Storage Volume:
m = (3,014.7psi)(144)(.94 cu.ft)/(38.7 ft-lbf/lbm-R)(537R)
= 19.6 lb/bottle
2 Furnaces with 4 Argon fills/90 days:
m=(12 p.si)(144)(200 cu.ft)/(38.7 ft-lbf/lbm-R)(537R)
=16.63 lbm
Therefore, approximately 85% of the supply bottle will be required. The bottle module would
have to be replaced before starting a new batch of samples on the next mission.
Nitrogen reouire_ f£om SSF for furnace purges: R=55.2
2 Furnaces with 8 vents/90 days:
m = (12psi)(144)(400cu.ft)/(55.2ft-lbfflbm-R)(537R)
= 23.3Ibm
Therefore, approximately 23 lbs of nitrogen is required from SSF.
Waste Gas Bottle Storaee Needed
If both the argon and nitrogen had to be pumped to the waste gas storage bottle, it would
take 3 bottles to store the volume of gas just calculated at 3000 psi, see below.
For 2 Furnaces, 2 Sample Runs Each, 90 days:
23.3 ibm nitrogen + 16.63 Ibm argon = 39.93 Ibm total
Per Sample = 4 nitrogen purges + 2 Argon Purges = 19.96 Ibm
The molecular weight of nitrogen is greater than argon therefore a 3000 psi waste gas bottle can
hold:
m = (3014.7)(144)(.94)/(55.2)(537) = 13.77 Ibm nitrogen.
Following the operational sequence outlined we would see the following:
A-2
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Ist Bottle,
Ist Sample:
2nd Bottle,
1st Sample:
Load 2nd Samr_le
2 nitrogen purges
Total
3rd Bottle,
2nd Sample:
2 nitrogen purges = 5.83 Ibm (42.3% of bottle)
2 Argon purges = 8.32 lbm (42.4% of bottle)
Total - 14.15 Ibm (84.7% Full)
2 nitrogen purges = 5.83 Ibm (42.3% of bottle)
= 5.83 lbm (42.3% of bottle)
= 11.66 Ibm (84.6% Full)
2 argon purges = 8.32 Ibm (42.4% of bottle)
2 nitrogen purges = _.83 Ibm (42.3% of bottle3
Total = 14.15 Ibm (84.7% Full)
Therefore it will take three waste gas storage bottles and one argon supply bottle for the 2
furnace, 2 sample, 90 day scenario described.
fa a.ct.O.llKea
The technical feasibility of compressor hardware to achieve 3000 psi storage pressures while
producing a vacuum suction, has not been established. The most likely candidates can only
produce something like a 90 psi discharge head. On that basis the waste gas storage volume will
be recalculated, this time assuming that only the argon process gas is stored and that the nitrogen
purge gases are vented.
200 cu ft @ 12 psia = x cu ft @ 90 psia
x =26.7cult @ 90psia
This corresponds to roughly half the available volume of a standard space station rack.
A-3
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Pressure control cslculations:
Assumptions: Absolute max pressure able to compress to 100 psi.
greater than 2 psi. Volume of furnace chamber 25 ft 3.
control storage tanks.
Initial mass of argon in furnace chamber:.
PV = toRT Argon: R = 38.7 (ft-lbf/°R-Ibm)
T = 25 °C (77° 
m=P__V__- (10 lb_m2X144 in2/ft2)(25 ft3) = 1.732 Ibm
RT (38.7 ft-lbf/_-lbmX537 OR)
Pressure rise in furnace no
Operating pressure: 10 psi. Volume of
Volume = 25 ft 3
P = 10 psi
Temperature of gas after 2 psi pressure increase:
T2 = PV = (12 Ib/'m2)(144 in2/ft2)(25 f't3) = 645 OR (185 'I:)
mR (1.73 Ib)(38.7 ft-lbffR-Ibm)
Mass of argon in furnace at I"2 maintaining pressure of I0 psi:
m2 = PV = (10 Ib/'m2)(144 in2/_)(25 fr3) _ 1.4422 Ibm
RT (38.7 ft-lbf/R-IbmX645 OR)
V
Amount of mass to be stored to maintain constant pressure in furnace chamber
m - m2 = 1.732 Ibm - 1.4422 Ibm = 0.2898 lbm
Amount of argon that can be stored in pressure control vessels:
m = PV = (100 Ib/'m2)(144 in2/ft2)(.94 ft 3) = 0.65 1bin
RT (38.7 ft-lbf/oR-lbmX537 °R)
Number of samples that can be processed before storage tank is full :
0.65 lb total storage = 2.24 samples
# of samples = 0.29 Ib/sample
A-4
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APPENDIX B: TRADES AND ANALYSIS
Trades and Analysis: Due to the various options for handling the waste gas problem on
SSFF it would bc beneficial to perform studies in the following areas:
I. Gas analysistechniquestodeterminethemost desirablemethod forindicating
contaminationlevelsof thegasesof SSFF.
2. Filteringand particulateremoval ingases.
3. Waste gas handling techniques.
V
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APPENDIX C
COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS
C-1
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-ARG
Component ID #: GDS-ARG
Nomenclature: Gas Supply Module '
Description: This module supplies processing gas to the furnace modules. Initially it will
hold 8.8 kg of Argon at 20,684 kPa. The module will use quick disconnects for
connecting to and from the Gas Control Assembly. Line size is 6.35 mm dia.
Quantity: 1
Input Voltage: N/A
Heat Rejection: N/A
Dimensions: 26.7 x 48.3 x 83.8 cm (10.5" x 19" x 33") HWD
Mass: 22.5 kg (fuU)
V
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-VO
Component ID #:. GDS-VS
Nomenclature: Vacuum Supply Assembly
Description: The Vacuum Supply Assembly is a coUection of tubing, valves, pressure
transducers,filters,and contaminationsensors.Waste gases from thefurnacesare
routedthroughthisunitwhich filtersand holdsa sample of theprocessgas while
contaminationanalysisisbeing pcrformcd. The diameterof thevacuum lineisI".
Quantity: 2 (GDS-VS-1 & GDS-VS-2)
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc for operation of the valves
Heat Rejection: TBD
Dimensions: TBD
Mass: TBD
rV
C-2
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Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-STR
Component ID #:. GDS-STR-1
Nomenclature: Gas Pressure Control Storage Vessels
Description: The storage vessels are used as a temporary holding place for expanding gases
as the pressure inside the furnace chamber rases. Two vessels (16.5 dia x 71.1 cm
long) will be ganged together. A compressor will be used to pump gases into the
storage vessels. The line to the tank will be 1/4" dia.
Quantity: 2 (GDS-STR-1 & GDS-STR-2)
Input Voltage: N/A
Heat Rejection:N/A
Dimensions: 33 x 16.5x 71.1cm (two vesselattachedtogether)
Mass: 15 kg
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-CMP
Component ID #: GDS-CMP-I
Nomenclature: PressureControlVacuum Pump
Description: The vacuum pump isused tocontrolthepressureinsidethe furnaceinsidethe
furnace module during heat up. The compressor stores excess gases in the storage
vesselstomaintainconstantpressureinsidethefurnaceasthe gas expands. A cooling
jacket is built in to the compressor.
Quantity: 2 (GDS-CMP-1 & GDS-CMP-2)
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc
Heat Rejection: TBD watts into a cooling jacket.
Pressure Diff: 90 psid
Dimensions: 26.2 cm x 11.4 cmx 15.5 cm
Mass: 15 kg
C-3
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-GI
Component ID #: GDS-GI
Nomenclature: Gas Supply Valve Assembly
Description: The GDS-GI is the interface point to the furnace module for gas distribution.
It consists of a quick disconnect, solenoid valve and check valve. The valve is
controIIexithrough a connectiontoDMS which regulatestheflow of gases intothe
furnace chamber. Line size for gas supply is I/4" dia.
Quantity: 2 (GDS-GI-1 &GDS-GI-2)
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc for operation of the valve
Heat Rejection: N/A
Mass: 1.8 kg
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-PRS
Component ID #:. GDS-PRS-1
Nomenclature: Hi-Res Vacuum Sensor
Description: The vacuum sensor indicates the level of vacuum within the furnace chamber.
Quantity: 2 (GDS-PRS-1 & GDS-PRS-2)
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc
Dimensions: 29.8 cmx 7.3 cm dia
Mass: 1.8 kg
C-4
Component Specification Sheet
SSFF GDS-CMS
Component ID #: GDS-CMS-1
Nomenclature: Contamination Monitoring System
Description: This unit processes the dam from the contamination sensors located in the
furnace racks to determine levels of contamination of the furnace process gases before
they can be vented to the SSF VES.
Qty. 1
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc
Heat Rejection: 150 W
Dimensions: 40.64 cm x 40.64 cmx 26.67 cm (Possible Envelope dimensions)
Mass: 30 kg
c-5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This reportispartof a researchstudy entitled"Space StationFurnace Facility"and the
analysesand investigationsl:n'esentedarcintendedtofulfilltherequirementssetforthintheScience
CapabilityRequirements Document (SCRD) as itpertainsto the Thermal Control Subsystem
(TCS). This concept isan update from thatpresentedatthe SSFF 6th Quarterlyreview held
January22, 1992. The work was done by theTeledyne Brown EngineeringAdvanced Programs
Division through Marshall Space Flight Center for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
Contents of thisstudy include a descriptionof the requirements, ground rules and
assumptions,conceptdesign,descriptionof individualcomponents,resourcerequirements,issues
and concerns,and analysestoback up thecurrentdesign.
The documented requirementswere evaluatedand ground rulesand assumptionsderived
from those requirements.Analyses were thenperformed on the Space StationFurnace Facility
(SSFF) TCS and itwas determinedthatcoolingforSSFF components shouldbc isolatedfrom the
Space StationPrccdom (SSF) TCS to the largestextentpossibleinsteadof directcooling of
coldplatcdelectronicsby the SSF TCS, due tothenumber of custom-builtcoldplatesrequiredin
the system. This impliesa secondarySSFF closedcoolingloopwhich coolsthecoreelectronics
and furnacemodules withtheonlyinL-_facetotheSSF TCS beingthrougharackheatexchanger.
The SSFF TCS water cooling loop collects heat from the furnace modules and subsystem
electronics.The collectedheatisthentransf_'red_toheSpace StationThermal ControlSystem via
thecorerackheatexchanger.During operation,coolantisdirectedina singlecoolinglinefi'omthe
Coolant Pump Assembly outletthrough the heatexchanger,then branches intoa three-branch
parallelsystem,each rackcontainingone coolingline.Each racklinebranchesintotwo parallel
legsto flow through the coldplatemounted equipment, so thatthe TCS containsa totalof six
parallelegs,two ineachrack.The coolinglinesintheexperimentracksrejoinintoone linebefore
the furnacemodules so thatthe entireflow isavailableforcoolingof the module. The three
separaterack coolinglinesrejoinintoone linein the corerack,thenthe entireflow entersthe
CoolantPump Assembly inlet,
The totalcurrentmass of theSSFF TCS is191 kg,totalvolume is193900 cm 3,totalpower
requiredis201 W, and heatrejectionis148 W which willbe cooledpartiallyby AvionicsAir,and
partiallyby coolingwater.
Issuesand concernsfortheTCS includethefollowing:
I° SSF-Allocated Flowrate
The SSF TCS flowrate will be allocated to payloads per the payload's heat load and will
vary as the payload's heat load varies, to maintain a 50°C SSF (cold side) out.let
ii
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temperature.For low SSFF heat loads, the SSF cooling water flow to the SSFF core
rack will not be sufficient to maintain the 50oC coldplate surface temperature to all
coldplates in the core rack. This concern is documented and explained in more derail in
the memorandum, "Space Station Freedom (SSF) Thermal Control System (TCS)
Allocations", APD91-023.
2. Payload Heat Exchanger Limitation
The current maximum capacity of the SSFF TCS is 8 kW, since the heat exchanger
approved for payload use to interface with the SSF TCS is limited to 8 kW. Since the
core rack will reside in a 12 kW rack location, the possibility exists that up to 12 kW will
need to be dissipated at one time, indicating the need for another heat exchanger and
possibly a Coolant Pump Assembly. The impacts to SSFF would be an increase in
volume and mass due to more TCS components in the rack. At this time, analysis shows
that one heat exchanger is adequate, since the heat load is currendy less than 8 kW.
111
aDs
cc
CCU
CGF
CM
cm
CMCU
CMS
CPCS
DCMU
DMS
ESA
FAU
FCU
GDS
GSE
hr
i-Iz
in
IRD
ISPR
kg
kPa
kW
lb
max.
MDP
MTC
my
NASA
NASDA
ORU
PCDS
Pkg
psi
RFCA
RPCM
RID
SCRD
SSF
SSFF
TBD
TCS
V
VAC
VDC
W
WP-01
_C
oF
ABBREVIATION AND ACRONYMS
absolute
cubic centimeter
Core Conu'ol Unit
Crystal Growth Facility
Contamination Monitor
centin_
Core Monitor and Control Unit
Core Power Condition_"Sdmulus
DistributedCore MonitorUnit
Data Management Subsystem
European Space Agency
Furnace Actuator Unit
Furnace Control Uni't
Gaseous Distribution Subsystem
Ground Support Equipment
hour
Hot=
inch
Interface Requirements Document
International Standard Payload Rack
kilogram
kiloPascal
kilowatt
pound
maximum
Maximum Design Pressure
Man Tended Capability
millivolt
National Aeronautics and Space .Administration
National Space Development Agency
Orbital Rcp_t Unit
Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem
Package
pounds per square inch
Quantity
Remote Flow Control Assembly
Remote Power Controller Module
Resistance Tcmpcramre Device
Science Capability Requirements Docun'zmt
Space Station Freedom
Space Station Furnace Facility
To be determined
Thermal Control Subsystem
volts
volts(a.ltcrnatingcurrent)
volts(directcurrent)
watts
Work Package-01
degreesCelsius
degrees Fahrenheit
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The scope and purpose of this report is to present the SpaceStation Furnace Facility (SSFF)
Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) requirements and design concept developed that meet those
requirements, and to summarize the continuing study and analyses on the SSFF TCS conceptual
design. The report includes a description of the requirements, an overall TCS concept, and
descriptions of the individual components.
The SSFF consists of a core rack which will provide a set of standard support services to one
or more experiment racks. At this time, the facility is configured to operate with two separate
experiment racks. The variety of furnaces which could operate with the SSFF core will demand
adaptability in the core configuration to provide the different resources needed to properly operate
each furnace type. In the TCS, this adaptability is provided by allowing for a cooling flow to each
experiment rack which can be varied to accommodate different heat loads for different furnaces.
The SSFF TCS will provide the thermal heat sink for the furnace modules included in the
facility as well as heat loads of the coldplate-mounted or cooling-jacketed electronics in the core
rack and experiment racks. This subsystem is comprised of a closed water loop which performs
the following functions:
• Collection of heat dissipated by the furnace modules.
• Collection of heat dissipated by the SSFF subsystems in the core rack and experiment
racks.
• Heat transport.
• Rejection of heat to the Space Station Freedom (SSF) Laboratory Customer Thermal
Control System.
Space Station Freedom will provide the cold side cooling water supply for the rack heat
exchanger. Access to the SSF water supply will be through the Rack Flow Control Assembly.
Limited Avionics Air will also be available to cool valves and sensors.
1.2 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. Approximately 90% of the total heat load in the SSFF will be water cooled due to limited
Avionics Air resources.
..)
Heat load profiles are not the same as the power profiles reported for the electrical design
in all cases. The mason for this is that there is always a lag both in time and maximum
amplitude between the instantaneous power and the heat rejected due to the transient
temperature response of the furnace and other items of hardware. Estimates have been
made for the furnaces based on Crystal Growth Facility (CGF) test data. For Data
I-1
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Management Subsystem (DMS), and some other hardware, worst ease is assumed
(power in is equal to heat rejected) where heat loads are not known.
50°C is considered to be the highest temperature which is feasible for electronic boxes to
have as a heat sink, since 125°C is assumed to be the maximum allowable operating
temperature for the components.
The U. S. Lab module moderate temperature cooling loop will serve as the SSFF
interface with SSF TCS. The moderate temperature loop is assumed to be available for
SSFF operationatMan Tended Capability(MTC) and throughoutSSF operation.
The inlet temperature of the SSF TCS cooling water supply to the heat exchanger is
assumed to be 18.3 *C (NASA only, ref Contract Change No. PCP-BP-00400).
6. Heat exchanger temperature designations arc as follows:
°
,
Space Station _m'ovided:
•SSF TCS cooling water supply is designated cold side inlet temperature
•SSF TCS cooling water return is designated cold side outlet temperature
SSFF water cooling loop:
•SSFF TCS cooling water supply is designated hot side outlet temperature
•SSFF TCS cooling water return is designated hot side inlet temperature
SSFF TCS will use the standard WP-01 coldplates, heat exchanger, valves, and sensors
where feasible. Performance characteristics for these standard items are assumed from
available data (see Appendix B, Component Data Sheets).
Avionics Air isassumed tobe availableineach of theSSFF racks,and willbe used for
coolingof SSFF sensorsand valves,with the exceptionof the SSFF TCS, where half
theheatfrom thevalvesand sensorsisassumed tobe rejectedtothecoolingwater.
V
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2. REQUIREMENTS
2.1 GENERAL
The reqtiirements for the SSFF TCS are found in 320SPC0001, Function and Performance
Specification for Space Station Furnace Facility.
2.2 INTERI_ACE REOUIREMENTS
2.2.1 .q_l_ TCS Interface
Figure 2.2.1-1 shows the SSF to SSFF interface block diagram. The SSF U. S. Lab
Module moderate temperature cooling supply shall be utilized by the SSFF TCS. Table 2.2.1-1
shows the characteristics of the moderate temperature loop at the interface to the user rack.
Interface with the SSF TCS is via the Rack Flow Control Assembly (RFCA) located in the
standoff below the SSFF Core Rack through the ISPR Interface Panel. The 18.3aC (65°F) water
supply provided by SSF will be used to interface with the SSFF TCS water cooling loop via the
rack heat exchanger. Per the Payload Accommodations Handbook, SS-I--IDBK-0001, "The R.FCA
can maintain either a specific flow rate or a specific outlet temperature as determined by the user.
Both modes of.control will be available for any particular application, but only one mode may be
active at any one tLrne at a specific location.". Realistically, the SSF TCS flowrate will be allocated
to payloads per the payload's heat load and will vary as the payload's heat load varies, to maintain
a 50"C SSF (cold side) outlet temperature, but if the user's experiment temperature is out of limits,
he may request a higher flow rate than that which is allocated to him. Table A- 1 of Appendix A
contains the spreadsheet which calculates line and coldplate temperatures for the specified SSFF
heat load of 7087 watts, which corresponds to an SSF allocated flowrate of 192.5 kg/hr. The
temperature locations on the spreadsheet correspond to the circled numbers on the schematic in
Figure A- 1. To maintain the design coldplate surface temperature of 50 °C, the allocated SSF TCS
flow rate is eurrendy not adequate, and calculations were performed to determine what coldside
flow rate would allow the SSFF coldplate temperatures to be at or below the 50 °C. Table A-2 of
Appendix A contains these calculations, which shows that a eoldside flow rate of 238 kg/hr is
required to meet the SSFF design limits.
A limited amount of SSF Avionics Air cooling is available for dissipating heat not rejected to
the water cooling loop. Part of the heat dissipated by electric sensors and electromechanical valves
shall be dissipated by the flow in the TCS and the rest shall be dissipated by Avionics Air.
Avionics Air will collect the heat rejected by lines and connectors, and other items such as the crew
interface. The total _ aximum and nominal thermal requirements of the SSFF TCS avionics air
allocation are given in Table 2.2,12.
2-1
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SSF THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE
CHARACTERISTICS*
SupplyTemperature(non-selectablerange):
Maximum Return Temperature:
Heat Removal Capabih'ty:
PressureDifferentialtDesign Flow Rate
AcrossInlet/Outlet:
Maximum OperatingPressure
Maximum Rack Flow Rate
16° . 18.3°C
(61 ° -65 ° F)
(NASA only)
50_C(122°F)
12 kW (NASA only)
40 kPa (5.8 psi)
834.3 kPa (121 psi)
326.5 kg/hr (719 lb/hr)
(NASA 12 kW rack only)
Data taken from _temational Standard Payload Rack to NASA/ESA/NASDA Modules
Interface Control Document, Draft 12, (SSP 41002), November 19, 1991, NASA, Huntsville
Alabama, and Contract Chan_e No. PCP-BP-00400.
TABLE 2.2.1-2. SSF AVIONICS AIR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS *
Inlet Air Temperature (non-selectable)
Outlet Air Temperature
Dew Point (inlet and outlet)
Heat Removal Capability
Pressure Differential Across
Inlet/Outlet at Design Flow Rate
Cooling Standard
17 - 22°C (63 - 72°1=)
43 °C (109°F) maximum
<15.5°C (60°1=)
1.2 kW
0.5 kPa (0.07 psi)
At least 175 kg/hr/kW (385 lb/hr/kW)
Data taken from International Standard Payload Rack to NASA/ESA/NASDA Modules
Interface Control Document, Draft 12, (SSP 41002), November 19, 1991, NASA, Huntsville
Alabama.
|,
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2.2.2 SSFF TCS Furnace Module.. Interface
The SSFF TCS water cooling loop interfaces with the furnace module cooling jackets by
quick disconnects, and removes heat generated by the furnace modules. During operation, coolant
is directed from the coolant pump assembly outlet through the heat exchanger in the core rack.
This water then flows through a three-branch parallel system (one branch in each rack). When the
cooling _e enters the experiment rack, it separates into two separate lines and flows through two
parallelegsofcoldpiams and _ling-jacketed items,thenrejoins-anclf ows flaroughthefurnace
module. The TC$ removes the heat generatedby the furnaces,and those SSFF components
mounted tocoldplatesand coolingjackets,thenflowsback tothecoolantpump assembly inlet.
2.2.3 SSFF TCS Subsystem Interface
The SSFF TCS interfaces with the SSFF centralized and distributed subsystem equipment by
prodding coldplates for water cooling and interfaces with cooling-jacketed equipment. The core
rack cooling line Separates into two parallel lines for cooling of the ten Core rack coidpiates, four
coldplates in one parallel leg, and six in the other, then rejoins after the coldplates and flows back
to the coolant pump assembly inlet, rejoining the furnace cooling line at the inlet. Cooling of the
experiment rack subsystem equipment is described in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.4
Crew interfaceincludeso_Pcn'm_ganticlosingof manual+v_v_, and changeoutof ORUs. No
routinecrewinterfacewithTCS isrequiredduringnormalSSFF operations.
2.2.s 9.SF.,..Imt_,t
Initial charging of the coolant pump asscifi_blyaccumulator and filling of the cooling lines
with water is required prior to flight.
V
V
V
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
3.I TIRADES AND OPTIONS
In addition to the current configuration, a concept in which two separate cooling loops are
utilized was studied. In this concept, the core coldplates are cooled directly from the Space Station
Freedom cooling water supply line, and then that water is directed through the rack heat exchanger
and out through the SSF cooling water return. The furnace rack components are cooled by the
SSFF internal water cooling loop. This concept is documented in "Space Station Furnace Facility
Thermal Control System Conceptual Design", dated August 1991. While this concept remains an
option, it was decided that for greater flexibility of the TCS subsystem, the SSFF TCS loop will be
completely isolated from the module cooling loop so that custom coldplates can be used if
necessary or desirable.
3.2 SELECTED CONCEPT
3.2.1 Deserintion
The SSFF TCS water cooling loop collects heat from the furnace modules and SSFF
subsystem electronics. The collected heat is then transferred to the Space Station Thermal Control
System via the core rack heat exchanger. The schematic of the SSFF TCS is shown in Figure
3.2.i-I. During operation, coolant is directed in a single cooling line from the Coolant Pump
Assembly outlet through the heat exchanger, then branches into a three-branch parallel system,
each rack containing one cooling line. Each rack line branches into two parallel legs to flow
through the coldplate mounted equipment, so that the TCS contains a total of six parallel legs, two
in each rack. The cooling lines in the experiment racks rejoin into one line before the furnace
modules so that the entire flow is available for cooling of the module. The three separate rack
cooling lines rejoin into one line in the core rack, then the entire flow enters the Coolant Pump
Assembly inlet. Estimated subsystems heat loads are shown in Table 3.2. I-I. The components of
the SSFF TCS will be located in the the rear of the core rack behind the coldplate mounted SSFF
Core electronics. The TCS consists of plumbing, fittings, sensors, and flow control components,
packaged into Orbital Replacement Units (ORUs). A sketch of the SSFF TCS is shown in Figure
3.2.1'2, showing the ORUs, but omitting some of the core rack coldplates for clarity, as noted on
the figure. Table 3.2.1-2 lists the separate Thermal Control Subsystem components and the
performance requirements of each.
The water temperature in the SSFF TCS loop shall range from a rrdnimum hot side outlet of
i8.3 °C (inlet SSF cooling water temperature) to a hot side inlet temperature which allows the SSF
cold side outlet temperature to be maintained at 50°C for a given heat load, unless the allocated SSF
flow rate does not meet the SSFF requirements. If such a case occurs, SSFF will request the flow
3-I
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TABLE 3.2.1-1. SSFF SUBSYSTEMS HEAT LOADS
WATER-COOLED:
Subsystem Equipment (Ouantity_
Thermal Control Subsystem:
Coolant Pump Assembly (1)
*Flow meters (4)
*Flow Control Valves (4)
*'temperature Sensors (11)
*Pressure Transducers (5)
*Shutoff Valves (4)
Gaseous Distribution Subsystem:
Contamination Monitor (1)
Compressors (2)
Data Management Subsystem:
Furnace Control Unit (3)
Furnace Actuator Unit (2)
Core Control Unit (1)
Removable Hard Drive (1)
CD/ROM (1)
High Density Recorder. (I)
Core Monitor and Control Unit (1)
Video Processor (I)
CPCS
Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem:
Core Power Distribution (1)
Essentials Power Supplies (3)
Core Power Conditioner (1)
**TOTAL SUBSYSTEM
I at.Lma.(3 
132
3
1
1
3
1
150
20
309
240
155
84
70
204
43
145
88
111
386
1300
132
170
1338
1797
WATER-COOLED HEAT LOAD = 3437
Furnace Module -1 1500
Furnace Module -2 2150
TOTAL SSFF WATER-COOLED HEAT LOAD = 7087
Assume that on TCS valves, sensors, etc., half the heat is dissipated through the water
cooling loop and half is dissipated through Avionics Air. Other subsystems' valves,
etc., are cooled by Avionics Air only.
Heat load from TCS valves, sensors, etc., is neglected in water cooling analysis since
heat load from these is insignificant compared to total water-cooled heat load.
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TABLE 3.2.1-i. SSFFSUBSYSTEMSHEAT LOADS (CONT.)
_VIONICS AIR-COOLED:
Subsystem Equipment (Ouantity)
Thermal Control Subsystem:
*Flow meters (4) 3
*Flow Control Valves (4) I
*Temperature Sensors (11) 1
*Pressure Transducers (5) 3
*Shutoff Valves (4) 1
:Gaseous Distribution Subsystem:
Latching Solenoid Valves (16)
Manual Valve (I)
Pressure Transducers (3)
Pressure Transducers (6)
CM Sensors (4)
Data Management Subsystem:
Crew Interface (I)
DCMU (2)
Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem:
Line and Connectors
Cun_nt Pulsing Equipment (2)
Furnace Power Distributors (2)
Voltage/Chu'rent Sensors (136)
29
2
3
12
1
6O
96
639
8O
37
136
TOTAL SSFF AVIONICS AIR COOLED HEAT LOAD =
47
156
892
1103
Assume that on TCS valves, sensors, etc., half the heat is dissipated through the water
cooling loop and halt" is dissipated through Avionics Air. Other subsystems' valves, etc.,
are cooled by Avionics Air only.
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FROM CORERACK
COLDPLATES
TO CORE RACK
COLDPLATES
FROM SSF TCS COOLING WATER SUPPLV
1"OSSF TCS COOLING WATER SUPPLY
NOTE: COLDPLATE DETAIL AND QUANTITY OMITTED FOR CLARITY
FIGURE 3.2.1-2. SKETCH OF SSFF TCS IN THE CORE RACK
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TABLE 3.2.1-2. TCS COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQLUREMENTS
Component
Nart_
Tempea-ature
Sensors
Flow Meters
Shutoff Valves
Manual Valves
Coolant Pump
,+Assembl_
Check Valves
Filters
H_}'Exehanger
Flow Control
Valve
Bypass ReLief
Valve
Coldplates
Schematic Number
TCS PT-01 to
TCS PT-05 and
TCS PP-01-05 to
TCS PP-01-06
TCS TS-01 to
TCS TS-I 1 and
TCS PP-01-07
TCS FM-01 to
TCS FM-04
TCS SO-O1
to
TCS SO-04
-TCS MV-01 to
TCS MV-04
TCS PP-01
TCS CV-01 to
TCS CV-04 and
TCS PP-01-08 to
TCS PP-01-09
TCS PP-01-03 to
TCS PP-01-04
TCS HX-01
TCS FCV-01
to
TCS FCV-04
TCS PP-01-11
TCS CP-01 to
TCS CP-17
Accumulators TCS ACC-01 to
TCS ACC-02
Quick
Disconnects
TCS QD-01 to
TCS QD-64
Pul'pOSC
water pressure
sensor
watertcmpcratme
scnsor
water flowsensor
Water Flow
Shutoff
Manual Water
Flow Shutoff
Water Flow
Bacldlow
Prevention into
Pumps and lines
Debris Prevention
Heat Transfer to
SSF Water
Water Flow
Control
Pressure relief in
pump
Heat transfer
from avionics to
TCS
Volume
compensator
Equipment
connect/
disconnect
Operating
Pressure Range
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 105 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
'0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
103 to 621 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
0 to 689.5 kPa
Temperature
Range
16-50oC
16-50°C
16-50°C
ii
16-50°C
16-50°C
16-50°C
16-50°C
16-50oc
16-50oc
16-50oc
16-50°C
16-50°C
16-50°C
16-50°C
V
v
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rate which allows the SSFF TCS temperatures to be within the design range, and the outlet
temperature on the cold side will be below 50 °C. Calculations indicate that the SSFF TCS
plumbing will have a nominal outside diameter of 0.9525 cm (0.375 in.) and a wall thickness of
0.089 cm (0.035 in.). A pressure chop in the system was calculated using this 3/8" line size, as
shown in Table A-3 of Appendix A.
This configuration of the SSFF TCS has the capability of providing a total of 8000 watts of
heat rejection for the core rack and up to two experiment racks. The tom[ flow rate in the SSFF
cooling loop was determined to be 272.2 kg/hr (600 Ib/hr). This flow rate was chosen, since six
parallel legs exist in the cooling loop and the flow will be divided into 45.4 kg/hr (100 Ib/hr)
through each leg, the minimum flow rate for which data is available on the heat exchanger and
coldplates. The expected performance requirements of the TCS during and after exposure to the
environment of the SSF Lab A module are specified in Table 3.2.1-3. Two maximum pump inlet
temperatures are shown, one corresponding to the SSF allocated flow rate of 192.5 kg/hr
determined by the SSFF heat load of 7087 W, and one corresponding to our requested SSF flow
rate of 238.1 kg/hr, which allows the SSFF to maintain a maximum of 50 °C on the surface of the
avionics coldplates.
The subsystem incorporates parallel flow between two coldplate branches in the core rack
and two branches in each of the two experiment racks to allow independent service to each rack.
The subsystem has the flow control capability to isolate any experiment-rack from the system. A
bypass loop is included in the system to maintain flow balancing. If a furnace is shut down for
any reason, the flow through that experiment rack is diverted to the bypass loop until such time that
the furnace needs cooling again.
3.2.2 ComD0nent Oescrintions
Figure 3.2.2-I shows the TCS component drawing tree. The lowest box level indicates TCS
ORUs, with the components that make up the ORU listed underneath. The following paragraphs
describe the TCS components and specification sheets are included in Appendix B with physical
and performance information on each component.
The SSFF TCS shall interface with the Space Station Freedom Customer Thermal Control
System water loop by one liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger. In this conceptual design, the standard
WP-01 heat exchanger is used, since at the present time, payloads are only allowed to interface
with SSF through this approved heat exchanger. The SSF standard heat exchanger has an 8000
watt capacity and in the SSFF TCS operates at a hot side flow rate of 272.5 kg/hr (600 ib/hr) with
a design effectiveness of 0.86 and a design pressure drop of 3.44 kPa (0.5 psi). With the current
worst case heat load of 7087 and an allocated SSF flow rate of 192.5 kg/hr (424.3 Ib/hr), the
effectiveness is 0.72. Each side of the heat exchanger will accommodate single loop flow with the
3-7
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TABLE 3.2.1-3. SSFF TCS PERFORMANCE DATA
Maximum Heat Rejecdon Capability
Opm6ngMedia
Coolant Pump Assembly Accumulator Prcssurant
Waz_ Loop Flow Ra_
Water Temperatun: Range:
Minimum Outlet
Maximum Inlet (with SSF allocated flow rate)
Maximum Inlet (with SSF requested flow rate)
Space Station Module Water Temp. Range:
Inlet Range (non-selectable)
Maximum Outlet
Maximum Operating Pressure
Fluid Leakage
Total Pressure Drop
Mass
8kW
Water
Gas_us Nitrogen
272.2 kg/hr (600 lb/l'a')
18.3°C (65 W)
62.3°C (14.4 OF)
47.1°C (117 °1=)
16°C - 18.3°C(61°I=-65°I:)
(NASA only)
50°C (122
689.5 k.Pa(100 psi)
< 1 cc/l'u" (0.06 in3/hr)
< 206.8 kPa (30 psi)
< 200 kg
V
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SSFF equipment side being designated as the hot side and the U. S. Lab Module side being
designated as the cold side. The envelope for the heat exchanger is shown in Figure 3.2.2-2.
Table 3.2.2- I gives the expected heat exchanger performanc_ parameters to interface the integrated
equipment with the module loop.
A combination of coldplates from WP-01 and custom-built coldplates are proposed for use in
the $SFF Core rack and experiment racks to provide liquid cooling to the core electronics. The
actual sizes of some of the electronics boxes to be cooled are TBD at this time because they will be
custom built and the actual coldplate sizes will depend on those designs, butsizes have been
estimated per current avionics envelopes. The physical envelope for the coldplates selected are
given in Appendix B. Of the ten sizes of WP-01 coldplates available, the -5, and modified -7 are
currently used in the SSFF design. The -7 coldplates will be modified slightly to provide the
mounting surface on the opposite side of the manifold instead of the current configuration which
has the manifold and mounting surface on the same side. Two custom-built coldplates are also
used. The physical characteristics and performance parameters for these coldplates are given in
Appendix B.
The Coolant Pump Assembly circulates the water through the loop, maintains system
pressure and compensates for leakage and thermaUy induced volumetric changes. The Coolant
Pump Assembly consists of two electrically powered positive displacement gear pumps with
bypass relief valves, inlet filters, reverse flow check valves at the pump outlets, a system bypass
relief valve, quick disconnects at the fluid loop interfaces and associated support structures. Each
pump has a pumping capacity of a minimum of 272.2 kg/hr (600 lb/lu') at the resistances in the
SSFF TCS water loop. Only one pump in the Coolant Pump Assembly operates at any one time,
with the non-operating pump in the package acting as a backup in the event of failure. Sensors arc
included tO monitor _e_d inict teml_era_ and inlet and outlet pressures. An accumulator is
included in the Coolant Pump Assembly to compensate for normal thermal expansion within the
water loop and to maintain positive water pump inlet pressure. A sensor in the Coolant Pump
Assembly monitors the accumulator water quantity. Quick disconnects, designed to permit
Coolant Pump Assembly removal and installation without fllling and draining the fluid loop, are
used to connect the Coolant Pump Assembly to the TCS. These disconnects are proposed to be
self-sealing couplings of stainless steel construction with elastomeric seals. In these couplings,
engagement of male and female halves begins with engagement of an external seal before the valve
poppet is unseated permitting flow. Coupling halves are provided with non-integral dust seal caps.
Filters to protect the Coolant Pump Assembly from debris shall be integrally mounted in the
Coolant Pump Assembly assembly manifold upstream of the pump. The physical envelope for the
Coolant Pump Assembly is defined in Figure 3.2.2-3. The performance parameters of the Coolant
V
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (In.)
FIGURE 3.2.2-2. HEAT EXCHANGER ENVELOPE
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TABLE 3.2.2-1. TCS HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS*
Heat Transfer Capacity
Design Flow I_ate (Hot and Cold Sides)
Inlet Temperature (hot side)
Outlet Temperatt_ (cold side)
Effentiveness at Design Flow
Inlet Presst_re
Maximum Pressure Drop at Design Flow
Leakage (External)
Leakage(-internal)
Collapse Pressure
Proof Pressure
Burst Pressure
8000 watts
498.9 kg/hr
40.60C
23.90C
0.86
6.33 kg/cm 2 (abs)
0.035 kg/crn 2 (delta)
0.01 cc/ba-
0.001 cc/1"n-
2.27 kg/cm 2 (delta)
21.0 kg/cm2 (delta)
28.0 kg/cm 2 (delta)
Data taken from Rack Integration Manual, (D683-10475-1), January 1, 1991, Boeing
Aerospace, Huntsville, Alabama.
V
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Pump Assembly are given in Table 3.2.2-2. Heat dissipation by the Coolant Pump Assembly is
estimated to be 132 W (nominal). This heat load will be accommodated by the SSFF TCS water
loop.
Optimum flow in each leg of the SSFF cooling loop will be calculated for each mission's heat
load and the flow through each loop will be reset ff necessary prior to that mission. Flow control
is maintained by flow conwol valves which regulate the amount of coolant flow through the core
rack coldplates and the racks containing the fm'nace modules. This flow control system shall
consist of an arrangement of electrically operated shutoff valves, manual valves, and flow control
valves to control the flow, grouped together in ORUs as shown by the schematic in Figure 3.2. I-1
and the Component Tree in Fi_ 3'2.2-i. Two flow control assemblies are housed in the core
rack; the Coolant Control Valve Assembly, shown in Figure 3.2.2-4, and the Coolant Return
Valve Assembly, shown in Figure 3.2.2-5. Each experiment rack contains two assemblies; the
Coolant Inlet Control Assembly, shown in Figure 3.2.2-6 and the Coolant Return Control
Assembly, shown in Figure 3.2.2-7. The flow control ORUs are equipped with various
instruments, as shown in Figures 3.2.2-4 through 3.2.2'7, including sensors to monitor
temperatures and pressures of the water supplied to each branch, flow meters to measure the flow
of water at various points in the loop to provide flow proportioning information for monitoring
flow control, flow control valves to control flow to each leg of the cooling loop and adjust the flow
as necessary for each new mission heat load, cheek valves to prevent bacldlow of water through
the furnace modules and co_-ra_:k:c01dplates, and handoperat_l Vaives to provide manual shutoff
when necessary. Referring to Figure 3.2.1-1, each branch leaving the heat exchanger, except the
core coldplate branch, shall have a hand operated valve for shut_off. These manual valves shall be
located such that they are easiIy-a?ccess_Ie by the _i I _-::::°-
Each experiment rack is equipped with an accumulator for use in the event of
overpressurization of water in the furnace cooling or loss of cooling.
3.3 SAFETY
The Thermal Control Subsystem has no identifiable safety concerns other than those
normally associated with this type of system. Typical hazards and controls to be addressed are
listed below:
• Release of water into cabin, furnace, etc.. Prevented by appropriate design safety
margins based on maximum design pressure (MDP) for all plumbing components.
• Fail-safe design for loss of cooling to control potential hazards of fxre, overpressurization
and touch temperature exceedances. Controls will include automatic removal of electrical
power when loss of cooling is sensed and use of accumulator to accommodate any
boiling or vaporization of water from an overheated furnace.
V
V
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TABLE 3.2.2-2. TCS COOLANT PUMP ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Normal Inlet Conditions:
Fluid Temperature
Pressure
Flow Rate
Accumulator Capacity
Instrumentation:
Accumulator Quantity Sensor
System Inlet Pressure Sensor
System Outlet Pressure Sensor
System Outlet Temperature Sensor
Pump Bypass ReliefValve
System Bypass ReliefValve
Voltage
Power (max)
Mass (dry)
Envelope (1 x w x h)
Operating Media
62°C
172.4 - 1206.6 kPa
272.2 kg/hr
3392 era3
115/9..00 VAC, 400 Hz
132 watts
15.9 kg
38 cmx 25 crn x 20 cm
Water
3-15
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(17.0) /
NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
FIGURE 3.2.2-5. CORE RACK COOLANT RETURN VALVE ASSEMBLY
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20.3
(8.o)
MAX
5.
(2.o)
38.1
(15.0)
/q
I
(lO.O)
a
3.8
(1.5)
wt - 6.2 kg
(13.6 Ibs)
V
NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (in.)
FIGURE 3.2.2-6. EXPERIMENT RACK COOLANT INLET CONTROL ASSEMBLY
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39.9
(15.7)
wt~ 6.2 kg
(13.6 Ibs)
NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS (In.)
FIGURE 3.2.2-7. EXPERIMENT RACK COOLANT RETURN CONTROL ASSEMBLY
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Touch temperature control for surfaces accessible to the crew during normal and
contingency operations. During normal operations, active cooling should maintain
surface temperatures below 45°C. For contingency operations (e.g., loss of cooling,
furnace re-entry), temperature indicator labels, malfunction/operational procedures with
warnings, sample cooldown times as determined by test, etc., are appropriate hazard
control measures.
Structural failure of rotating devices (e.g., pumps) with possible release of fragments.
Containment devices, protective devices such as thermal overload sensors and over-speed
control, plus adequate structural design including application of fracture control
requiren_nts, arc appropriate control measu_s.
V
V
V
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4.0 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The resource requirements of the Thermal Control Subsystem were estimated and are
discussed below. These resources are presented for the configuration shown in Figure 3.2.1-1.
4.1 POWER
The TCS utilizes Space Station Furnace Facility power allocated as shown in Table 4.1-1.
Power conditioning is accomplished in the SSFF core rack by the SSFF Power Conditioning and
Distribution Subsystem (PCDS). The TCS active components will be manually or remotely
operated by the Core Monitor and Control Unit (CMCU) to support automatic or man-tended
operations.
4.2 MASS AND VOLUME
The mass and volume of the equipment in the TCS was estimated from preliminary vendor
data on equipment proposed for use and the common equipment in wP-Ol as shown in Appendix
B. Table 4.2-1 summarizes the mass properties of the components of the TCS.
4.3 THERMAL
Heat dissipation by the Coolant Pump Assembly is estimated to be 132 W. This heat load
will be accommodated by the TCS water loop. Half the heat dissipated by the electric sensors and
electromechanieal valves is estimated to be accommodated by the SSFF TCS water loop, and half
by SSF Avionics Air. The thermal requirements of the TCS are shown in Table 4.3-1.
4.4 DIMS
The TCS will require several interfaces to the DMS subsystem for control of the following
operations: start-up, standard operation, emergency sating, maintenance/reconfiguration, and
shutdown/securing. Under standard conditions, the TCS will require minimum crew interaction
(manual valves must be configured to enter or leave a secured condition). The DMS system will
monitor all valves, sensors, the Coolant Pump Assembly, and verification systems within the
TCS. Table 4.4-1 shows the TCS DMS Requirements.
4.5 _F..K.tLC,_T..U._
The TCS components will require adequate mounting structures within the racks for virtually
all the components in order to survive the flight and ground handling loads.
x......j
4.6 OTrtgRS
No other resource requirements are identified at this time.
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TABLE 4.I-1. TCS POWER REQUIREMENTS
Power
Each
Component Qty (watts) Voltage
Coolant Pump Assembly 1 132,0 115/'200 VAC, 400 Hz
Shutoff Valves 4 7.0 120 VDC
Flow Mcm's 4 1.5 4-12 VDC
Flow Control Valves 4 7.0 120 VDC
Pressure Sensors 5 1.2 4-12 VDC
Temperature Sensors I i 0. I 20 rnv/°F
Total Power:
Total Power
(watts)
132.0
28.0
6.0
28.0
5.8
1.3
201.1
V
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TABLE 4.2-1. TCS MASS AND VOLUME
Unit Total Pkg Unit Total Pkg
Mass Mass Mass Volume Volume Volume
Package Qty (kg) (kg) (kg) (¢m 3) (cm 3) (cm 3)
Cenwaliz_ Equipment:
Heat E_hanger 1 13.6 13.6 10573 10573
Coolant Pump Assembly 1 15.9 15.9 19050 19050
Flow Meters 2 0.8 1.5 229 459
Flow Control Valves 2 1.9 3.7 2793 5587
Temperature Sensors 5 0.1 0_5 46 227
Pmssa_ T_ 3 0.5 1.5 168 506
Custom Coldplates 4 6.0 24.0 1290 5160
-5Coldplates 2 1.6 3.3 251 503
Pwr Mod Coldplam-Upper 2 6.0 12.0 1290 2580
Pwr Mod Coldplate-Low_r 2 4.9 9.8 1104 2208
Plumbing 25 m 0.5/m 13.6 2268 56704
Quick Disconnects 30 0.1 3.0 59 1781
Check Valves 2 O.1 0.1 32 65
Manual Valves 2 0.1 0.3 63 126
Shutoff Valves 2 1.9 3.7 2793 5587
War_- I0.0 IO.O
Distributed Equipment:
Modified-7 Cotdplates
Temperature Sensors
Pressure Transducers
Flow Meters
Flow Control Valve
Check Valves
Manual Valves
Shutoff Valves
Plumbing
Accumulatoes
Quick Disconnects
Water
TOTAL MASS (kg)
TOTAL VOLUME (cm 3)
116_5
7 3.9 27.3 578
6 0.I 0.5 46
2 0.5 1.0 168
2 0.8 1.5 229
2 1.9 3.7 2793
2 0.1 0.1 32
2 0.I 0.3 63
2 1.9 3.8 2793
25 m 0.5/m 13.6 2268
2 2.7 5.4 3791
34 0.i 3.4 59
14.o 14.o
191.3
4050
273
337
459
5587
65
126
5587
56704
7582
2018
111114
193900
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TABLE 4.3-1. TCS THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
Component
Coolant Pump
Ascmbly
Pressure Sensor
Qty
1 (2 pumps)
5
Max Total
Load Thermal
Each Load
(watts) (watts)
132.0 132.0
1.2 5.8
Flow Meter 4 1.5 6.0
Flow ControlValve 4 0.35 1.4
Shutoff Valve 4 0.35 1.4
TemperatureSensor 11 0.12 1.3,
Total Thermal Load - SSFF Water Cooled
:Total Thermal Load - Avionics Air Cooled
II
139.9
7.9
Cooling Method
SSFF water cooling
I/2SSFF water cooling/
I[2AvionicsAir
I/2SSFF watercooling/
I/2AvionicsAir
I/2 SSFF watercooling/
1[2 AvionicsAir
SSFF water cooling/
I/2AvionicsAir
I/2 SSFF water cooling/
1/2 Avionics Air
V
4-.4
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S.O ISSUES AND CONCERNS
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Issues and concerns for theTCS include thefollowing:
I. SSF-Allocated Flowrate
The SSF TCS flowrate will be allocated to payloads per the payload's heat load and will
vary as the payload's heat load varies, to maintain a 50°C SSF (cold side) outlet
temperature. For the current SSFF heat load of 7087 W, the SSF cooling water flow to
the SSFF core rack will not be sufficient to maintain the 500C coldplate surface
temperature to all coldplates in the core rack. This concern is documented and explained
in more detail in the memorandum, "Space Station Freedom (SSF) Thermal Control
System (TCS) Allocations", APD91-023.
Per the Payload Accommodations Handbook, SS-HDBK-0001, "The RFCA can
maintain either a specific flow rate or a specific outlet temperature as determined by the
user. Both modes of control will be available for any particular application, but only one
mode may be active at any one time at a specific location.". RealisticaUy, the SSF TCS
flowrate will be allocated to payloads per the payload's heat load and will vary as the
payload's heat load varies, to maintain a 50"C SSF (cold side) outlet temperature, but if
the user's experiment temperature is out of limits, he may request a higher flow rate than
that which is allocated to him. To achieve the optimum effectiveness of the payload heat
exchanger, the cold side flow rate and hot side flow rate should match, but requesting
272 kg/hr for a single payload when the total Lab-A flow rate allocated to all payloads is
500 kg/hr may be unreasonable.
2. Payload Heat Exchanger Limitation
The current maximum capacity of the SSFF TCS is 8 kW, since the heat exchanger
approved for payload use to interface with the SSF TCS is limited to 8 kW. Since the
core rack will reside in a 12 kW rack location, the possibility exists that up to 12 kW will
need to be dissipated at one time, indicating the need for another heat exchanger and
possibly a Coolant Pump Assembly. The impacts to SSFF would be an increase in
volume and mass due to more TCS components in the rack. At this time, analysis shows
that one heat exchanger is adequate, since the heat load is currently less than 8 kW.
5-1
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TRADES AND ANALYSES
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TABLE A-3. SSFF TCS PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION SPREADSHEET
To_ _-Hot ,_e of HTX (kg/hr): li.,.:iiiii!_i_i_ii:::::i::i::i::ii:i_i_i_
Mdot forCP-01 to CP-04 (kg/hr): I_i_i_i!i!iii!::i::i::_ii!i_i_iC::i!_::
cp ,toCp.lO liii,ii,iiiii ij iiiiiiiiiiiiii:i,Mdo¢fo¢CP-11 to CP-12 (k_): ....................
MdcXforCP-13 (k_:
Mdot forCP-14 to CP-15 (kg/hr):
Mck:Xfor CP-18 to CP-17 (k@hr): !i_::_ii::!!_::i!_!!i!i.:i_i_::_!_::!_i!i!i
PmaA_mPrgmt'_reDro0_fo¢forFurnaceFun'taclModu_-2M°dul_l(kPa):(kPa):....: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2l 600.00 Ib,tlr
_t_F_ll 10O.0OIb/hr
4_i_ 10O.0OIb/hr
_41 lOO.OOUb,hr
10O.0Og:vht10O.0OtMV
10O.0OIb,tw'o.7op_i:i:i 0.70I:_
[Pressure Drop: t kPa J psi I
Core Rack 1142.651 20.69 I
IFumace Module-1 I 12-121 1.76 I
IFumaca Module-2 112-77I 1.85 I
[Total _ [167.54 t 24.30 I
EmBr¢mnumper of ead_ of ¢mcompon_a in¢m shaded boxes, Thinpressuredn:_ per ccmpenent is in pamn_esas.
Nms:Ore/sddI_enu_Owof omq_mm m onebranchIn_s C=_ andle=_ _ _ I_ Wl_==.
He=,E=ttang_(o.sr_ @10oot=_
Pump Package (1 p=)
Flow Mete_ (0.1 psi@ l(_lbs/hr)
RowCon_ va_s (O.2Sp_@123o_)
Ten_ra=mS=nsom(1_equiv._t_)
Pressure Transducem (1 ft equiv, length)
Coldplmes(0.6 psi @ 10oOIbs/hr)
0_¢_ va_e_(0.3p_@10OZ_vhr)
uan_ vaJves(0.3_ @ lO_t_._
Shu=ffVak,es (3.5p_i@63_bs/nr)
¢¢x_ Use
I_ndl=d Flow
Tot=L_ngthof_ (inches):
memm(r_ertoAssump_on#e):
Co_-Para_ Row
Core-To_ Row
F.xpe_ent RacX-1
ExperimentRack-2
Con_Parallel R¢_
Cc_e-To_ Row
ExperimentRack-1
ExperimentRack-2
C,_s t.k_
Total Flcm Exp RsoJ¢-I F..xp Rsek-2
iiiiiiiiii i iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!il
i!iii_i_iiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii_!
i!i!i!i!i!i!i! i!iii!i!!iiiiiilTi iiiii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iill
ii_iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii=_ii;;;!;iil;i!;;iiiil;!;!i;ili;!!ii!i
13.03 5.56 7.92 11.28
Pmuum Omo _m Om¢
0.0O
0.18 1,0
0.0 "
0.0
0,0O
0.0O
Core-ParalledRow
Corn-Total Row
Experim_t Rack-1
Exper_ent Rac_2
Pre_ureOmo Pm_umDine
o.1 o._o2, ,.
0.0 o.0o0
0.1 O.OO2
0.1 0.0o2
r:_u_La_a_ r:_M_m_ Prmau_Om¢ P_mu_Om_
Tmnp. S4mso_,J(m) _ ,Sm',ws (m| C,o_= Chk.V=vm
0.61 0.30 0.0,4 0.3
0.30 0.0O 0.0O 0.0
0.91 0.30 0.012 0.3
0.012 0.3
Prm=_mOm_ ve_o_ty(nv=)
0 0.54
0 1.62
0 0.27
0 0.27
13.94 9.08
S.87 26.08
g.14 1.77
12.50 2-41
0.91 0.30
Pmmn Ohm Pmuum Om_
k,lmnuJV_dv_ L SoLVak'e=
0 0
10.8 3.17
0.3 O.O9
0.3 0.09
Numt_ FrmloeFm=x
6665 0.0O6
1_ o.o_7
3332 0.042 ....
3332 0.042
Core-Pa_a/lelFlow
Com-To_alRow
ExperimentRack-1
ExperimentRack-2
Total
1
1
3
3
g
3
10
3
3
3
_wJmptlons:
1) Ai flowinCornI,._op-PamJ_Flowgoee_,ou_ womtcue bmn_ otook_pl_l_
2) Linoi=_Ar'O.O..0.0_" I.D.
3) Pmss_'ed_g anaJy_sdoranotcor_d_ bypmulIoo1_inCo_/_
4) Ra_Co_figu_ forTC_iI resumedsuch_ItheCom Rackisistto/F_xp41tm_t 1 andER1sleft of E_2.
•) _ssum Oropf(x_eck vaivelarrd_ vaJvesisr_m¢loffvendordslaojtve_ •
6) PressureDropacro_ pump acl_agoisassumedtoI_ onepsi.
7) Temperaturesenso_andprm;sureBtmsducarsareu_Jmed tohavegres_Jm_ intheformof_quivaJentlengthsof_te foo_ea_.
8) Es_matedequivaler_lineleng_for_ panismultlpikldbythreetoaccountfoe
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SSFF TCS SPECIFICATION SHEET
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Heat Exchanger
TCS HX-01
1
The water/water heat exchang_ provides the interface between the Space Station
Freedom (SSF) internal thcrma] control loop and a non-standard water thermal control
loop within the SSFF payload rack. This is a countcrflow configuration heat exchanger
consu'uctcd of stainless steel with nickel fins.
TYPICAL
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
13.6 kg (dry)
10,573 cm3
N/A
N/A
hot-side inlet temperature of 62°C, cold-side inlet temperatt_ of 23.9°C
0 to 698.5 kPa
0.035 kg/sq, cm max at design flow
Design flow rateof 499 kg/hr
heattransfercapacityof8000 Watts
V
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SSFF TCS SPECIFICATION SHEET
Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Pump Package
TCS PP-01
1
The function of the Pump Package is to provide water coolant flow to SSFF subsystem
and furnace module components that require heat removal by a secondary coolant loop.
The operating fluid is water. The pump package includes two redundant positive
displacement gear pumps with bypass relief valves, an accumulator with a quantity
sensor, check valves to prevent the fluid from backing into the pumps, one screen on the
inlet of each pump, inlet and outlet pressure sensors, and an inlet temperature sensor.
TYPICAL
Power
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 15.9 kg
Volume: 19,050 fro3
Required: 132 Watts
115/200 Vac, 3 phase, 400 Hz.
23.9°C to 620C
172 - 427 kPa
N/A
Flow rate = 272 kghtr
Accumulator volume = 3392 cm3
Accumulator type = gas charged welded metal bellows
Quantity sensor type = potentiometer
Temperature sensor type = RTD
Pressure sensor type = strain gauge, thin foil
Bypass valve type = spring loaded poppet
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
B°3
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SSFF TCS SPECIFICATION SHEET
Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Flow Meter
TCS FM-01 throughTCS FM-04
4
The waterflowmetermeasuresthecoolingwaterflowrateattheinletofeachcoldplatc
legintheSSFF corerackand each oftheexperimentracklegs.The waterflowmeter
providesflowproportioningdam tothecrew/groundcontroller.
TYPICAL
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
0.8 kg each
229 cm3 each
1.5 Watts
120 Vde
23.90C to 62*(2
0 - 689.5 kPa
0.7 kPa at 45 kg/hr
V
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Flow Control Valve
TCS FCV-01 to TCS FCV-04
4
The purpose of the flow control valve is to control the flow of cooling water to the
various legs of the SSFF TCS water loop as needed to maintain the correct flow for
subsystem and furnace module equipment cooling for new mission sets.
TYPICAL
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
1.9kg each
2793 crn3
7.0 Watts
120 Vdc
23.9°Cto62°C
0 to689.5 kPa
1.7kPa at558 kg/hr
B-5
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Shutoff ValveItem Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
TCS SO-01 to TCS S0-04
4
The purpose of the shutoff valve is to direct flow between two TCS water loop
branches. The shutoff valve provides the capability to bypass SSFF experiment racks if
the furnace modules are not operating.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 1.9 kg each
Volume: 2793 fro3
• Power Required: 7.0Watts
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc
Temperature Range: 23.9°C to 62°C
Pressure Range: 0 to 689.5 kPa
Pressure Drop: 1.7 kPa at 558 kg/hr
Other:
V
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Tcmpcramr_ Sensor
TCS TS-01 to TCS TS - 11
11
The function of the temperature sensor is to monitor the temperature of the cooling water
at various locations in the TCS water loop.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 0.1 kg each
Volume: 45.5 cm3
Power Required: 0.l Watt
Input Voltage: 120 Vdc
Temperature Range: 23.9°C to 62°C
Pressure Range: 0 - 689.5 kPa
pressure Drop: 2 kPa
Other:
B-7
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SSFF TCS SPECIFICATION SHEET
Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Pressure Transducer
TCS PT-01 to TCS PT-05
5
The function of the pressure u_nsducer is to provide an clcctr/c signal which is directly
proportional to the pressure of the cooling water in the TCS water loop.
TYPICAL CHA]_ACTERISTICS
Mass: 0.5 kg each
Volume: 168.5 cm3
Power Required: 1.2 Watts
Input Voltage: 28-1"4 Volts
Temperature Range: 23.9 to 62°C
Pressure Range: 0 to 689.5 kPa
Pressure Drop: 2 kPa
Other:
B-,2
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Coldplate
TCS CP-01, TCS CP-03, TCS CP-04, TCS CP-07, TCS CP-09, TCS CP-10
6
The coldplat_ dissipate heat generated by SSFF subsystem equipment. The heat is
ultimately transferred to the SSF TCS. The SSFF components attach directly to the
coldplate forming a thermal bond between the coldplate and the component. These
coldplates are custom-built coldplates.
TYPICAL
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
6.0 kg each
1290 crn3
N/A
N/A
23.9 to 62 °C
103 to 621 kPa
4 kPa at max flow rate
Flow rate 45.4 kg/hr
Overall conductance 1.5 w/sq. in. °F (rain)
Heat flux 6.5 w/sq. in.
x
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Coldpla_
TCS CP-05, TCS CP-06
2
The coldplates dissipate heat gencratezi by SSFF subsystem equipment. The heat is
ultimately transferred to the SSF TCS. The SSFF components av.ach dirccdy to the
coldplate forming a thermal bond between the coldplate and the component. Thcsc
coldplates are WP-01 -5 coldplates.
TYPICAL
Power
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 1.6 kg each
Volume: 251.4 cm3
Required: N/A
N/A
4 to49°C
103 to 621 kPa
4 kPa at max flow rate
Flow rate 11-136 kg/hr
Overall conductance 1.5 w/sq. in. °F (rain)
Heat flux 6.5 w/sq. in. ..
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
V
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Coldplate
TCS CP-02, TCS C..P-08
2
The coldplates dissipate heat generated by SSFF subsystem equipment. The heat is
ultimately transferred to the SSF TCS. The SSFF components attach directly to the
coldplate forming a thermal bond between the coldplate and the component. These
coldplates arc custom coldplates.
TYPICAL
Power
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 4.9 kg each
Volume: 1104 cm3
Required: N/A
N/A
23.9 to 62 oC
0 to 689.5 kPa
4 kPa at max flow rate
Flow rate 45.4 kg/_
Overall conductance 1.5 w/sq. in. °F (rain)
Heat flux 6.5 w/sq. in.
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
B-II
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SSFF TCS SPECIFICATION SHEET V
Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Coldplate
TCS CP-II toTCS C_.I:'-17
7
The coldplates dissipate heat generated by SSFF subsystem equipment. The heat is
ultimately transferred to the SSF TCS. The SSFF components attach directly to the
coldplateforminga thezrnalbond between thecoldplateand thecomponent. These
coldplatesaremodifiedWP-01 -7coldplates.The -7ismodifiedso thatequipment will
mount on theoppositesideofthecoldplatefrom themanifoldinsteadof thecurrent
configurationinwhich theitemmounts on thesame sideasthemanifold.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
3.9 kg each
578.5 cm3
N/A
N/A
23.9to62 °C
0 to689.5 kPa
7 k.Paatmax flowrate
Flow rate11-136kg/hr
Overallconductance 1.5 w/sq.in.°F (rnin)
Heat flux6.5w/sq.in.
v
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Quick Disconnect
TCS QD.O1 to TCS QD-64
64
The quick disconnect provides a means of manually disconnecting an experiment or
subsystem component from the TCS water line. The couplings have self-sealing action.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 0.1 kg each
Volume: 59.4 cm3
power Required: N/A
Input Voltage: N/A
Temperature Range: .23.9 to62°C
Pressure Range: O to 27580 kPa
Pressure Drop: TBD
Other: Max fluid loss = 0.003 cc
max air inclusion = 0.005 cc
B-13
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Check Valve
TCS CV-01 to TCS CV-04
4
The purpose of the check valve is to prcvcnt reverse flow in the TCS water lines.
TYPICAL
Mass:
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
0.I kg each
32.5 era3
N/A
N/A
23.9 *C to 62"C
0 to 4137 kPa
2 kPa at 45.4 kg/hr
Minimum cracking pressure = 2 inches water
Maximum cracking pressm'e = $ inches water
Burst pressure= 1500 psia
B-14
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Manual Valve
TCS MV-01 to TCS MV-04
4
The function of the manual valve is to control the flow of cooling water in the water loop
as needed, in the event of power loss rendering the shutoff valves inoperable and for the
launch environment.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 0.1 kg each
Volume: 63 _a3
Power Required: N/A
Input Voltage: N/A
Temperature Range: -62 °C to 177 °C
Pressure Range: 0 to 15169 kPa
Pressure Drop: 2 kPa at 45.4 kg/hr
Other:
B-15
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Item Name:
Component ID #:
Quantity:
Description:
Accumu]awr
TCS ACC-01 to TCS ACC-02
2
Accum.ulato_. arc provided in. each experiment rack to compensate for the thcmm/
expansmn ozcoonng waterduringnormal and abnormal (i.e.,lossofcooling)
operationalmodes.
TYPICAL
Volume:
Power Required:
Input Voltage:
Temperature Range:
Pressure Range:
Pressure Drop:
Other:
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass: 2.7 kg each
3791 cm3
N/A
N/A
-57 oC to 316 °C
0 to 1034 kPa
TBD
Proof pressure = I379 k.P.a..
Burst pressure = 2068 ld>a
Expellable volume = 819 cm3
(
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report will define the Mechanical Structures Subsystem (MSS) that is to be used for
integration of the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF). The primary functions of the MSS are to
support the subsystem hardware and furnace module(s) during launch and landing environments
and during operation of the facility while on orbit. These rack structures will allow ease of
integration, reconfiguration, or servicing while on the ground or in flight.
The report will address the scope and purpose, groundrules and assumptions, requirements
for the facility, design and trades, and detailed description of the core rack and the experiment rack
to be utilized for SSFF.
The MSS consists of three rack structures, a core (six post rack) and two experiment racks
(modified four post rack). Ancillary structural hardware items which accommodate the various
subsystem components and furnace modules within the basic rack frame is also considered part of
the MSS. These ancillary MSS items consist of such things as brackets, trays, slides, braces,
close-out plates, and the various mounting and structural members which support and align the
subsystem hardware with the load paths of the carrier. The racks must meet the requirements of
the International Standard Payload Rack (ISPR) for mounting in the modules and for interfacing
with the Space Station Freedom (SSF) resources.
The subsystems to be accommodated by the MSS are the Data Management Subsystem,
Power Conditioning and Distribution Subsystem, Gas Distribution Subsystem, Thermal Control
Subsystem, and the Video Subsystem. The MSS must also accommodate the furnaces outlined in
the Science Capability Requirements Document. The standard SSF-to-payload interfaces must be
accommodated by the MSS which include the Fire Detection and Suppression for all powered
racks and Avionics Air for cooling. The facility will require interrack cabling since the core rack
will serve as the service interface to each of the experiment racks. This requirement leads to the
design of an interconnect tray that is designed to lay in the standoff area under each of the SSFF
racks.
Several trades have been considered such as: 1) the need to provide interrack connection of a
large complement of cables and lines, 2) the need to make the system easily reconfigurable for
various furnaces and/or furnace configurations, 3) the need to accommodate a large IFEA and
facilitate its installation and removal, and 4) on orbit maintenance of the SSFF and component
changeout.
Each of the racks are aluminum. The core rack is the six post version of the space station
composite rack and is estimated at 84 kg (185 lbs). The experiment racks are a specially modified
version of the four post space station composite rack. The ISPR interface panel has been removed
from the furnace rack so that the structure can be utilized for all of the furnaces defined in the
V
Science Capability Requirements Document (furnace height for the CGF could not be
accommodated in the standard space station rack). The estimated mass of the experiment rack is
120 kg (263 lbs).
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The purpose of the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Mechanical Structures Subsystem
(MSS) is to support the subsystem hardware during the launch and landing environments and to
also make the subsystem items modular and facilitate their integration, reconfiguration, or servicing
while on the ground or on board the US Lab Module of Space Station Freedom (SSF). The MSS
consists of two fundamental rack type structures, an aluminum core (six post rack) and a furnace
rack (modified four post rack), reference Figure 1, along with the minor structural hardware items
which are necessary for accommodating the various subsystem components and the experiment
within the basic rack frame work. These minor MSS items consist of such things as brackets,
trays, slides, braces, close out plates, and the various mounting and structural members which
support, align, and react the'subsystem hardware load paths. The MSS is only conceptually
developed in this study phase and would have to be thoroughly analyzed in the subsequent Phase
C/D to insure all applicable stress, fracture, and fatigue requirements for SSF are met.
The major part of this study effort has been directed toward the development of a
considerable depth of definition of the rack frame structures to be employed by the SSFF. This
report will detail the extent of that data base. Other elements of the concept are developed to a
lesser degree, but are presented in a conceptual nature. One such item which is only presented
pictorially in this report is an interconnecting tray structure which is also an integral part of the
SSFF/MSS concept. The concept is shown in Figure 2 and was conceptually verified by TBE in a
mock up in the Interrack Demonstration Unit. The exact details of how this tray will be manifested
for delivery to SSF has not been determine& It is expected that a special piece of MPE/FSE will
be required for transport of the tray to orbit.
Other elements of the complete MSS complement for SSFF (like the tray) are also not fully
developed due to the lack of a complete understanding of the the proposed SSF.payload integration
process and the FSE/GSE which will (or will not) be available from the SSF program for use by
the SSFF development contractor. A basic ground rule employed in development of the SSFF
MSS, however, is that the SSFF equipment must be compatible with all the SSF program rack
GSE, including such things as slings, work stands, shipping containers, and installation and
handling equipment.
= ,
1.2 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
.,The following ground rules and assumptions have been made in the conceptual development
of the SSFF/MSS as described herein:
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The SSFF wiI1 comprise a three double rack facility in the Space Station Freedom Lab A
Module. The facility packaging is to be compatible with the International Standard
Payload Rack (ISPR) requirements given in SSP41002. Compliance with the ISPR
standards will not preclude the possible use of the facility in the ESA or NASDA
Modules, nor shall manifesting of the facility with only one experiment module degrade
its full operationalcapability.
For initial facility deployment it has been assumed that the core rack and only one
experiment module will be fielded. An additional one half rack space is required,
however, for the transport of the facility interconnect tray to orbit. In addition, it is
assumed that there will be on orbit storage space for facility supplies, spares/ORU's, and
tools in the equivalent of another half rack volume. Until such time as all three double
rack spaces are fully operational, the third rack position could be designated as a
temporary equipment transport/storage rack for the purpose of tray delivery and on orbit
storage. When the program fields the second experiment module, this rack would have
to be renamed or moved to a different LAB location where SSFF would still require one
half its volume for storage. The Module 1 study has also raised some issues relative to
additional rack service space that need to be considered in the over all SSFF utilization
planning for SSF.
• The two fm'nace IFEA Configurations to be utilized for development of the furnace rack
design and integrated equipment arrangements are assumed to be the CGF and PMZF,
both of which are assumed to fit within the same IFEA profile, 66 cm (26 inch) diameter
by 165 em (65 inch) long and are expected to weigh less than 350 kg (770 Ibs).
• The MSS design has assumed that obtaining custom cold plates for specific facility needs
will not be a programmatic problem. The packaging flexibility is severely restricted if the
facility selection is limited to the WP1 plates.
A common quick release clamp type base plate interface is to be provided as the furnace
to rack interface for all furnaces. This interface is to be modeled on a 66 cm (26 in)
diameter base ring for CGF/PMZF which will be adaptable to other future designs with
smaller diameters.
The rack structures and outfitting are to be compatible with SSF ISPR services interfaces,
such as the gas, fluid, and electronic operational/supply systems. The subsystem
modular arrangements and packaging shall also meet the program logistic and resupply
packaging requirements, and other SSF program maintenance requirements. The designs
arc not to preclude the use of other SSF developed integration, support, and test
equipment.
V
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2. REQUIREMENTS
2.1
The SSFF MSS shall meet the requirements identified in 320SPC0001, Contract End Item
Specification, Part I, for Space Station Furnace Facility. In addition the MSS is to accommodate
the physical mounting requirements of the subsystems and experiment equipment as development
or implied by the Science Capabilities Requirements Document. A separate specification has been
prepared for the SSFF racks. The rack structural elements of the MSS would also have to comply
with the requirements detailed in that document.
2.2 INTERIm'ACE REOUIREMENTS
2.2.1 MSS lntfrfaees to SSFF
The SSFF/MSS will provide the physical interfaces between the subsystem and experiment
equipment in the three double racks and react their operational loads to the six different SSF
physical attachment points provided at each rack location. There are two main structural interfaces
on the lower rear comers of each rack which react the major portions of the launch and recovery
loads, one is fixed in all three axes and the other is fixed in two axes but released in the "X" (LAB
Module longitudinal) direction. Two other attachments at the front upper comers interface with
strut assemblies which carry lateral loads (these points float vertically) back to the wall of the SSF
module. These four primary load interfaces are releasable on orbit to permit individual rack
relocation and/or rotation for access to the module wall. The rear attachments are released
permanently while on orbit and a special pivot fitting on the lower front comers of the racks is
deployable by the astronauts for use as the main rack lower support in the weightless environment
on orbit. For launch there are two upper rack attach points active, while on orbit one will be
permanently released.
The interconnect tray assembly is designed to lay in the standoff area under the three SSFF
racks and to be secured in place by a method which does not require any modifications to the SSF
structure. It is believed that some form of clamp attachment can be employed for this purpose;
however, there was not sufficient documentation available on the standoff design in order to
complete a conceptual layout for the details of that attachment. As was mentioned in the
Introduction to this report, there is also a requirement for some form of I::SE to interface the tray
assembly to a rack in the Logistics Module for launch (and landing). A conceptual design for this
fixtm'e may be available for the MSS final report.
2.2.2 MSS to Subsystem Equipment
The subsystem equipment described in the other sections of this report comprise a diverse
collection of components which must be packaged in the facility rack structures. As can be noted
2-1
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on the various system schematics, the major operational portion of each of the subsystem hardware
is located in the core rack. An equally important subset is also required in each furnace rack. This
equipment is necessary to satisfy all the safety and system performance requirements, as well as,
facilitate the furnace reconfiguration. This concept is what has been referred to as the centralized
and distributed equipment sets in the subsystem concepts. Each subsystem concept report includes
pertinent data on the components used in the subsystem packaging analysis. The MSS has been
tailored to meet these component's packaging and mounting requirements. In general the approach
has been to try and group like subsystem elements into modules which are accessible for
maintenance or change out. This has resulted in the basic rack arrangement shown in Figures 3
and 4. The MSS interfaces to the subsystem components is therefore at a bolted interface either
directly with the component or in the case of a collection of components, with the subcarrier frame
work holding the components. It will also be an MSS function to support all the fluid and
electronic lines running between subsystem elements. The details of specific MSS features for this
purpose has been left till the mock up is completed and a direct visualization of the best line
placement and routing c_an _ _. _ _
2.2.3 MSS to Exneriment Eoninment (Furnace_l _
The interface of the MSS_ th_cxperiment rack furnace has been specifically developed
for SSFF to accommodate an advanced furnace based on a modified CGF type IFEA. The base
plate structure used on Space Lab has been replaced with a clamp type universal ring on SSFF as
shown conceptually in Figure 5. This change was made because of several considerations under
study which indicate that it is not only desirable but also highly likely that the IFEA's will need to
be changed out or removed from the racks on orbit. To accomplish" such a task with the Space Lab
type bolted base would involve removing 12 large fasteners, some of which would be almost
inaccessible in an integrated condition. The other interfaces to the furnace to be considered in
design of the MSS are the service connections, including those for installation and removal of
samples. On CGF all the connection points are located in a ring at the bottom of the IFEA. These
lines come out at a number of separate locations around the periphery of the ring as shown in
Figure 5. Some options for relocation of these connect points are being studied in an effort to
simplify the installation/removal of an IFEA. A new interface for glove box attachment is also
being looked at in the Module 1 design task. There has not been time to incorporate any MSS
updates due to these optional study efforts; therefore, only the conventional CGF type interfaces
will be discussed herein.
V
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3.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
3.1 TRADES AND OPTIONS
At the beginning of the SSFF MSS concept development the rrlajor drivers on the system
emerged as: 1) the need to provide intcrrack connection of a large complement of cables and lines,
2) the need to make the system easily reconfigurable for a large number of possible furnace
configurations, and 3) the need to accommodate a large IFEA and facilitate its installation and
removal. These three areas will be discussed to reveal" the trades which were made to arrive at the
MSS concept presented.
3.1.1 Interconnect De_i_n
The rack interconnect problem is the subject of a whole separate study task; however, the
rack design and the MSS integration hardware are directly driven by the solution to that problem.
A study of the furnace service requirements also drove out the trades which determined what
equipment eventually was designated to be centralized (located in the core) and that which was
necessary to be distributed (located in the furnace rack). The limitation on available space for
interconnects was a prime driver on those decisions. Relatively early in the SSFF interconnect
study it became obvious that the interconnect lines needed to pass through a notch in the bottom
front corner of the core rack and to traverse a similar clear passage under the adjacent furnace
racks. To provide this notch would mean that a composite racks would have to have a significant
portion of their stracmre removed and reworked in these corners in order to accommodate the
notch. It was felt that this was not an impossible thing to do, but certainly a very difficult task due
to the nature of composite construction. The layouts were made for such a feature in the composite
rack and the details of the interconnect were carried forward. Factors came forward later in
considering the furnace rack design which would cause the design study to seriously consider an
alternate rack which lends itself more readily to alteration (specifically to accommodate a large
IFEA) and was amenable to rapid reconfiguration by the user. Figure 6 shows an approach which
was developed for integration of CGF in a composite type rack. In reviewing this concept it was
felt that extensive reinforcement was being required of the composite rack in order to carry the
IFEA loads. This reinforcement was having to pass the load reactions to the rack then to the SSF
attachments. It was felt a better approach would be to pass the loads directly to the SSF
attachments if possible. Those thoughts are discussed further in Section 3.1.3 below.
3.1.2 SS171_ Reconflguration
The requirement to have a facility which is modular and easily reconfigurable drove the
packaging of the subsystem hardware to be grouped by subsystem unique elements and to be
installed in easily removable trays or plate mounted units. The options traded in the MSS design
3-1
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dealt primarily with the hardware by which these units could be physically mounted. Options for
grouping of subsystem elements were primarily driven by the available space in a single rack tray
envelope, by the constraints of achieving an effective discrete functional element, and by
considerations of orbital replacement and the ease of maintenance. (A separate study task gives a
complete report on the ORU considerations.) Figure 3 shows the basic elements of the MSS
employed in the core rack. The subsystem packaging in the furnace rack is a much more difficult
problem because of the irregular spaces available for equipment mounting. Figure 7 shows an
auxiliary equipment frame which was designed for addition to the back of the basic furnace rack
strucm_ to provide a suitable mounting interface for the main electronics boxes. Figure 8 shows
how thermal control components have been assembled into frames which can be attached to the
rear corner posts. Other elements of the MSS in the furnace racks has been developed conceptually
on an individual component by component basis. The completely outfitted furnace rack is shown
in Figure 9.
3.1.3 IFEA Installation/RemOval
Looking at options for accomplishing the furnace installation which would also allow its
relatively rapid removal, it was felt a mission specific rack structure would be better suited than an
adaptation to the composite rack. The concept shown in Figure 6 reflects the initial thinking for
that approach. The final SSFF rack selection that is being offered in this report was actually
developed from a trade analysis performed under a Technical Directive of the MPS Contract,
NAS8-38079. In that analysis the pros and cons of an aluminum payload rack were weighed
against the composite rack being developed by Work Package 1. An extensive design package for
a six post core type rack was subsequendy developed on the impetus of these study, findings and
preliminary analyses showed it was a promising alternate to the WP1 structures. Based on the
"good feel" this rack concept gave, it was decided to alter the furnace rack approach of Figure 6, to
incorporate the upper rack details from the MPS study. Figure 9 is the resultant furnace rack
configuration which TBE is recommending for the SSFF. The core rack TBE recommends is the
aluminum rack developed by the MPS study.
3.2 MSS DETAILED DESCRIPTION
3.2.1 Core Rack
The core rack is an aluminum six post version of the space station composite racks. It has
four outer corner posts which are special aluminum extruded tubes with a pattern of pre-drilled
holes in two flanges at ninety degrees to one another, reference Figure 10. The mission specific
MSS is intended to attach to these post hole patterns. If it were necessary to remove the equipment
mounted to these flanges on orbit, then a segment of track would be installed behind the flange
3-3
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which would permit the use of an adjustable blind nut plate assembly for the attachment of
subsystem mounting structure. The approach to be u_zed in mounting the majority of the SSFF
hardware will not need tracks. Most elements of the SSFF MSS will be permanently installed with
a regular bolt and lock nut system. Nut plate clips will beemployed on the front rack flanges for
the individual tray or module face plate closeouts, reference Figure 11.
The core rack is divided into the two bays by a pair of center posts, which are extruded tees.
The centerpost has the same hole patternson itsweb and flangesas the outer comer posts,
referenceFigure10. The MSS subsystem equipment willutilizetheholepatternsinthesepostsfor
mounting slideattachmentbracketsand slideassemblies,Figure 12,which arethen interfacedto
the modular subsystem assemblies.The slideswould always remain installedeven ifone of the
functionalsubassemblieshad tobe changed out or reconfigured,see Figure 13. The subsystem
equipment ispackaged eitheron an aluminum plateorina frame work which isattacheddirectlyor
by bracketstotheslides.Some equlpmcnt may requireadditionalocalizedrackmounting holesor
bracketswhich arc locatedby the installationdrawings. Because the racks arc constructedof
aluminum shapesthe inclusionof theseadditionalmounting fcaturescan be easilyaccommodated
withoutmajor impact to theintcgrityof the structure.Analysisof thespecificMSS components
and attachment featuresof the entirerack would be a standardrequirement for allintegrated
co gurations.
The drawings developed under the MPS study taskforthe sixpostcorerack configuration
are listedin Table I. Since that package was generated, ithas bccn decided that some
modificationstotherearframe work of therack arcinorderforbestuse as a sixpostdouble bay
rack.Those modificationswould includethe additionofa centraldividerfi'arncwhich would split
therearaccesspanel intoatleasttwo panelsapproximately50.8 cm x 101.6 cm (20 in x 40 in).
The ORU assessment indicatedthattherewould be many accessrequirements which did not
necessitate access to both bays of the rack interior, therefore, some amount of astronaut time would
be saved by having to remove only half the previous panel. Future study may show additional
maintenance lime savings could be realized by further division into four panels. Handling/storage
of a smaller panel is also simpler. A weight estimate for the six post core rack is shown in Table 2.
In addition to the basic rack frame, the MSS in the core rack consists primarily of the tray
support plates and slides shown in Figure i2. The plates are envisioned to be milled out of 2.54-
3.81 cm (1.0-1.5 in) thick aluminum stock in an isogrid paRern with a fiat upper surface and
fastener insert node points On 61985 cm (2.75 in) centers. +The fastener nodes match the mounting
pattern to be furnished on the SSFF cold plates.
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FIGURE 11. RACK FACE PLATE CLOSEOUT
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TABLE 1. SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY
ALUMINUM CORE RACK DRAWING TREE
DRAWING TITLE
Payload rack, Level 1 Assembly
Side Access Panel Assembly
Skin Stiffener
Rear Access Panel Assembly
Rear Panel Skin Detail
Skin Stiffener
ISPR Pass Thru Panel
Upper AttachMechanism-Assy
DRAWING NO.
JO- 18000
JO-18010
JO- 18014--01
J0-18020
J0-18022
JO-18014-02
JO- 18030
683-14036
Pivot Mechanism Details
iComer Post Extrusion
Center Post Extrusion
iHorizontal tube
!Tube End Fitting
Upper Attach Fkting
Lower AttachFitting
PivotHousing
DiagonalBrace Assembly
Back Upper Comer Bracket
Skin Support Angles
FabricatedClips
Skin Stiffeners
ShicldPanel
Carlo Track
Only those drawings which wcrc completed arc listcck
shown inthewcightcs_'a'mtcgiven inTable 2.
683-14037
JO-18112
JO-18122
J0-18130
J0-18132
J0-18140
JO-18150
JO-18160
JO-18170
IO-18190
J0-18200
JO-18210
JO-18014
J0-18220
683-1 4067
Additional drawings in the tree arc
V
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TABLE 2. SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY
ALUMINUM CORE RACK WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Component
Front Comer Posts (JO-18110), 2 ea
Rear Comer Post (JO-18115), 2 ea
Center Post, Front (JO- 18120)
Center Post, Rear (JO- 18125)
Center Post Clips (JO-18126), 8 ea
Horizontal Tube (JO- 18130), 4 ea
Tube End Fittings (JO-18132), 8 ea
Upper Attach Fitting (JO- 18140), 2 ea
Lower Attach Fitting (JO-18150), 2 ea
Pivot Housing (JO- 18160), 2 ea
Diagonal Brace Assy 00-18170), 3 ea
Access Panel Frame Details 00-18180) Angles
Straps
Clips
Back, Upper Comer Bracket (JO-18190), 2 ea
Skin Support Angles (If- 18200) -01
-02
-03
-04
-05
-06
Fabricated Clips 00-18210)
Skin Stiffeners (JO-18014)
Shield Panel (J0-18220)
Close Out Details (J0-18230)
Cargo Track (683-14067), 2ea
Side Access Panel Assy 00-18010), 4ca
Rear Access Panel Assy (J0-18020)
ISPR Pass Thru Panel 00-18030)
Top Skin (J0-18040)
Bottom Skin (JO- 18050)
Left Side Skin (JO-18060)
Right Side Skin 00-18070)
Upper Attach Mechanisms 00-18080)
Pivot Fitting Assy (J0-18090)
Fastener Allowance
Design Margin (10%)
Rack Total Estimate
Wei_t Est kg fibs)
7.620 (16.760)
7.910 (17.410)
1.630 (3.580)
1.690 (3.720)
0.174 (0.384)
6.400 (14.080)
0.753 (1.656)
1.980 (4.356)
1.069 (2.352)
0.636 (1.400)
1.047 (2.304)
2.484 (5.464)
0.167 (0.368)
0.233 (0.512)
0.113 (0.248)
0.132 (0.290)
0.171 (0.376)
1.114 (2.450)
1.936 (4.260)
i.354 (2.980)
0.836 (1.840)
0.319 (0.701)
1.365 (3.004)
1.947 (4.284)
0.909 (2.000)
1.571 (3.456)
5.862 (12.896)
5.268 (11.590)
1.373 (3.020)
5.432 (11.950)
3.282 (7.221)
3.982 (8.760)
3.982 (8.760)
0.204 (0.450)
0.174 (0.384)
1.364 (3.000)
7.658 (16.848)
84.141 (185.114)
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3.2.2 F.amact...ga_
The furnace rack is a specially modified version of a four post aluminum core rack. The
ISPR interface panel has been removed from the furnace rack so that the lower 203 cm (eight
inches) of the structure can be replaced by a one piece machined furnace support structure, Figure
14. This structure carries the vertical loads of the furnace out to the two lower rear SSF attach
fittings. A clamp type interface is to be employed in the furnace base ring to mate with this
structure. The fizmac¢ would set on the front edge of the support and slid horizontally to engage
the mating notch milled in the back half of the support platform. A separate bolt on clamp (Figure
15) would close off the front half of this ring and capture the furnace base. Two short beam
segments (Figure 16) are installed from the clamp ring to the front comer posts to stiffen the
furnace support vertically. A pair of strut assemblies (Figure 17) would also be installed at the top
ring of the IFEA to react fore and aft rocking loads/motion of the furnace enclosure and thereby
stiffen the lower attachment ring vertically. A dynamics model of the furnace rack arrangement has
shown that these elements are necessary to meet the minimum frequency requirement of 25 Hertz
for the rack. This same base ring would be a standard interface for other large furnaces. Smaller
IFEA modules (say less than 45.7 cm [18 inches] in diameter) could possibly use a four post core
type rack with a different type internal support frame work.
The drawings which have been generated in this study for the modified furnace rack structure
arc listed in Table 3. A major portion of the structtnal details listed in Table 1 for the core rack also
have direct application in the furnace rack. The major additional MSS feature in the furnace rack
for subsystem equipment support is a bolt together frame which fastens to the base" support and the
rear comer posts in back of the IFEA. This frame is shown in Figure 7. The FCU, FAU, and
Essentials Power Supply are mounted to plates fastened to the central part of this frame. Some
other subsystem elements are also fastened to the legs of the frame below the electronics boxes by
component specific brackets. Similar component specific brackets are also used through out the
rest of the rack to mount the balance of the subsystem equipment.
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TABLE 3. SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY
FURNACE RACK DRAWING TREE
DRAWING TITLE
Furnac_ Rack, Level 1 Assembly
Comer Post End Firdng "
Lower Attach Fitting
Pivot Housing
Base Support S_'ucnm=
Front Support Beam
Base Clamp V-Band
Equipment Frame Assem,.bl7
DRAWIN(_ ,,NUMBER
9320001
9320009
9320012
9320013
9320018
9320019
932002O
9320021
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TABLE 4. SSFF ALUMINUM FURNACE RACK WEIGHT ESTIMATE
V
Corn_tx)nent
Front Corner Posts
Post End Fittings
Rear Corner Posts
Horizon_l Tubes
Tube End Fittings
Upper Attach Fittings & Mechanism
Lower Attach'l_ttings
PivotHousings & Mechanism
Furnace Base Support Structure
Base Clamp Ring
Front Support Beams
Back Comer Bracket
Skin Support Angles
Side Access Panels
Rear Access Panel
Skin (0.O6O)
Skin Stiffeners
CargoTracks
Interface Panels
Interconnect Close Out _s
Rack Face Close Out
Fastener Allowance
Design Margin (10%)
Weight Est KG (lb_)
7.I (15.6)
O.4 (O.9)
6.8 (14.9)
3.2 (7.0)
0.4 (0.8)
2.2 (4.8)
2.1 (4.5)
0.9 (2.0)
24.1 (53.0)
3.2 (7.0)
1.8 (4.0)
O. 1 (0.2)
7.5 (16.6)
5.8 (12.9)
5.3 (11.6)
16.5 (36.4)
1.1 (2.5)
1.6 (3.5)
0.9 (2.0)
2.3 (5.0)
13.6 (30.0)
1.8 (4.0)
10.9
Total 119.7 (263.3)
V
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